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Fo eword
in the introduction to What Works: Research

ching and Learning, Secretary Wdliam J. Bennett
seriously the responsibility of the Department of

ucation to gather information and generate knowledge about
education in an efficient and energetic manner and then to make

information and knowledge accessible to people who
benefit from them.

is report, What's Happening in Teacher Testing, is
for policyrnakers and program planners grappling

with the topic. Issues involved in teacher testing are outlined
-level activities are described.

In preparing tills report, staff of the Office of Research,
Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OEM,
souglu to provide an objective, impartial, and clear analysis.
But it is no simple matter to succeed in these goals. Complex
issues that permeate American educationare often difficult to
explain, and they frequently yield ambiguous or conflicting
conclusions. The collection of facts and analysis in this report
led us to certain conclusions. Individuals drawing other con-
clusions nuy disagree with our analysis. Such is the nature of
reporting educational information.

This report could have been an uncritical compilation of
examined descriptions of state-level teacher testing activi-

es. Had we ended there, the report would have been a contri-
tion. Yet these data are difficult to interpret. The average

passing rate for teacher tests, for example, is about 83 percent.
Is this high? Is it low? Are the test items too easy? Are the
passing scores too low? These questions cannot be answered
with simple statistics. The content of the instruments needs to
be examined, the judgments of agencies responsible for the
tests need to be considered, the number of items that must be
answered correctly needs to be analyzed. By providing such
context, this report attempts to provide hiformation that can
enhance decisionmaking about teacher tests.

The diversity of teacher testing programs and activities
made the preparation of this repon a complex process. Numer-
ous people were involved in meeting this challenge, and we are
grateful to them.

Lawrence M. Rudner, formerly a senior associate in
OERI's Office of Research, now president of L.MP Associates,
coordinated the preparation of this report under the direction of
John Taylor and Sally B. Kilgore. He assumed responsibility
for the initial design of the work, conducting the 50 state
surveys, and preparing several sections. J.T. Sandefur, Dean
of the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences, Western
Kentucky University, helped design the report, identify other
contdbutors, prepare materials, and took a mejor hand In

readying the final document. Kay C. McKinney helped prepare
the state-by-state descriptions. OERI's Information Services
directed the production of the publication; Cynthia Dorfman
edited the book, and Phil Carrdesigned it.

State directors of teacher certification and testing will 'ngly
provided OERI with reports, press clippings, manuals, and
legislative proceedings describing their programs. Based on
those submissions, OERI staff drafted descriptions which were
returned in November 1986 and in April 1987 to the state
officials for editing &nd revising. Again, the directors took time
from their busy schedules to provide assistance. Their nunes
are appended to this report. We thank them all.

Perhaps the most illuminating portions of this report are
the expert analyses of the issues. Besides Messrs. Rudner and
Sandefur, the fallowing individuals contributed the materials
which add perspective to the data:

Nancy E. Melman, Policy Studies Associates--
Alternate Certification

James Algina, University of FloridaTechnical Issues
Gary R. Galluzzo, Western Kentucky University

Performance Assessment
Bernard R. Gifford, University of California, Berkeley

Excellence and Equity
Sue M. Legg, University ofFloridaTechnical Issues
Martha M. McCarthy, Indiana UniversityLegal Issues
Parlicular thanks arr also due to Elizabeth D. Heins of

Stetson University, PRIMA Getson of Children's Hospital in
Washington, DC, and Daniel Koretz of the Congressional
Budget Office for their comments and suggestions.

Three previously published reports describing teacher
testing must be acknowledged, as they provided much of the
background for this report; Teacher Education in the United
States, produced by the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education in June 1986; The Impact of State Policy on
Entrance into the Teaching Profession, prepared by Margaret
Goertz, Ruth Ekstrom, and Richard Coley of the Educational
Testing Service as part of a Department of Education grant in
October 1984; and Competency Assessment of Teachers: The
1986 Report, prepared by Sandefur, Western Kentucky
University.

Hnally, special mention must be made of Albert Shenker,
who suggested this project. He is not responsible for the result,
but deserves credit for the inspiration.

r E. Finn, Jr.,
Secretary and Counselor to the Secretary
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effectively boost the caliber of its school
teachers by obligating them to pass a test? Do teacher tests

dUencc? Do they provide rigorous standads? The
clearly indicate a widening acceptance of

of teacher testing. Every state except Alaska and
is in the process of adopting some form of

program.
of April 1987, 44 states had implemented or 'decided to

initiate a program requiring prospective teachers to pass a
written test before being awarded full certification. Twenty-
acven states were testing or planting to test applicants for

teacher education programs. Three states were
teachers as a requirement for recertification.

Thirty-nine states have implemented or are considering imple-
menting internship programs which involve an assessment
component. Several of the states with alternative certification
programs incorporate testing components. Rnally, at least two
states, Florida and Tennessee, art beginning to test teachers as
part of merit pay pb

While virtually all tbe states have made some form of
'Uncut to teacher testing, the diversity of philosophies
tudes toward the issue is substantial. The states differ in

hen they test prospective teachers, what their te5t3
culty of their instruments, and which tests arc

used. The issue of teacher testing covers not only whether
embers should be tested, hut also how they should be tested
and when. Vhtually eveiy aspect of teacher testing has been
subject to considerable debate.

These issues of teacher testing are of concern not only to
ucarors. Except for issues of finance, chairs of state legisla-

ye education coramitteee find teacher preparation. certifica-
ting to be among the foremost education issues
tate legislatures.

has closely followed teacher testing; teacher test
results Ere reported with much fanfare in city and regional
newspapers. If the psst is any indication, one can expect
teacher tests to retain this prominent place during the next 2
years as 20 states report teacher test results for the fint dale.

While the number of programs is Increasing, the philoso-
and attitudes behind diem are evalvieg and their particu-

changing. Passing scores aro being adjusted, plans are
and, some programs are being abolished, and new

being established. In weighing their options,
licymakers we confronted with die responsibility of trading

emotional and financial costs against the benefits teacher test-
ing progrnms may provide.

As stated in the preface, this book is intended to provide
objective and accurate information that will inform the debates.
The report contains four major sections. A Questions and
Answers section provides an overview of the repo :t and an
introduction to issues that are developed more fully in the
subsequent chapters.

The section titled National Perspectives starts with an
historical perspective on teacher testing. Although teacher
competency tests began in the early part of the centiny, when
most teachers possessed only high school diplomas, their re-
surgence is relatively new. The section also discusses legal
issues that confront teacher testing BetiVities. Based on prece-
dents, there are some guidelines states may want to consider in
implementing such programs.

The troubling issue of minmity candidates failing the
examinations has been one serious aspect of teacher testing.
The section on Nafional Perspectives provides some data with
regard to minority performance, outlines several explanations
for these results, and describes some recommended actions.

Teacher testing programs, as currently implemented, at
andy designed to keep unqualified individuals out of the

ion To help the reader evaluate this policy, data on
teacher supply and demand Inv presented and discussed. The
section also discuues the cvntent of certification examinations
and their difficulty indicating that state departments of educa-
tion and schools of education generally find the examinstions to
he appropriate, but tend to establish relatively low passing
&COM.

Designed to aid the new teacher, beginning teacher as-
sessment programs are gaining in popularity. A description of
these programs, their advantages and limitations, is included.

The nest major section contains State-by-State Descrip-
dons of testing programs for admissions, certification, recetti-
fication, and performance testing. Desofiptions of program
histories, instruments used, and passing scnres and rates are
provided. The section shows the diversity of programs under-
way across the nation.

The book concludes with an Appendix providing back-
ground information pertaining to other sections. While the
subsection on teacher supply and demand outlines the potential
of alternative certification programs to sharply increase the
supply side of the equation, appendix A illuminates alternative
certification by describing elements common across seven such
programs.

Decisions that must be made during test development and
validation mid which can affect the test characteristics are



examined in appendix B. This discussion of technical issues
involved in teacher test development and validation efforts
provides additional insight into the issues raised in the subsec-
tion on teacher tot content.

While paper and pencil tests Lre used toassess candidates'
ic slrill or subject matter Imowledge, an increasing number

are :tuning to on-the-job performance measures. As
ormanee testing, appendix C describes the

areas covered by Virginia's Beginning Teacher Assess-
ment Program.

Fmally, the state-by-state descriptions would not have
been possible if it weren't for the cooperation of the state
testing directors. Appendix D contains their names and ad-
dresses.

Note:
1. Siegel, P. ., "Emerging Education Issues in State Le
National Conference of State Legislatures, 1986.



s Concerning Teache Testing

What are the major
teacher tests

There are four major types:
1) Adtnissions tests ne given to prospective teachers be-

fore being admitted to a teacher preparation program, typically
within a college or university. These tests usually assess basic
reading, writicg, sad arithmetic skills. Twenty-sevenstates are
implementing such programs.

2) Certification tests are given either after exiting a
teacher preparation program or before initial certification.
These usually test howledge about teaching and the teaching
profession as well as basic skills. Several states also test for
subject matter knowledge within an area of specialization.
Forty-ft-ear stain are implementing such programs, making
certification tests the most -mmon form of teacher testing at
the present time.

3) Recertficwon tests are given to practichl classroom
teachers as a condition for recertification. Three states have
such programs.

4) Pegormance assessments am administered to begin-
ning teachers, usually during their first year of teaching. The
characteristics of a teacher's teaching style are observed by
trained personnel, usually a mentor teacher, the principal, and
a teacher education professor. These assessments usually assist
the beginning teacher as well as determine whether tlie begin-
ning teacher will be eligible for regular, nonprovisional certifi-
cation. Seven states have programs that use observation instru-
ments. Another 17 states are either in the process of
implementing such a program or are in the planning and
studying phase.

The first three types of testsadmissions, certification,
and recertification-4o not test actual teaching ability. Rather,
they test knowledge and skills believed to be prerequisites to
teaching and may tat knowledge about teaching. Ability to
teach decimal multiplication to children, for example, is not
covered. Ability to multiply decimals, however, is. The tests
do not evaluate many important human qualities such as dedi-

tion, caring, perseverance, sensitivity, and integrity and they
cannot guarantee that -.n individual who passes will become a

This socdaa was wines

good teacher. In principle, however, they can guarantee that an
individual who passes is literate and/or knows the subject
matter.

2. How prevalent are teacher t
As shown in table 1, every state fAcept Alaska and Iowa

has some form of teacher testing program or is in the process of
implementing one. As of April 1987, the cutoff date for state-
specific information in this volume, 24 states tested applicants
to teacher education programs, 26 states tested individualsas a
requirement for initial teacher certification, three states tested
veteran teachers, and seven states used a formal observation
instrument to assess the performance of beginning teachers.
Several states plan to implement new or revised testing pro-
grams in the next few yews.

3 What are the major teacher tests
The test most commonly used for admissions to teacher

education programs is the Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST),
produced by the Educational Testing Service ofPrinceton, NJ.
Seven states use this test as part of their admissions testing
program. The PPST covers basic reading, writing, tied mathe-
matics, Candidates have 21/2 hours to take the test.

The NTE Programs, formerly called the National Teacher
Examinations, is the most frequently used test for teacher
certification and is also produced by the Educational 'Mating
Service, Parts of this battery of tests axe or will be used in 22
state teacher testing programs. The NTE is composedof a Com
Battery covering the communication skills of listening, read-
iug, and writing; the general knowledge of social studies,
mathematics, literature and fine arts, and sciencei and the
professional knowledge of teaching. The complete Core Bat-
tery contains 340 multiple-choice questions and one essay
item. It requires 51/2 hours to complete. The NTE also contains



Table 1. A Summary of
Teacher Testing Prorams, April 19
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1987
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1987
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Custom.
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PPST,COMP
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4

Act CAT. CBEST, COMP. CIBS, PPST, SAT refer to the American College Testing Program, California Achievement Test, Californ a Basle Education SkillsItst, College Outcomes Memo= Project, California That of Basic Skills, Pre-Profeulonal Skills That, and the Scholastic Apnrudc Test, respectively .that have not yet been decided.



subj in 26 fields, with new tests added fre-
quently.

Custom-made teacher certification tests arc also available
from National Evaluation Systems (NES), thc second Major

ucer of teacher tests. NES has developed more than 250
tests in over 90 content aneas for several states.

In addition to the Educational Testing Service and Na-
tional Evaluation Systems a number of test suppliers and con-
sultants are also active in this burgeoning ficld.

4. What p oblems do teacher tes mg
programs address?
Testing is viewed as one of several wi
er quality and the quality of American education. As
by Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas, "To those who
ulted by the test. I can only reply that I think it is a small

price to pay in exchange for the biggest tax increase for
education in Arkansas history and for the contribution the
testing process would make in our efforts torestore the teaching
profession to the position of public mist and esteem it de-
series."3

Test-enforced standards for admission to teacher prepara.
lion programs and for initial certification are seen by propo.
nents as means to screen out unqualified individuals, to
strengthen the profession, and to attract better qualified candi.
dates. As a result of these programs, the public's confidence in
teachers, teaching, and the schools is expected to improve.'

The need for tougher admissions and certification is re-
flected in A Nation at Risk,* the celebrated 1983 report of the
National Commission on Excellence in Education, which
found that "not enough of the academically able students arc
being attracted to teaching" and that "too many teachers are
being drawn from the bottom quarter of the graduating high
school and college students."

After studying trends in college admissions test scores,
one researcher stated that "teaching never enjoyed a goldenage
when the best and the brightest entered the ranks."3 Tbe aver-
age Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT) verbal and mathematics
scores of teachers and prospective teachers have typically been
40 to 50 points below national averages.'

The schools have not only been unable to attract the best
and the brightest, they hav e. not been able to keep them.
Teachers with the highest SAT scores leave the profession in
greater number: than those with lower SAT scores.7

5. What may be the drawbacks?
There are at least two potential disadvantages to quantita-

ye standards for teacher education program admissions and
`fication: I) policies that restrict entrance to the profession

may contribute to a teacher shortage and 2) a dispropordonate
number of minority students fail to gain entry into the teaching
field due to low pass rates on these tests.°

If passing rates are an indication, admissions testing pro-
grams appear to be successful in restficting access to teacher
preparation programs. For the states providing data, the aver-

passing rate is approximately 12 percent.' Certification
examinations, which are given to individuals who have com .
pleted teacher training progsams, appear to bc less restrictive;
the state average passing rate in these cases is approximately 83
percent.

The impact of testing programs on minorities has been
severe. Only 23 percent of blacks and 34 percent of
for example, passed the Texas admimions test between March
1984 and March 1985." In Louisiana, only 10 percent or
students graduating from predominantly black colleges be.
wren 1978 and 1984 passed the certification test." In 1980,
minority teachers constinned approximately 12.5 percent of the
national teaching force. This proportion may be reduced to 5
percent or less by 1990 if the current trends involving passing
rates, as well as enrollment and attrition rates, continue.

6. What are some of the arguments
against teacher tests.
In addition to the two concerns cited above,

arguments against teacher testing axe:"
I) Testing alone may not improve teacher quality,

it has the potential of screening out individuals whose academie
preparation is weak. Rewards and working conditions are the
most important factors in teacher recruitment." The academic
quality of teachers is probably affected more by the dynamics
of -apply and demand and by the luster and standards of the
profession, than by testing or certification requirements."

2) The tests reflect an overreaction to a problem that may
not exist. The public is not as concerned with teacher quality as
the media suggest, and difficulty in hiring teachers is not a high
ranking concern."

3) The tests are inappropriate. Skills needed in one situa-
tion may not be necessary in another. Teaching In inner city
schools, for example, is not the same as teaching in suburban
schools." Tests emphasize lower order skills," They do not
adequately represent what a teacher should know and be able to
do." The tests emphasize knowledge, not performance, ethical
values, creativity, emotional maturity, or attitudes.°

4) Testing will hurt the profession. More constraints by
the state, such as testing, will result in greater teacher mill.
tancy.° Tests eliminate diversity and flexibility in teacher
education programs.°

5) The tests provide an insufficient standard. They cover
skills that are not important and passing scams are so low that
passing the test does not prove an ns."

172



7. What legal precedents have
established
Teacher tests for cciti Amon resemble ithft forms of

employment teats and 'must meet certain legal sinndauls.
Griggs v. nub. PoWel Company, for esample, established that
elhplOYthent telits MUM measure skills actually ne
when the test adversely affects Ritmo prok.sted by litle VII of
the Civil flights Act of 1064."

Since the ettly I 970's. the UK of teadter certific
has been argued in several courts, The landmark case, lJnIit
States v. South (:arolina. establiahed that states can use written
testa that have been designed end validated to disclose the
minimum amount of knowledge necessary (or effective teach-
ing."

Based on CAM law, certain guidelines tippear prude
testa affecting job maws should be shown to be job related anti
WPM legitimate school objectives, 2) Insuuments should he
constructed by qualified professionals, 3) thc instruments
should be validated for the speific jobs for which they are
used. and 4) individuals should bc provided with adequate
notice of the test requirements,

8. What is involved in Implementing
a teacher testing program.
State-sponsored teacher testing programs must begin with

the authority for such a program. This usually stems from
either legislative or board of education action. 'There is usually

darted participation of coticented constituencies in the
development of the policies. Instruments are then examined,
validation studie4 ere conducted, passing scores are estab-
lished, and information materials are prepared. A system for
monitoring and reporting the results of the piogram is also
developed."

Costa to the state depend upon the tests selected, thc
comPlexity 01 Ihe Policy, the system of monitoring and report-

and the charges to the examinee. The most expensive route
the state to have a custom-made test developed and then
for its administration. Teacher Wits e0St approximately

, $100,000 to develop and $5,000 - $50,000 to veil-
." A test program consisting of a basic skills test and 25

maner tem can coat close to $1,000,000 to develop and
00 per extuninee to administer and score. These eons

lude the costs for a suite department of education to
tate the program.
pensive route is to use a ready-made. !talon-
instmment and hive the candidates pey for

administration costs. A testing program using an off-the-shelf
basic skills test and 25 subject matter tests would cost approxi-
nudely $100,000 to validate." Scoring cnd administration
costs would be the same, approximately $100 per examinee.

How is teacher
various organiza
groups?
Many otganiza nti

ev on. Their (khaki
however, differ, There Oi

evaluated, what slm

viewed by
md

ups taippott fair and objec
and objective evalual
tgreement regarding who
evaluated, and how evolu

n should be conducted. The Ittlkiwiutg is an abbreviated list
of some attitudes toward teacher testing:

National Education Association (NEA)---The NEA has
history of questioning inappropriate and unfair testing prac-

tices and has been actively involved in precedent setting stu-
dent and teacher testing litigation. While the NEA was origl-
tinily against the use of the National Teacher Examinations,7
the organization recently Adopted a stance in favor of requiring
prospective teachera to pass valid professional knowledge and
subject matter tests. The NEA remains opposed to testing
veteran teachers.

2) American Federation of Teaeliers (AFT)The AFT has
been a longtime advocate of testing and has supported the use
of "accurate and appropriate measures to certify teachers."" In
19115, the AFT took an ever stronger stance when its president
announced that the association was willing to limit its member-
ship to indivi.ittols pnsing a ri4ormis teacher competency
test,"

3) American Association of Colleges tor Teacher Mica-
_ (AACTE)----"in recognition of the need for quality teacher

education. AACIE supports a test of basic skills as a criterion
(or entry or continuance In teacher education programs."

4) Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO)The
Council recommended that a system of assessing and screening
prospective teacher candidates should be implemented in every
state."

5) Carnegie Forum on Education and the EconomyThis
group has stated that a national board for professional teaching
is needed to establish high standards for the profession. As-
sessn will be a key aspect of its board certification pro-
grain. "

6) Holmes Group (a consortium of univ rsity-based
schools of education)The Holmes Group "commits itself to
develop and administer a stria of prcfcssional teacher exami-
nations that will provide a credible basis for issuing teaching
credentials and licenses.""

7) General PublicIn the 1986 Gallup Poll, $5 percent of
the public believed that prospective teachers should be required
to pass a state examination to ptove their knowledge in the
subjects they plan to teach."

8) Teacherslo the 1984 Gallup Poll, 63 percent of
assroom teachers believe that prospective teachers should be

required to pass a state examination." In a 1986 readership
survey, hijintrior magazine found that 59 percent of the re-
pondents would support a fair and valid teacher evaluation
ystem."



10. Where is
in the near future?

II inkci &OVAl yearN to impkniein a tc4Idc
m. In the immediate future, we can expect to

programs that were adopted several years ago being cart
for the first time. During 1987,, for example. nine states wi
starting certification tests, and three states will be stalling
admissions tests. In 19R7, cif1C of the states with recertification
testing will be releasing the final results of its 2-year program.

Most new activity in the ma of teacher testing will
involve assessment progomis for beginning teachers. Certifies-
lion requirements in many states are being altered to require
several years of demonstrated successful (eaching experience
pdor to being awarded regular certification. Thi..rty-n.ne stoles
are considering or have established some form of formal begin-
ning teacher program.s Seven states have an existing program
involving an observation instrument; another 17 states are
either planning or studying observation systems.

After the May 1986 release of A Natian Prepared:
Teachers far the 21st Century,4° the Carnegie Forum on Educa-
tion and the Economy is destined to become a major player in
the area of teacher testing. It is funding several large research
studies which it believes will lead to the establishment of a
board licensure progrfim providing high standards and recog-
nizing master teachers meeting those standards. The board
members will be announced in (he summer of 1987,

led 12. What is the viewpoint of the
project director

11 What questions concerning
teacher testing have not yet been
answered?

SoffIC itii
an wered are:

questions that h ve yet to be satisfactorily

I) Does the ability to perform on an admission, certifies-
or recertification tes

[Ince?

Do teacher kating programs actually yield improved
public confidence?

3) Do existing observation instruments accurately indicate
everyday classroom behaviors?

4) Which other modes of assessment beyond paper and
pencil tests can be used for improved teacher testing?

5) What are the lower limits of knowledge and skilln. tuary to teach different ages and different subjects effec-

c significantly to classroom

tivel '7

unanswered questions challenge some of the basic
auumptions behind current teacher testing practice. Answers
to these questions, especially the lut question, could indicate a
need for radically different forms of testing.

Let mc fin Ante that the following views are Hot nece
ily slimed by other authors of Wlutt's Happening In Teacher
'1'esting or by the U.S. Department of Education. In devcloping
the book, wc have made an effort to present objective informa-
tion, void of personal views,

I believe the rationale behind teacher tests is sound. Tests
provide standards, which in turn, can improve the quality

ruetion being provided in our schools. Many current
certification testing programs, however, do not provide fide-
quatc standards and, hence, cannot live up to expectations.

The content of some teacher testing programs precludes
their ability to provide an adequate standard. What type of
standard is a simple literacy test, covering basic reading,
writing, and mathematics skills? At best, such programs can
assure that teachers are not illiterate. The public expects more
from teachers and teacher testing programs.

Administering basic literacy tests to college graduates
indicates that the series of checks and balances are not work-
ing. Illiterates are not only getting past eighth grade, they arc
graduating from high school, they are getting into college, and
thcr) fire graduating from college. Meaningful standards at
these rarlier levels would P!ndcr thi5 form of teacher testing
unnecessary.

The common practice of establishing extremely low pass-
ing scores further diminishes the ability of many teacher testing
programs to support meaningful standards. In the name of
protecting the marginally qualified, many states make large
downward adjustments in passing scores. As a result, few
stales have effective teacher testing programs. Only the grossly
incompetent are denied access to the profession.

Teacher testing can, however, provide a meaningful Stan-
dam', and it does In states willing to pay the costs for an
improved teaching work force and a serious testing program.

Several states are now using subject matter tests as a
requirement for certification. This is appropriate; one must
know content in order to teach it. People who do not know the
content should not be permitted to mis-teach children. These
subject matter tests are much more relevant than basic literacy
tests.

Several states are also starting to implement beginning
teacher assessment programs. These programs have the poten-
tial to address the basic question: cao this particular individual
actually teach? These programs provide support for new
teachers as they assume clusroom responsibilities. At the same
time, they identify individuals who do not belong in the
schools.

Teacher testing is frequently seen Li a means for restrict-
ing access to the profession. Tests can and should be used to
improve access to the profession. Individuals who know and
love a particular subject should be given an opportunity to
impart that knowledge and attitude to school children. A sub-
ject matter test can verify whether they have the knowledge. A
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ehissroom observotiOrt and cvaltititiun ysteto eon be used to
verify whether they hove the skill.
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Ill.
National Perspectives

The 1986 Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitudes Toward
Public Schools revealed a statistic that underscrirs :he extent
of public support for the concept of teacher testinL 1:ighty-tive
percent of the respondents felt that prospective teachers should
be required to pass a state examination in the field they intend
to teach. This strong endorsement implies that the public wants
to be reassured that new teachers use qualified and that they feel
tests are capable of providing that reassurance.

State departments ot education and state legislative bodies
have adopted policies consistent with the Gallup Poll finding.
Teacher testing programs, in one form or another, arc being

implemented in 48 states. The resurgence of state teacher
testing programs raises a large set of new questions. Arc testing
programs capable or providing quality control? Do they sue-
ceed? What impacts are teacher tests having? what are the
legal Implications? Where is teacher testing headed?

In this chapter, teacher testing is examined from a national
perspective. Essays on the evolution of teacher testing, legal
issues, equity issues, teacher supply and demand, test content
and performance assessment provide detailed information to
help the readers answer these questions for themselves.



Historical Perspective
How did teacher testing evolve.
Are new trends emerging?

Providing assurances that teachers possess the necessary
basic knowledge and skills is not new. In the early part of this
century, when most teachers had only a high school diploma,
competency tests of basic skills were administered to prospec-
tive teachers in most states, Through subsequent years, the
tates increased the educational requirements for teacher cad-

ficadon, requiring baccalaureate degrees with specified courses
providing a broad, general education, an academic specializa-
tion, and instruction in pedagogy. During these years, teacher
testing programs declined. Quality assurance was seen priniar-
ily as the responsibility of the teacher preparation institution.
States exerted some control by way of licensure requirements
and program approval. While some locadons continued to test
prospective teachers, teacher testing became a dormant issue
nationally and remained so for almost 50 years.

Public Mandate
The issue of teacher testing may have remained dormant

had not a number of events occurred that caused the public to
question the condition of the nation's schools. The launching of
Sputnik has been credited with raising the question of the
adequacy of science education in America. The concern for the
quality of teachers was evident by the avalanche of publications
in the 196D's and 1970's that were highly critical of the
schools. Books by prominent authors such as James B. Conant,
John Holt, James Koerner, Charles Silberman, and others
raised questions about the quality of Arnefican education in-
cluding the education, or "miseducation" as they labeled it, of
American teachers. The loth anniversary issue of the Educa-
tion Supplement of Saturday Review, September 19, 1970, for
example, was called "The Crisis in Confidence" and included
articles entitled "The End of the Impossible Dream" and "Who
Needs Schools?" Collectively, the articles took the position
that the schools were failing both the advantaged and the
disadvantaged students.

It was also during this era of the late 1960's and early

This section was written by I. T. Sandefur, Western Kentucky Universtry.

1970's that student test scores were dropping. Scores on thc
Scholastic Aptitude Test and the American College Testing
Program test declined steadily. According to the Congressional
Budget Office, this decline was severe and an appropriate cause
for alarm,'

In the mid 1970's, a movement to assess the competency
f students in elementary and secondary schools began to

sweep the nation. So powerful was the notion that the nation's
public school students were barely literate, that by March
1978, 33 states had taken action to mandate the setting of
minimum competency standards for elementary and secondary
students. Moreover, all the remaining states either had legisla-
tion pending or state department of education studies under-
way,'

The move to test thc competency of studcnts had signifi-
cant public support. The 1976 Gallup Poll of the Public's
Attitude Toward the Public Schools showed that 65 percent of
those surveyed answered "yes" to the question, "Should all
high school studentr in the United States be required to pass a
standard nationwide examination in order to get a high school
diploma?"'

In the process of establishing student testing programs,
state departments of education were acquiring skills in working
with test developers wad hiring measurement professionals.
With qualified staffs and experience in student testing pro-
grams, state departments of education developed the capacity
to mount virtually any kind of testing program including a
program to assess prospective teachers. If the public, alarmed
by reports of barely literate students graduating from high
schools by the thousands, had inspired some sort of mandated
minimal competency tests for students, why not do the same
for teachers?

In an editorial in the December 1979 Phi Delta Kappan,
editor Robert Cole wrote:

Should teachers be required to pass a state examina-
tion to prove their knowledge in the subjects they will
teach when hired? Can we no longer trust teacher
preparatory institutionsapproved by state, re-
gional, and national accrediting agenciesto weed
out weak teachers? Can we not rely on the screening
that takes place when a district hires new teachers?
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Should teachers be retested every few years to s
(hey are keeping up to date? In the most recent
Gallup Poll or the Public's Attitudes Toward Public
Schools, 85 percent of those pulled said yes, teat:hers
should he required to pass a state exam in their
subject and they should he continually retested.'

Closely following the repots of declinine student test
scores and negative press, a number of prestigious organiza-
tions came forth in support of teacher testing. The American
Association of Colleges for Teachtr Education (AACTE) was
among the first to endorse such testing. That association passed
two significant resoluSz,ns at its annual meeting in Dallas.
Texas in Febmary 1980:

1) In recogni(iset of the need for quality teacher education,
AACrE supports a test of hick skills as a criterion for entrance
or continuation in teacher education programs.

2) In recognition of the need for quality teachereducation,
AACTE supports a program of assessment of professional
skills as an exit requirement for teacher education programs.
The assessment should include (a) communication skills, (b)
human relations skills, (c) generic teaching skills, and (d)
subject matter proficiency.

The ad hoc committee on Teacher Certification, Prepara-
tion, and Accreditation of the Council of Chief State School
Officers recommended "...that a system of assessing and
screening prospective teacher candidates should se imple-
mented in every stale." The National Education Association's
Standards for Approving College of Education Programs listed
a standard that recommended "procedures for student admit-
tance, continued enrollment, and graduation." Adding further
encouragement to the testing movement, A Nation at Risk
stated,"We recommend that schools, colleges, and universities
adopt more rigorous standayds and higher expectations for
academic performance and student conduct and that 4-year
colleges and universities raise their requirements for admis-
sion."

Prompted by falling test scores, concern about the quality
of schools and schooling, and repos from prestigious com-
mittees and organizations, a teacher competency movement
began in die late 1970's that had encompassed the nation by
1986.

The Development of Teacher
Competency Tests

The rapid growth of teacher competency testing in con-
porary America has been one of the fastest movements in

education. From 1964 to 1977, only North Carolina requi a
teacher certification examination. The practice of teacher test-
ing for certification was reintroduced in 1977 in Louisiana. One
year later, Florida started to develop its teacher testing pro-
gram.

12

In the 1nlIowi,i s year mandated vat
icher tcsing programs. As seen in table 2, 10 states

mandatel teacher testing prior to 1980, 4 mandated testing in
1980, 5 in 1981, and 8 in 1982. Ten states joined in 1984,
making that the year with the greatest amount of activity since
the inception of the movement. Since implementation dates
usually follow the mandates by 2 or 3 years, in 1986, 8 states
implemented their first teacher testing progratns; and another 4
states will start programs in 1987.

Most state teacher testing programs have stomned from
state board of education mandates. Though the first states to
enter teacher testing did so by legislative mandate, since 1982,
the mandates have usually been issued by the state board, Only
19 states established programs in response to the state legisla-
ture, while 29 states established their programs in response to
their state boards of education.

Testing for Admission to Teacher
Education Programs

Although individual colleges of education have been test-
ing prospective students for years, uniform state standards for
assessing prospective teachers' competencies in basic skills
prior to admission is recent. Of the 27 states with such policies,
only Tennessee's 1979 implementation occurred prior to 1980.

While teacher education institutions claimed selective ad-
missions, they did not require tests of basic skills. A 1972
study of admissions procedures by 180 randomly selected
member institutions of the AACTE found that practically all
used some form of selective admissions procedure. Only 17
percent used professional examinations of any type. The most
frequently used test was not a college admissions test, such as
the SAT or ACT, but rather the Minnesota Teacher Attitude
Inventory, first published by the Psychological Corporation in
1951." The primary criteria for selection, however, were
grades, recommendations, and interviews.'

On.the-job Assessment of Teachers
A relatively recent trend among the states has been to

require an internship as part of a beginning teacher assessment
program. Prior to 1980, only Georgia formally assessed
teacher performance as part of the certification process. Specif-
ically, Georgia issued a non-renewable certificate which was
valid for 3 years during which time the teacher must have
demonstrated acceptable performance in 14 genetic teaching
competencies. Georgia was followed by Florida in 1980 and by
Oklahoma in 1982.

Oklahoma's Entry-Year Program is typical of such pro-
grams. In Oklahoma, individuals are issued a one-year license
upon completion of an approved teacher preparation program.
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Tat& 3. Internship and Mentor Teacher Programs
April 1987

us f States with support programs for Slates conskkring implementing
beginning teachers, either planned, forinid observation systems
existing, or under study

States with existing internship prog
using classroom observation
instruments

Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Virginia

Arkansas
California
Colorado
District of columbia
Hawaii
Maine
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Tennessee
Utah
Washington

Ariwna
Connecticut
Delaware
Kansas
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Mississippi
Nevada
Ncw York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Texas
Vermont
West Virginia
Wyoming

es and the District of Columbia

During the first year of employment, the beginning teacher
SerVes under the guidance and assistance of an experienced
teacher, an administrator, and a faculty member from a college
of education. This committee is charged with the responsibility
of providing assistance to the Intern throughout the first year.
At the end of the year, the committee recommends to the State
Board of Education whether the intern should be certified.

Interest in this area is mounting. As shown in table 3,
seven states have implemented formal internship programs
using observation instruments. Another 32 states are either
implementing or studying programs for beginning teachers.

SIMInliary

The teacher testing movement grew with the educational
reform movement, responding to a perceived, growing lack of
public confidence in teachers and teaching.

2. The teacher certification movement had its origins in the
South, spreading from Georgia, Louisiana, and Florida to the
West and Northeast.

3. Early state entries into teacher testing were usually the
results of legislative mandates, whereas later entries were
typically mandated by state boards ofeducation. Most are now
mandated by state boards of education.

14

1 7 States

4. A requirement for un internsaip or beginning teacher pro-
gram is a recent development that is being considered or
implemented in 39 states. Seven states are currently using
formal observation systems.
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Legal Considerations
What legal precedents have been set?
What are the implications of these precedents?

Th VC of state-level teacher testing programs has been
accompanied by legal challenges to employment decisions
predicated on the results of this testing. This section provides a
brief overview of litigation involving claims that teacher test-
ing programs violate rights protected by constitutional or statu-
tory provisions,

Equal Protection under the
Fourteenth Amendment

Employment tests are frequently accused of being dis-
criminatory because a disproportionate percentage of minority
examinees perform poorly. This has resulted in claims that
cerniin tests are biased. The use of these tests as a prerequisite
to public employment has been challenged on the basis of the
equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment that
prohibits states from denying citizens equal protection.

In the early 1970's, some individuals successfully chal-
lenged employment testing programs in school districts where
the tests were used to perpetuate racial discrimination.' For
xample, in Baker v, Columbus (kfl) Municipal Separate

School District, the Mfth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the
trial court's conclusion that the school district was intentionally
assuring Wall white teaching staff through its teacher certifica-
tion examination program.' The court enjoined the scol
district from using test scores from the National Teacher Exam-
inations for hiring or re-employment purposes.

The Supreme Court has rejected such equal protection
claims, however, if it can be shown that the use of the test is
rationally related to a legitimat- employment objective and not
accompanied by a discriminatory motive. In the leading case,
Washington v. Davis, the 1976 Supreme Court enelf irsed the

This section was written by Maitha M. McCarthy. Indiana University. A
shorter version of dds manuscript appeared in Educational Haltom, 63, 2,
1987. This vetsion oppon here with the permission of 11 Lambda Theta .
national home and professional association in education.

use of a written skills test as an entrance idqUireitlent for the
Washington, DC police training program, even though the test
disqualified a disproportionate number of black applicants.'
The Court reasoned that the test was directly related to the
requirements of the training program and was not administered
for diserinthutory reasons.

More recently, the Supreme Court affirmed a lower
court's conclusion that South Carolina's use of the National
Teacher Examinations for teacher certification and salary pur-
poses satisfied fourteenth amendment equal protection guaran-
tees since the test had a rational relationship to the legitimate
purpose of improving the effectiveness of the state's teaching
force and was not administered with discriminatory intent.4
The trial court was satisfied that the test was valid in that it
measured knowledge of the course content in teacher prepara-
tion programs and was justified by the legitimate employment
objective of encouraging teachers to upgrade their skills.

In 1986, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals also over-
turned a preliminary injunction against using a basic skills test
as a prereluisite to eniollment in teacher education programs in
Texas.' The court reasoned that a state is not obligated to
educate or certify teachers who cannot pass a valid test of basic
kills necessary for professional training. Noting that the state

presented considerable evidence to establish the test's validity,
the court concluded that the plaintiffs would have to prove
intentional discrimination to substantiate a violation of the
equal protection clause.

Another clause of the fourteenth amendment guarantees
the right to due process if governmental action impairs life,
liberty, or property rights. Students have successfully relied on
due process guarantees in asserting that they have a property
interest in receiving a high school diploma. Thus, when tests
are used as 8 diploma sanction, students are entitled to suffi-
cient notice of the requirement, adequate preparation, and
fundamentally fair examinations.' Relying on precedents es-
tablished in these cases involving student proficiency testing

employees may assert that they have due process
rights to proper notice and fair tests. Employees, however, may
find it more difficult to establish that testing programs implicate
a property interest that is a legitimate entitlement to employ-
ment,
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964

Title VII prohibits employmcot &l i. crimination on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The law
applies to public or private employers with 15 or more em-
ployees, employment agencies, and labor organizations.
Where facially neutral requirements, such as a test, have a
disparate impact on a group protected by Title VII, the em-
ployer must establish a business necessity for the challenged
practice.

In Griggs v. Duke Power Company, the Supreme Court
found that the use of a test of general intelligence as a prerequi-
site to employment violated Title VII because the requirement
disproportionately eliminated minorities and was not proven to
bc a business necessity. In this 1971 case, the Court did not
prohibit the use of tcsts per se as a prerequisite to employment,
but concluded that the employer must substantiate that tests
used as a condition of employment arc related to Job perform-
ance in order to satisfy Ttt V11.1

In several subsequent decisions, the Supreme Cowl has
elaborated on thc busincss necessity standard under Tide VII.
In 1975, the Court recognized that litle VII requires an em-
ployment test to be validated for the specific jobs for which it is
used. The Court further held that if supervisor rankings ore
compared with employees' test scores in validating a test, there
must be clear job performance criteria applied by all supervi-
sors.'

More recently, the Court found that a Title VII violation
can be established if employment tests have a disparate impact
on minorities and are not substantiated as job related even
though the "bottom line" of thc hiring or promotion process
results in an appropriate racial balance. The court also af-
firmed the Second Circuit Appellate Court's conclusion that a
city's practice of conditioning employment eligibility on tests,
which had not been validated as job related and had a disparate
impact on blacks and Hispanics, constituted a continuing pol-
icy of discrimination under Title VII that ended only when the
last person was hired off the eligibility list based on test
scores.1'

In 1978, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) issued Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection
Procedures designed to assure that employment practices with
an adverse impact on a group protected by Title VII are justified
by a business necessity.12 Under the Guidelines, employment
tests are expected be I) reliable in that the measurement instru-
ment is accurate and provides dependable data, and 2) valid in
that the instillment actually measures what it purports to meas-
ure. The EEOC prefers test validation by correlating job per-
formance with test scores but will allow other validation
methods that satisfy professionally recognized standards.

In several schlol cases, courts have relied on Tide VII and
he EEOC Guidelines in concluding that specific tests with an
tdverse racial impact cannot be used in making employment
lecisions without proof of their business necessity. The use of

examinations for supervisory positions in the New Y rk City
School District, for example, was found to violate Title VII
because the test had a disparate impact on minorities and was
not empirically substantiated as Joh related."

The need for proper validation and doLminentation to
satisfy Title VII has been frequently underscored by thc courts.
In 1974, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals ordered the
reinstatement of teachers in Nansemond County, Virginia who
were discharged due to the district's tesdng program." The
court stated its opinion that the passing score was arbitrarily
chosen.

More recently, a federal district court granted a prelimi-
nary injunction against the Mobile Alabama School Board's
use of the National Teacher Examinations to determine whether
to retain nontenured teachers." The court found that the test
used in hiring and retaining teachers had a disparate racial
impact and had not been properly validated. No evidence was
presented to substantiate that those with higher scores per-
formed better than those with lower scores.

Although aggrieved employees have a greater likelihood
of prevailing when challenging tests under Title VII than under
the equal protection clause, an employer's burden of establish-
ing a business necessity for policies with a disparate racial
impact is not impossible to satisfy. In the South Carolina case
discussed previously, the Supreme Court affirmed the trial
court's holding that Title VII as well as the equal protection
clause did not preclude the use of the National Teacher Exami-
nations to further the legitimate objective of assuring more
competent teachers.'6 Subsequently, the Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals found no constitutional or Title VII violation in
connection with a school district's use of certification levels
based on scores on the National Teacher Examinations to
detrmine teachers' salaries.'7 The court reasoned that the
practice was justified by the job necessity of attracting the best
qualified teachers and encouraging self-improvement among
the low-rated instructional personnel.

State Laws
Most legal challenges to teacher testing programs have

been based on constitutional or Title VII grounds, but state-
mandated testing programs to determine eligibility for recertifi-
cation and job retention have been challenged under state law.
To date, these challenges have not been successful.

A TexaS court upheld thc use of a test that teachers and
administrators had to pass to retain their jobs." The court
rejected the claim of the teachers' association that certification
constitutes a contract, protected by the state constitution, that
had been breached by imposing a testing requirement as a
condition of retaining certification.

Similarly, an Arkansas court upheld a state law requiring
all certified educational personnel employed in 1984 to pass a
test of functional academic skills as a prerequisite to recertifi-
cation. The court was not persuaded that the law was facially
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discriminatory beettlise it applied only to err ployees on the job
during one snhool year or that it created an .irhitrary elassifica
don among employees with different expiration dotes for their
10-year certificates, 19

Summary
Significant precedents have been establihcd in the area of

employment testing in general and teacher testing in particular.
Employment testing programs that have survived legal and
constitutional scrutiny have tended to have certain characteris-
tics:

I. Th y have been shown to be job related and to serve
legitimate objectives.

2. They have been constnicted by qualified professionals tr.
generally accepted procedures.

3. They have been validated for the specific job for which they
are used with procedures found acceptable by the courts.

4. They have provided adequate notice of the test requirements.
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Excellence and Equity
What has been the impact of teacher tests on minority groups?
Should teacher tests be required for minority group members?
What are some policy options?

The use of tests to promote excellence among teachers is
challenging an important societal goal: equity. With the imple-
mentation of teacher testing programs, there has been a drop
in the supply of talented, well-educated minority teachers. As a
result. a host of philosophical and practical issues has emerged
which must be addressed every time teacher testing is discussed
or considered.

After describing the impact teacher testing has on minor.
Ity groups, this section outlines an argument in favor of testing
minority candidates and policies that can promote both excel.
lence and equity.

The Impact of Testing on Minorities
With greater reliance on both student and teacher testing,

the longstanding controversy sutrounding usc of standardized
examinations has intensified. Among the most reluctant to
sanction widespread use of standardized tests arc individuals
and groups concerned about the disparate impact of the exami-
nations on prospective teachers from minority backgrounds.

According to the Commission on Teacher Credentialing,
of 6,644 minority candidates in California who took the first
CBEST examination in 1983, 3,854, or 58 percent, failed. The
highest failure rate was among Blacks. Of the 2,040 Blacks
who took the test, only 530 were able to proceed with their
plans to become teachers, a paltry 26 percent. For other minor-
ity groups, the test results were not much better. Only 39
percent (834) of 2,133 Mexican Americans passed and only 50
percent (637) of 1,259 Asian Americans passed the CBEST
examination. In comparison, the pass rate for Whites was 76
percent, with 18,856 of the 24,540 Whites passing.'

This secdon, ivritten by Bernaid R. Gifford.. University of California. Berke-
ky, was originally published in The Journal of Negro Education, 55. 3,Summer, 1986, pages 251-271, copyright, 1986, Howard University. It is
reprinted here with the permission of the author and the editor ofThe Journal of
Negro Education. Additions made for this volume are in italics.

Thc pass rates elsewhere are no more encouraging. Of a
total of 5,500 teachers certified in Florida in 1981, only 200
were 131ack. This low number was mirrored in the pais rates on
Florida's Teacher Competency Examination, given for thc first
time in 1983. While 90 percent of White candidates passed the
examination, only 35 percent of Black candidates, 51 percent
of Hispanic candidates, and 63 percent of Asian candidates
passed.2

The first administration of the Texas testing program for
prospective teachers eliminated 84 percent of the Black candi-
dates and 65 percent of the Hispanic candidates on the basis of
the mathematics examination. At the same time, 87 percent of
the Black candidates and 65 percent of the Hispanic candidates
failed the reading test, and 80 percent of the Black candidates
and 56 percent of the Hispanic candidates failed the writing
test.'

The problems associated with these hip minority failure
rates are made all the more serious by the increasing need for
qualified Black, Hispanic, and Asian American teachers at a
time of rapid demographic change. California data illustrate the
national trend. In the 1984-85 school year, the state's total
public-school population was 53.1 percent non-Hispanic
Mite, 27.9 percent Hispanic, 9.7 percent Black, 8,5 percent
Asian or Pacific Islander, and 0.8 percent American Indian.4 It
is projected that more than 50 percent of the state's total public
school population will be non-White by 1995. If California's
public schools indeed become more than 50 percent non-
White, they will join the schools in the nation's thirty-five
largest city school districts, the majority of which now have
overwhelmingly minority-student enrollments. Needless to
say, the combination of high minority failure rates on teacher
examinations and high minority pupil enrollment rates, if un-
checked by dramatic interventions, could result in a high
degree of tension between minority parents and a largely non-
minority teaching staff. A conflict between communities and
schools, similar to that which plagued public education during
the 1960s in many of the nation's major urban areas, could
ensue.
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The rtucs of failure on teacher examinations reflect
ominous trends. first, in crest in teaching on the part of many
well-educated students, especially talented minority students,
has declined precipitously in the last fifteen years. As the
teacher su:plus cif the 1970s drastically reduced job opportuni-
ties, college students increasingly chose other majors. More-
over, as new career opportunities outside education have
opened up for them, the best and brightest minority and women
students, who earlier might have entered teaching, have chosen
other fields, The proportion of college-bound students who
Indicated plans to major in education fell from 24 percent in
1969 to less than 5 percent in 1982. The decline has been
particularly evident among highly qualified minorities and
women.

Second, colleges and universities are failing to guarantee
that their graduates, both minority and non-minority, can read
with comprehension, write literately, and perform routine
mathematical computations. This trend is but an overt manifes-
tation of the general failure of many colleges and universities to
exercise proper leadership and authority over their educational
programs. The Association of American Colleges, in its report
entitled "Integrity in the College Curriculum," maintains that
decline and devaluation arc evident everywhere. Moreover, the
report states,

. . . there is so much confusion as to the mission of
the American college and university that it is no
longer possible to be sure why a student should take a
particular program of courses. Is the curriculum an
invitation to philosophic and intellectual growth or a
quick exposure to the skills of a particular vocation?
Or is it both? Certainty on such matters disappeared
under the impact of new knowledge and electives in
the late nineteenth century. The subsequent collapse
of structure and control in the course of study has
invited the intrusion of programs of ephemeral
knowledge developed without concern for the criteria
of self-discovery, critical thinking, and exploration
of values that were for so long central to the bacca-
laureate years. The curriculum has given way to a
marketplace philosophy: it is a supermarket where
students are shoppers and professors OTC merchants
of learning. Fads and fashions, the demands of popu-
larity and suCCCOS, enter where wisdom and experi-
ende should prevail. Does it make sense for a college
to offer a thousand courses to a student who will only
take 36?

The marketplace philosophy refuses to establish
common expectations and norms. Another victim of
this posture of irresponsibility is the general educa-
tion of the American college undergraduate, the in-
stitutional course requirements outside the major.
They lack a rationale and cohesion or, even worse,
are almost lacking altogether. Electives are being

used to fatten majors and diminish breadth. it is 85 if
no one cared, so long as the store stays open.1

If this trend persistsand make no mistake about it it will
ns long as colleges and universities, Ignoring the Implications
of the findings contained ill the report, continue to permit
unknowledgeable students to chart their own intellectual devel-
opmentthe situation will only deteriorate further. Unaided by
the collective intelligence of the academic community and
lacking a commitment by higher-education institutions to the
improvement of the attractiveness of the teaching profession,
the supply of talented, well-educated minority teachers will
continue to nose-dive.

In Florida, where applicants for teacher-training programs
must score a minimum of 835 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT), Professor Walter A. Mercer of Florida Agricultural and
Mechanical University, a historically Black college supported
by the state, predicts that "future teachers from (minority)
groups could become vanishing breeds."' In Texas, where
candidates for certification must pass reading, writing, and
mathematics tests, researchers estimate that by 1988, 96 per-
cent of Black candidates and 84 percent of Hispanic candidates
will be denied permission to teach on the basis of their reading
tests alone. They also project that minority representation in the
national teaching force could be reduced to less than 5 percent
by 1990 if the cunently observable trend In pass rates continues
unabated and if rates of attrition through retirements and
teacher burnout are unchange4.1

These figures are both disturbing and unacceptable. They
have a devastating effect on young adults who have a strong
desire to build a career for themselves by educating our chfi-
dren. Their impact is also to deny minority groups access to
exemplars of success. Moreover, there Is the awful possibility
that minority youth, upon learning that many prospective mi-
nority teachers are judged not good enough to teach, will lose
confidence in their own abilities and conclude that high r
education is off limits to them.

The first reaction of many to the apparent negative rela-
tionship between testing and the potential supply of minority
teachers is to claim "racism" and to insist that alternate certifi-
cation standards be adopted for minority candidates. Certainly,
if the implication af this connection is ignored, there is the real
possibility that the promise of democracy and the promise of
equality will be placed, yet again, in deep jeopardy. The
question remains whether this prospect necessarily rules out the
use of proficiency tests.

In Favor of Competency Testing of
Minority Candidates

Many Lesights into the need for proficiency testing
gained by analyzing the analogous arguments advanced by
socio:agist Harry Edwards of the University of California,
Berkeley, regarding Rule 48 of the National Collegiate Athletic
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Association (NCAA). The pgc of this /life sparked "wl
probably the most heated racc-rchited controversy within the
NCAA since the onset of wklespread racial integration in major
college spo.ts programs during the 1950s and 1960s." Effec-
five in 1986, the rule requires freshmen who want to participate
in sports at any of the nation's 277 Division I college and
universities to have attained a minimum combined SAT score
of 700 or a composite score of 15 on the American College Test
(ACT) examination. In addition, they must have achieved a C
average in eleven specific high-school courses, including Eng-
lish, mathematics, social sciences, and physical sciences.°

The response of many Black educators to Rule 48 was
sharp and immediate. Some were angered because they were
not consulted in the formulation of the new policy; others
claimed that thc SAT minimum score was set arbitrarily. Still
others stated that the SAT and the ACT are racist diagnostic
tests, biased in favor of White students, and that thc proposed
cutoffs impose unfair penalties on Black athletes,"

In contrast, Edwards took a stand in support of the en.
forcement of Rule 48. He agreed that the determination of the
cutoff scores may well have been arbitrary, but found them so
arbitrarily low as to constitute no standard at all. Edwards
stated:

Further, were 1 not to support Rule 48, I would risk
communicating to Black youth in particular that I, a
nationally known Black educator, do not believe that
they have the capacity to achieve a 700 score on the
SAT, with three years to prepare for the test, when
they are given a total of 400 points simply for an-
swering a single question in each of the two sections
of the test, and when they have a significant chance
of scoring 460 by a purely random marking of the
test. Brainy, I support the NAA's action because
believe that Black parenis, Black educators and the
Black community must insist that Black children be
taught and they learn whatever subject matter is
necessary to excel on diagnostic and all other skills
tests."

The argument of Edwards is both compelling and persua-
sive. However, it is also incomplete. It is clear that if Edwards'
view is to be translated into policy, support of minimum-
competency rules must be coupled with insistence that minority
children receive a sufficiently high-quality education necessary
to enable them to score competitivelY on examinations from
SAT to CBEST to NTE. It is also clear that state public
officials, in and out of the education establishment, must com-
mit themselves to develop, fund, vigorously monitor, and
intelligently evaluate targeted school-improvement prognims
so that minority students at all levels can become more compet-
itive on all examinations of scholastic achievement.

This position does not assume that standardized examina-
tions art problem-ft-cc or totally unbiased. Clearly, there is no
tvidence that the teacher tests currently being used have pre-fictive validity. 12 They do not discriminate between those who
Will become effective or ineffective teachers. Some individuals

who pa'.. the testS ill inderd become inc
This caveat tnUst 1w brought to the forefron licy

ons CC crmng teacher testing,
't here is also evidence that current tests arc lacking in

content validity. The present NTE Corc Battery, for example,
was designed by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) with
the assistance of panels of teacher educators and teaching
practitioners who were asked to judge the face validity ot the
test items," While ETS adhered to strict standards of test
quality and fairness and asked independent groups, including
the NEA and the AFT, to select multiracial panel members,
there are two main problems with this approach.

First, the Core Battery is purported to represent a con-
sensus among educators as to the knowledge important to an
entry level teacher," However, in fact, there is little ageement
among practitioners and researchers as to what beginning
teachers need to know. The judgments of ETS panelists about
test4tcm validity may therefore hne been situational, subjcc .
five, and idiosyncratic. In implicit recognition of this probabil-
ity, ETS requires each state that chooses to administer the NTE
to conduct its own content-validity study. However, this policy
does not increase confidence in the NTE's validity. Using the
same basic methodology described above, ETS itself has con-
ducted 60 percent (21) of the state studies," While as many as
38 percent of the test items have been identified as invalid for a
given state," the NTE has not been modified accordingly. but
continues to be administered OS originally designed.

Second, the content of the Core Battery appears to be
mow closely related to the curricula of teacher-preparation
programs than to the competency of effective beginning
teachers. According to ETS, the tests "were developed to
provide information about a candidate's knowledge and skills,
typically acquired through a teacher-training program."
Especially in light of the manifest need to reform teacher-edu-
cation programs, it cannot be assumed that the objects and
content of teacher-training curricula reflect the proficiency
areas or levels possessed by capable entry-level teachers. That
this concern has substance is supported by ETS'ts recent under-
taking of a job analysis study involving 16,000 practicing
teachers." Presumably, the results will be used to increase the
job relatedness of the NTE.

David Owen, in his 1985 critique of the ETS, suggests
that the present NTE's lack of relevance to the workplace
constitutes grounds for the abandonment of the examination.
Since the Pre-Professional Skills Test seems to be an abbre-
viated version of the NTE, he advises states to avoid this
examination as well. Owen further asserts that the quality of
the teaching profession is in fact reduced by the NTE, in that its
relationship to teacher-training curricula reinforces the medioc-
rity of such programs. He states that the "easiest way toimprove on the NTE would be to get rid of it,"

However, this is a simplistic and unrealistic response to a
complicated issue. Tests that do have content validity and that
are properly used can perform a useful function in assessing
teacher competency. The development of better tests, then, is
the appropriate public-policy priority.
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In addition to validity
quckned on the basis at pufrntial hi
iarticukt groupsracial, ct
be d Ificult to substantiate. and the elimi
be equally problematic.

In 19141, far example, a cl e.. lett n suit
the Alnharna State Board of Uhl n the gtoun
state's teacher-competency testing program discriminated
against Blacks and violated their Conlititutional and statutory
civil rights.° One provision of the multifaceted consent decree
in favor of the plaintiffs required the state to delete kg mks-
tion that showed BlaeldWhite performance differentials of
more than 15 percent?' If implemented, this remedy might
have resulted In the deletion of a !urge number of test items, an
action that would have removed race bias while simultaneously
distorting the job relatedness of the testing program. Since the
job relatedness of the test appears to have been catefully
establishedthe test developer, National Evaluatioa Systems,
Inc., consulted more than 5,000 Alabama teacherathe net
gain to the plaindffs on the issue of test revision might have
been minimal. This tfikmma may have been a faetor tt the
presiding judge's decision to vacate the consent decree in
February 1986,

The case for the class bias of some of the currently used
tests is less clouded. Allan Naim says of the SAT, "In sum, it is
advertised as a test of scholastic aptitude . . . used by colleges
to accept and reject applicants ostensibly on the bags of merit.
Mr many students, the SAT may be more a reflection of their
social class than of their potential for accomplishment inside or
beyond the classroom."'" Mazy Frances Betty furthers this
argument with her aseenion thet the major differential among
SAT test scores is "not betweeri Black and White students, but
betwm students from well-off families and students from poor
()unities. The better off the family, the higher the scorefor
Whites and Blacks." Indeed, the College Board's report, Pro-
files of College Bownd Seniors: istap shows exactly that. The
relationship betvecn family income and SAT test scores Is
highly significant. While not as high, the relationship between
level of parental education and SAT scorn of high-school
seniors is also very substainial.

On the question of test fairness. Banesh Hoffman goes
even further in maintaining that the SAT is biased against
everyone with a penetrating mind. Of the SAT's multiple-
choke format, he observes:

How genuinely difficult, how worthy of first-rate
minda. can quesdons be for which answets Must be
picked at the rate of one every minute or so, or in
SOMe CaSes, at the rate of a hundred an hour? How
deeply ean such questions probe and still be ma-
chingradable? And if the qutations did indeed have
depth, how could one reasonably expect the candi-
dates to give well-considered responses to them so
quickly? Is it likely that students who can maintain a
lively interest in long successions of Small, efficient
conundrums are those with deep minds, or even
those with at adult set of values?'

Analysis to 1 1 cy

y, there rnu't be vigil
lardired tests in tmsey,ing ti

teachers The testing industry Ms
detiign tests that ate both unbiased and valid Where neteNftry.
legal action should be strongly considered as an avenue tor test
reform and policy change. There must also be full understand-
ing of what standardized le", can and cannot do. To quote
Wathingron Pao columniN. William Raspberry, standardized
teos cannot

uiring the proper use
peter-icy of potential

rsuaded to revise and

. . measure patience, love of chikken and learning,
the ability to maintain order and a hundred other
things that make up teacher competency. But the
tests can measure whether a teacher hex learned the
basics of pedagogic techniques (which we consider
important, else why would we muidate education
courses for teachers?) and whether a teacher has a
solid grasp of the materii-I to be taught .

Raspberry's view us streagly endorsed. While tests
relied upon to identify who has the personal wtonth,

pathy, drive, and dedication required of a good teacher,they
can provide some reliable information about the basic compe-
tencies of a pool of applicants. Rather, more than measuring
potential aptitude, good standardized tests indicate what stu-
dents have learned: they also show how well students are able
to apply their learning to whit the tests ask of them.

The question remains, however, how do we break the
cycle of minority failure on teacher tests? Again, William
Raspberry has insight into the crux of the problem: ". . the
reason minority applicants fare worse on the tests than Whites
is that they themselves are victims of inferior schooling."'"
Therefore, what teacher-test results indicate is that the educe-
don of our children, especially thole from minority and low-in-
come families, must be improved. Rejecting what Arnold M.
Gallegos, dean of the college of education at Northern Arizona
University, correctly describes as our historical tendency to
"blame the victims" for their failure on examinations?" we
must focus on the reform of Lie educational institutions that
prepare our students.

A priority in this effort is to increase the linakeial alloca-
tions made to colleges and schools of education. An underlying
cause of the low minority pass rates on teacher-competency
tests are inequities in the resourves devoted to teicher-training
institutions, partitularly historically Black colleges. losofacro,
resource-poor teacher colleges and schools of education, no
meter how high the innate ability of their students, art at a

disedvantage to provide the breadth, intensity, and level of
education needed by future teachers. If higher-education insti-
tutions are strengthened, then the skills and knowledge of
future teachers will be advanced.

In California. the most recent pass rates on the CBEST
augur well for the potential benefits of maintaining minimum
teacher-competency standards while focusing on educational
reform. In 1985, 33 mrcent of Black examinees pissed the



gure seven pertenl higher th n the 1983 number cited
Among Mexican Americans, the NMI rate was 46

percent, also a seven percent improvement, Representing a sis
percent incicase, 56 percent of Asian Americans met minimum
competency standards. Among Whites, 81 percent passed. live
percent more than In 1983." These figures suggest that higher.
education instftutions and teacher candidates have recognized
the implications of past CREST scores, conducted self.evalun.
lions, and msde decisions that have led to development of
higher-quality programs and students.

If note is taken of Henry Levin's provocative finding that
each additional point ecoted by teachers on the SAT verbal
subtest can be translated into a net gain of .175 points on the
verbal scats of Black students and .179 on the verbal SCores of
White atudents," then there is even mom impetus to provide
educational settings that will give all students the same chance
at paseing teacher credentialing examinations, tegardless of
their ethnic or socioeconomic backgrounds.

Direct 'Won must be taken to provide ail students in our
public schools with quality education that is responsive to their
real needs. This effort depends on the existence of well. quali-
fied teachers, including well-qualified minority teachers. To
meet this challenge, while also maintaining and improving
standerds of excellence, the pool of qualified minority teachers
must be enlarged.

All of the knowledge and skills that arc tested in compe-
tency examinations are learnable. Students can achieve accept-
able test !MAW if they are taught what they need to know. This
means that they must be taught all of the skills and understand.
ing that they will need to function well in the contemporary
world and to be prepared to make the best adaptations and
choices in their lives as they move into the future.

lbwazd this end, a comprehensive proposal iS oflered.
While it will bring a transitionel period of short-run disappoint.
merit for some who will be locked out of the teacher-tridning
programs they wish to enter, the plait will finally put a stop to
victim- blaming" messuree that have created more problems

each time they have been applied in place of long-range.
well-articulated solutions. The proposal consists of three steps:
the early recruitment and intensive treining of minority and
low-income students who have a commitment to teaching, the
implementation of improved teacher selection policies, and the
identification and reward of outstanding teachers.

Step One: The Early Recrui men
and Intensive Training of Minority
and Low-Income Students Who
Wish to Teach

ny as high school, students who have expressed
d be selected to participate

university, prepsofessional, teacher-preparation
rogram would consist of a five-year course of

study leading to the bac lor's degree and would provide a
series of paid school-year and summer teaching-related intern-
ships. in addition to the traditional criteria of grades and past
achievements, program admission standards would consider
potential for growth and willingness to learn. Special efforts
would be made to attract students with a background or interest
in areas of special need, such as mathematics and science or
language and literacy.

Upon entry into the program, optimally with entry into
college, students would be given a series of criterion-refer-
eneed tests for diagnostic purposes. In conjunction with their
regular course load, the students would be enrolled in a series
of self.paced tutorials to work on development 1 basic skills in
those areas where their diagnostic tests indicate attention is
needed. These tutorials would be an integral part of a substan-
tive undergraduate liberal arts program. They would be de-
signed to eliminate troublesome conditions such as those iden-
tified in Stanley lvie's analysis of Black student achievement
on the NTE.'1

lvie notes that Black students perform poorly on the NTE
because the examination is as much a reading test as a sub ject-
matter test. Consequently, many Black students cannot per.
form well on the test because they do not have adequate reading
skills, Ivie observes that most Black students have not "mas-
tered the basics" prior to their entering college; moreover,
colleges do little to correct the situation because of an insuffi-
cient emphasis on the teaching of writing and policies that
allow students to avoid liberal arts courses that have substance
or rigor.22 Given such circumstances, it is sadly understandable
why tests taken at the end of college too often show poor
results.

In response to these needs, the proposed developmental
program would focus at thc undergraduate level on reading
skills, basic mathematics operations, with heavy emphasis on
reasoning skills, manipulations, application, and good, clear
writing. Since the students would et the same time be enrolled
in subject-matter courses that require these skills, they would
have sufficient opportunities to practice the developing skills
and to receive continuous feedback as they utilize new skills in
their course work. At the end of two years, the students would
take a series of tests to measure their growth. A new set of
self-paced tutorials, based upon their current skill levels,
would be developed and the process would be repeated on a
higher level. The students would also take practice versions of
the required teacher.licensing examinations.

The licensing tests themselves should not be used as
diagnostic tools. There have been problems in using the
CREST for this purpose. Richard Watkins, CREST consultant
to the Califortia Commission on Teacher Credentialing, notes
that far greater demands are made on a test to be used for
diagnosis than for determining proficiency, since a diagnostic
test must "yield reliable measurement over a continuum of skill
or ability and provide reliable scores on several reasonably
different skills and subskZis." Watkins cautions that tests such
as the CREST can only make the most general predictions
bout outcomes and cannat be used for prescription on the basis
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of their results alone." This explains the lack of m ess for
those who have faikd the CI WS! and attempt to use their test
results as a basis of preparation for reexamination. The candi
dates who have done this have been frustrated and angered by
their lack of progress. The approach recommended above
would avoid this situation by providing accurate diagnostic
tools combined with practice on the actual test to gain familiar-
ity with and confidence in standardized test taking.

Upon satisfactory completion of the undergraduate pro-
gram and the conferral of thc bachelor's degree, students would
be guaranteed admission to participating colleges and universi-
ties (for example, the California State University's teacher-ed-
ucation programs or the University of California's graduate
schools of education). Graduate scholarships covering the full
costa of student fees and filing expenses would be provided to
all entering students with an undergraduate grade-point average
of S -I- or better. Partial tuition scholarships would be available
to those with a B average. The students would, or course, also
have access to regular financial aid programs. Again, as in the
first phase of this program, paid internships would bcprovided
to all qualified students for the duration of their graduate
teacher-training studies,

Given present realities, several things will have to be
changed before we can proceed realistically with this program

and only one of them involves raising the competency level
of future teachers. To attract and retain the best and brightest
applicants, society must accord them the same status it gives to
young professionals in other career fields. Only then will the
public have the right to expect high-level professional perform-
ance and long-range staying power from them. In terms of the
minority and low-income candidates who must be recruited,
the polity will have to affirm its national commitment to quality
education and underwrite, through Federal and state contribu-
tions, the creation of excellence. This would require incentives
to potential teathers in the form of scholarships and loans with
forgiveness provisions based upon number of years of service
as a teacher. To attract good people, it is also necessaiy to
make serious efforts to bring teaching salaries into the profes-
sional range. In California, this process has just begun. Many
hope that it is not too little, too late.

Step Two: The Selection of Highly
Qualified Teaching Professionals

Despite the current situationthat of being at the end of a
period of an oversupply of teachersteacher-personnel poli-
cies would be redesigned based upon the recommendations
made in my lepurt entitied,Race, Ethnicity and Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity: An investigation of Access to Employment
and Assignment of Professkmal Personnel in New York City's
Public Sehools.m

Fust, any existing alternative" teacher-selection policies
would be terminated. Although such ptograms may have been
suceessful in increasing minor! ty employment opportumhes,
they have operated as racial conduits, steering newly hired

minority teachers into almost exclusively minority schools,
Given minority teacher applicants who have undergone rigor-
ous training, the rationale for alternative selection policies
would disappear. There would be significant advances toward
reversing the persistent pattern in which teacher/4 with fewer
years of experience, less advanced training, and lower salaries
ni o assigned to schools with high proportions of minority and
low-income pupils. As soon us these leachers gain enough
seniority to do so, they move on to "better" schools populated
with middle- and high-Income students. This phenomenon
would be offset by the development of systems of equal em-
ployment opportunity goals and plans that Integrate school
faculties and show all school children that both quality educa-
tion and the achievement of high test scores are functions of
many factors, but that group membership is no longer one of
them.

Second, traditional systems for the selection and evalua-
tion of new teachers would be replaced with ones that encour-
age personnel officials to match the needs of students in the
public schools more closely with the talents of potential
teachers In the applicant pool. The effectiveness of our school
systems will not be found in the tailstics on the racial compo-
sition of our teaching staffs, but rather in the statistics reflecting
our students' master/ of basic skills in reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Nevertheless, it must be understood that propor-
tional minority panicipation in the career of teaching and
high-quality outcomes in terms of student learning are not at
odds with each other. There is no such thing as a choice
between equity and excellence. There is no equity in the
absence of excellence.

Step Three: Identifying and
Rewarding Outstanding Teachers

In addition to existing teacher tests, a new one would be
designed and implemented. This new test would be taken after
a minimum of three years of practice in a full-time public-
school teaching position. It would measure: (I) subject-matter
competency; (2) knowledge of learning theory, that is, ability
to diagnose accurately student needs in terms of skill level and
social development and to match those needs with appropriate
learning experiences, materials, &nd methods; (3) ability to
monitor progress of students in a systematic way, utilizing
several feedback mlchanisms; (4) ability to create well-bal-
anced lessons that vary activities and build progressively from
facts to concepts to valuing and evaluating, thus giving stu-
dents opportunides for and experiences in raising their thinking
and reasoning skills; and (5) ability to evaluate accurately
student progress in a manner that is consistent with stated goals
and objectives and that involves students as active pariicipants
in the evaluation process.

Such a test would be to the field of teaching what the
Certified Public Accountant (CPA) examination ia to the field
of accounting. As such, it would be entirely voluntary. Only
those who wished to take the test for purposes of professional



advancement would do so. It is also strongly recommended that
the test he made optional on a nationwide basis. This would
have the added benefit of opening up the job market for
master-level teachers. Outstanding educators who find them-
selves in dead-end positions in their own school districts could
seek advancement not only outside their district, but also
outside their state. Such open competition would work for the
benefit of all concerned Areas experiencing growth would
have an excellent pool from which to select, while teachers
who are seeking advancement in their career goals would not
have to leave teaching in order to progress professionally.
These master-level teachers would be compensated accord-
ingly, just as CPA-level accountants are.

Of course, individual states and local school districts
could supplement the national examination with locally de-
signed sections, reflecting state concerns and priorities. For
example, a state with a large limited-English-speaking pupil
population might want to emphasize the importance of having
teachem with expertise in this area, while other states might
empha.size other areas of great need.

In addition to promoting teacher professionalism by en-
couraging and rewarding teachers who have objectively dem-
onstrated superior skills as educators, the introduction of a
CPA-like examination for teachers would also place teachers
end the general polity in a more strategically advantageous
position to press colleges and universities to undertake reforms
that would improve the educational enterprise at all levels. In
particular, teachers and policy makers would have the leverage
to persuade the higher education establishment to think more
systematically about the process of teaching (knowledge trans-
mission) and learning (knowledge acquisition) in particular
disciplines."

Traditionally, disciplinary departments, for example, de-
paitmenta of physics, English, and mathematics, have not
directed many of their resources of energies toward the exami-
nation of how students learn specific subject matter, what
difficulties they face in learning how to think abstractly, what
preconceptions they bring with them to the classroom, what
instructional approaches are most effective for particular types
of students, and how best to take full advantage of the potential
of computer-based, intelligent tutoring systems. The very
promise of a CPA-like exam for teachers, covering what
teachers should know about teaching and learning in particular
subject areas, would vastly improve the !inkages between
teachers in the schools and teachers in colleges and universi-
ties. Here again, the report, "Integrity in the College Cutricu-
lum," speaks nth to established wisdom:

If departments, particularly tesearch departments.
allocated one or two regular faculty positions to
research on learning their discipline, they could pro-
duce results which would improve theirown teaching
effectiveness and would have visibility and impact
beyond the walls of their own institutions. They
would influence instructional materials at the second-
ary as well as the college level. And they could

cducate young rcscnrchers who would continue the
enterprise and propagate It to institotions where it
does not yet exist,"

Conclusio

During thc transitional period toward the implementation
of this proposal, presented above, there undoubtedly will be
disappointment for those who fail teacher-competency tests.
However, I believe that properly used, well-constructed, cor-
rectly standardind measurts for prospective teachers are nec-
essary for the development of the teaching profession and
beneficial to the education of our young. If there is indeed a
national commitment to quality education for all, an a part of
our dedication to the principles of equality, then suggestions to
change the requirements to tit the present median performance
of minority teacher candidates will be Ignored. Rather, the
desired performance level will be retained, valid and unbiased
tests will be developed, and minority students will be provided
with the kinds of support and training that will make it possible
for them to garner the learning and experience needed to pass
the examinations for entry into and exit from teaching creden-
tial programs. The know-how to do all this exists; all that is
needed is now affirmation of the belief that a quality system of
education will be attained only when there is equality of
outcome in basic skills across economic as well as racial lines.

Teachingthe transmission of thought front one mind to
others, and traditions and values from one generation to the
nextis one of the most important activities of the human race.
It is the one skill whose absence prevents magnificent suCceSSCS
and guarantees startling failures. Without good teaching,
genius is struck dumb, poverty is made permanent, power is
likely to be brutal, and culture doomed to be channeled into
mind-forged ruts. Lack of good teaching results in squabbling,
atomistic tribes, each one pursuing narrow objectives, unable
to identify with the aspirations of anyone outside of the group.
Good teaching enables and ennobles, providing society with
the tools necessary for self-perpetuation and self-renewal, To
put forth the argument that low-income minority youngsters,
the most disadvantaged of the poor and the last able to emanci-
pate themselves from their impoverished surroundings, should
be taught by our less-than-best teachers is to stand the idea of
justice on its head. As admirable and important as is the goal of
increasing the ranks of minority teachers, this objective must
not be put before the more fundamenttd objective of securing
good teaching for those who need it most.

Sum ary
I. Concurrent with the implementation o eacher testing, there
has been a decline in the number of minority group members
seeking and obtaining an education degree. At a time when



minority group ,iopu!ailons are lucre s
nority group members are interested in tr'aelii

2. Wore rates on teacher tests re kV two ominot
First, Interest in teaching on the part of many well educated
individuals, especially talented minority students, is waning.
Second, colkges are falling to guarantee that their graduates
possess bask literacy skills.

3. While some advocate abolishing teacher tests, others, in.
eluding the author of this chapter, advocate their continued
use, coupled with appropriate educational opportunities.

4. One approach to promoting both excellence and equity
involves early recruitment and intensive training of minority
and low-income students who wish to teach, the selection
highly qualified teaching professionals, and the identlfication
and recognition of outstanding teachers.
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Teacher Supply and Demand
Are there enough teachers today.
Should we expect teacher shortages in the near future?
What role has teacher supply and demand played regarding teacher
certification testing?

If the question of te cher supply and demand were only
one of cold numbers and warm bodies, there would be no issue.
Each September, schools manage to find enough individuals to
fill virtually all positions. At the beginning of the 1983 sell( ol
year, only A percent of the teaching positions were unfilled.'
The issue of supply and demand, however, is not just one of
quantity. Parents, community leaders. policymakers and edu-
cators are concerned about the qualifications of those who
currently fill the positions and those who will be filling vacan-
cies in the future.

Teacher testing programs arc viewed as a means of objee-
ly assuring quality. They assure the public that new

teachers possess the skills viewed by the state as crucial to
teaching. Testing programs, however, also have the potential
to affect teacher supply and demand. Passing scores can be
lowered to increase teacher supply, or raised to limit it.

This section outlines national and state data concerning
teacher supply and demand. The current situation with regard
to shonages is explained, projections are made with regard to
Mute demand, and teacher testing practices are discussed in
light of current and future demand.

The Current Debate
The education community is debating whether conven-

tional education institutions can continue to meet the demand
for qualified new teachers. In 1985, the Center for Education
Statistics (CES) projected the number ofnew teachers that will
be required until 1992 and the number of teacher education
graduates expected over the next few years. Noting a large
discrepancy between demand and this supply, shortages were
predicted.'

M. Ruciner,

The gloomy projections were affirmed in several quarters.
1984, one study found that 41 states were reporting teacher

shortages in either mathematics (31 states), science (35 states),
special education (24 stales), bilingual education (8 states), or
industrial arts (19 states).4 A major study of American teachers
reported that an alarming 27 percent of our teachers were
planning to leave the profession during the next 5 years.'
Several school districts reported that they were mounting active
teacher recruitment programs.6

Re-examining the data in 1986, an analyst at the Bureau of
Labor Statistics questioned the projections and the assumptions
behind them. He noted that for the next few years, teacher
attrition rates would be comparable to that of other professions.
There would not be a large exodus from the profession in the
immediate future. He did note, however, that today's teachers
are older and that there may be a great increase in demand
starting in the rnid-1990's.7

Other reports issued within the last year questioned
whether the projected teacher crisis would materialize. The
private National Center for Education Information (NCEI)
conducted a 50-state survey and claimed that not only was
supply keeping up with demand, but that quality was increas-
ing. Large numbers of new teachers had graduated with
honors. Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores for those plan-
ning to major in education had been increasing.°

Noting that many positions are being filled by older indi-
viduals re-entering the work force, the NCEI study raised some
questions about projected shortages. Significant numbers of
positions art being filled by individuals who have once taught,
left for some rea.son, and are now returning to teaching. The
CES projections did not consider this group in its projection of
teacher supply.

CES also projected a continuing decrease in the supply of
new teacher graduates. The American Ciplueil on Education
(ACE), however, released a report January 1987
indicating a possible reversal in that tre.iti ALE noted that the
number of college freshmen planning to become teachers had
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reused front 5 percent to 7 percent, an increase of aim st 50
percent, since 1982.9

The debate has concentrated largely on the question of
whether supply will be able to keep up with demand in the next
few years. It has been noted that significant numbers of former
teachers arc rejoining the workforce and that an increasing
number of people will be enrolling in teacher education pro-
grams. While these trends are encouraging, one does not know
whether the numbers, and the quality behind the numbers, will
continue to be sufficient to meet the demand, especially in the
latter pan of the next decade.

What Is a Teacher Shortage.
The issue of teacher supply and demand is best understood
local data concerning local nchools and different teaching

areas, not data at the state and notional level describing
averages. If one looks solely at the national averages, there arc
no teacher shortages. Between 1978 and 1982, teacher prepara-
tion programs graduated an estimated 130,000 more teachers
than there were ncw positions. Virtually every vacant position
is being filled.

A localized teacher shortage will exist when a district
cannot find enough qualified applicants to fill vacant teaching
positions. While a district may have enough applicants to
adequately fill elementary school positions, it may not have
enough to fill high school mathematics positions. In recent
years, the supply of trained teachers in mathematics and
science and in urban areas appears to be less than demand. The
Southern Regional Education Board reports, for example, re-
gional shortages in mathematics and science and predicts that
these shortages will become more severe in thc years ahead.°
The 1985 Condition of Education Reports that teacher short-
ages are 4 times higher in urban areas than they are in other
areas."

Confronted with shortages, districts have several alterna-
tives: increase class sizes, drop courses, reassign teachers from
another field, and, on an emergency basis, hire individuals
without appropriate training.

Teachers are typically certified to teach a particular high
school subject, such as high school mathematics, or elementary
school. Reassignment, or "misassignmenr as it is often called,
refers to using certified individuals to teach in fields other than
the one for which they are certified. The amount of misassign-
ment appears to be significant and growing.

Emergency certification is another option. All but two
states issue substandard, limited, or emergency credentials to
individuals who do not meet normal certification requirements.
Half of these states can issue certificates to individuals with less
than a bachelor's degree. In 1984, approximately 53,300 of the
nation's 2,145,542 teachers held emergency credentials. The
numbers ranged from 0 percent in many states to CrICT 10
percent in other states."
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Projected Supply and De and

Projected Demand

The total annual teacher demand is the number of individ-
uals needed to fill classroom positions as a result of student
enrollnKnt, teachers retiring or otherwise leaving the profes-
sion, and changes in student-teacher ratios. These variables
subsume a number of other developments, including changes
in course offerings, attempts to reduce the number of misas-
signed teachers, changes in kindergarten and nursery school
admission ages, increased enrollment in special education pro-
grams, reduction in the number of overcrowded classes, and
changes in staffing patterns.

The first step i.; making a projection is to determine the
number of additional students that will need to he served. This
can be estimated from trends in student enrollment. As shown
in figure 1, total enrollment in U.S. elementary and secondary
schools declined from 1970 to 1982 by approximately I percent
per year.

The declines between 1972 and 1982 were not consistent
across the nation. Showing larger than average enrollment
decreases during the period, Delaware, Florida, Kansas,
Maine, Michigan, Montana, and South Dakota have witnessed
a decade of reduced demand." Some of these states were
among the first to implement teacher testing programs.

Showing larger than average enrollment increases during
the same period, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, and Nevada have an
increased demand for additional teachers. 14 They have been
among the last to implement teacher testing programs.

Between 1987 and 1992, enrollment is expected to in-
crease in public elementary schools and decrease in the public
secondary schools. Elementary schools can expect approxi-
mately 2.4 million additional students, whereas secondary
schools can expect approximately 600 thousand fewer students
(assuming promotion and dropout rates remain constant). The
increase in elementary school students during the latter part of
this decade will lead to an increase in secondary school stu-
dents in the mid-1990's.

The average public elementary school pupil-teacher ratio
provides an initial estimate of how many new elementary
school teachers will be needed. The estimate is coarse, due to
variations in lova definitions and the specializeti nature of
teachers that are not assigned to classrooms.

In 1984-85, the average pupil-teacher ratios were 20.4:1
for elementary school students and 15.7:1 for secondary school
students.'3 Based on these ratios, 71,000 new elementary
school teachers and 34,000 fewer secondary school teachers
will be needed between 1987 and 1992, in response to these
enrollment changes. These conservative estimates do not take
into account recent policy changes that will increase the
number of teaching positions, such as lower pupil-teacher
ratios, increased course options, and new kindergarten Of pre-
school programs.

The final step in computing demand is to determine the
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Figure I.
Student Enrollment
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Source: Gerald, D.1.1. Projections of liducational Statistic:km 1992.93.
Washington, DC: National Center for Education StaiIsrk4. July 1985

numbers of elementary and secondary school teachers that will
leave the work force between 1987 and 1992. This is the largest
component of new demand and the least well estimated. The
last study of teacher turn-over conducted by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education was conducted in 1969. Without good data
on recent turn-over rates, it is extremely difficult to project
future turn-over rates. Fortunately, the Center for Education
Statistics is initiating a new study in this area.

The turn-over rate has traditionally been assumed to aver-
age 6.0 percent per year, a figure consistent with other profes-
sions.'6 This figure has been under attack. In analyzing data on
occupational transitions using the Current Population Survey of
the Census, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has estimated
teacher separation rates to be approximately 9 percent in
1983-84." The latest figures show some state turnover rates to
be between 4 percent and 9 percent."

A major component of the turn-over rate is the retirement
rate. While there are no good data projecting retirement rates,
there are strong indications that the number of retirements will
increase. Hgure 2 provides information concerning the percent
of teachers at various age levels. From 1966 to 1976, the
proportion of teachers under 30 was approximately equal to the
proportion of teachers 40 and older. Starting in 1976, however,
the proportion of younger teachers has dropped dramatically.
Large percentages of teachers are in the 40 and older age group
and am be expected to retire in the near future. Thus, the
turn-over rate in 10 or 15 years could easily exceed 9 percent.

Using 6 percent as the annual average, approximately
446,000 elementary school teachers and 327,000 secondary
school teachers will leave the classroom between 1987 and
1992. The projected demand., therefore, is that 517,000 addi-
tional elementary and 293,000 additional secondary school

1990

teachers will be needed by 1992. These numbers are compara-
ble to the Center for Education Statistics' intermediate alterna-
tive demand projections."

Using the 9 percent figure as the attrition rate, the pro-
jected demand between 1987 and 1992 is 739,000 additional
elementary and 456,000 additional secondary school teachers.
The difference between projections based on 6 percent and 9
percent is enormous. The 9 percent figure results in a projected
demand that is 385,000 teachers, over 30 percent, higher.
Depending on the number of supply, this can spell the differ-
ence between an adequate number of teachers and a critical
shortage. More definitive and useful demand projections will
be possible after CES collects basic turn-over and retirement
rate data.

Projected Supply

The traditional supply of individuals to fill teaching posi-
tions consists of current teachers, new teacher graduates,
former teachers interested in returning to teaching, those
trained to teach who never taught, and those granted emer-
gency certification. In recent years, the supply side of the
equation has been altered by increased licensure and certifica-
tion requirements, changes in teacher education program stan-
dards, increased attractiveness of other professions, and, to a
degree, alternative certification programs.

In the fall of 1981, the supply of individuals living in the
United States who had prepared to teach was estimated at 6.1

Approximately 2.2 million individuals were employed
as teachers, 2.0 million had left the classroom and another 1.9
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million were trained as teachers but never entered the profes-
sion." If a fraction of these individuals is attracted back to
teaching, them will be no shortages.

It may be possible to attract some of these people back to
teaching. A survey of former teachers has shown that one of the
main mamma individuals leave the teaching profession is poor
salary and that it would take better salaries to get them to return
to teaching." In recent years, teacher salaries have been in-
creasing dramatically. The average teacher salary in 198$,
$25,257, was 31 percent higher then the average teacher salary
in 1981. The average national salary increase during that period

as only 18 percent." Little hard data exists, however, with
regard to the extent increased salaries can actually be expected
to affect the supply and demand eluation.

Some locations have identified an adequate and willing
reserve. In Oregon, for example, 25 potent of the reserve pool
have indicated a willingness to return to the classmom.23 Since
the reserve pool is as large as the urrent teaching work force. it

thouth the state has an adequate teacher supply. One
cannot ume that all schools in all states are in that fortunate
position. In California, fewer than 5 percent have indicated a
willingness to return."

The major source for additional teachers has historically
been new graduates of teacher education programs. The trends
in this area have not been encouraging. The number of gradu-
ates completing teacher preparation has declined dramatically

1986

from 313,000 in 1973 to 143,6u0 in 1982.23
The supply and demand projections made by the Center

for Education Statistics assume continued depressed enroll-
ments for teacher preparation programs. For projection pur-
poses it is appropriate to continue the existing trend and predict
inadequate supplies. Simply put, the Center for Education
Statistics warns that if current trends continue, the nation will
face significant teacher shortages."

Extended Projected Supply and
Demand

The number of teacher education graduates declined dur-
ing years when the supply %VAS greater than the demand. lf,
however, teacher education program enrollments can increase,
there may not be many problems. This raises the important
policy questions being addressed by various education reforms:
What can be done to encourage more people to enter the
profession and how large an increase will be needed?

The Center for Education Statistics has projected supply
and demand to 1992. Based on its assumptions, the annual
demand for new teachers will outpace the supply of new
teacher graduates by as much as 72,000 individuals umually.
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In order for supply to meet demand, citrolitnents would need to
increase from the 1982 level of approximately 143,000 to
approximately 200,000. Teacher education programs were at
that level during the 1960's and 1970's. Physically, the pro-
grams might be able to handle such enrollments again. Whether
they can attract such numbers is another issue.

The Center for Education Statistics' projections arc based
on a particular set of reasonable, yet conservative, assump-
tions. Given the current ages of teachers, however, it is also
reasonable to expect increases in attrition rates starting in the
near future. Slight changes in retirement rate can have a signifi-
cant impact on demand. If the attrition rate climbs to 12 percent
in 1995, then the annual demand for new teachers could be as
high as 350,000. This is almost two and one-half times the
demand for new teachers in 1982.

If there is a significant increase in demand, then either the
size of teacher education programs will have to increase dra-
matically. Ilan silts will have to increase dramatically, or
schools will be forced to fill the teacher ranks with individuals
entering the profession through non-traditional routes.

The projection does not necessarily indicate gloom. While
the status quo will have to change, schools might be in better
financial shape at the end of the century and better able to
accommodate innovation. Salaries that were supporting an
older work force will be able to be used to bring in younger,
less experienced people at higher wages. There is, however,
the ensuing question of whether schools will be able to provide
the environment and funds to retain these individuals.

Supply and Demand and Teacher
Testing

Teacher certification testing grew during the late 1970s
and early 1980'sart era of open college admissions, surplus
of teacher graduates, and declining student enrollments.
Teacher education programs and school districts could afford
tougher standards.

The first states to implement admissions testing programs
in the late 1970's and early 1980'sAlabama, Florida, Ken-
tucky, Oklahoma, and Wyomingincreased the size of their
teaching force by approximately 26 percent from 1972 to 1982
while the number of teachers in the nation as a whole remained
fairly constant."

The first states to implement certification testing programs
Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Missis-
sippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and South Carolinawere
also the states that experienced the greatest increases in teacher
demand. The average number of teachers in these states grew
18 percent from 1972 to 1982.n

The era of surpluses, however, is over. School districts
are experiencing an increasing number of vacancies. To help
fill these vacancies, teacher preparation programs need to ex-
pand. Some will argue that tougher standards will help make
the profession more attractive. Research into why individuals

select or reject teaching as a profession, however, indicates that
increased standards alone will not be enough. The increased
standai Is must be accompanied by higher salaries," as the
profession has been experiencing in recent years.

While one goal of certification testing programs is to
provide increased standards for the profession, some question
Ha practicality, given the need to have an adult in every
classroom every year. Emergency certification has been called
a "loophole" that undermines standard raising." Some states
that were the first to implement higher standards 6 years ago,
are now filling vacancies using large numbers of teachers with
emergency credentials. Over 10 percent of the teachers in 1984
in Florida and Georgia, for example, held emergency or tempo-
rary credentials.

Regardless of their efficacy, admission and certification
testing programs, as currently implemented, focus on screen-
ing people out of the profession. This emphasis has the greatest
impact on students entering college with weak secondary
school preparation, adults returning to college or making a
career change, and open admissions institutions and their stu-
dents.3'

If one accepts the premise that current tests fairly, validly,
and appropriately gauge potential to succeed as a teacher and
that higher test scores are ast,ociated with better performance,
then one might wish to alter passing scores as a means to
control access to the profession. In an era of teacher surpluses,
higher scores could be used to limit enrollment in teacher
education programs. There has not been any research, how-
ever, demonstrating that teacher tests are associated with better
classroom performance, so the basic premise may be un-
founded.

Two types of teacher testing programs have been estab-
lished which have the potential to encourage people to enter the
profession. Beginning teacher assessment programs provide
support and encouragement for new teachers. Emphasizing
practical skills and providing opportunities to identify and
remedy deficiencies, these programs provide quality assurance
and also help keep new teachers in the profession.

Some states that permit individuals to teach under emer-
gency or professional certification often require these individ-
uals to pass subject matter skills tests. These programs provide
some assurance that the interim teacher has the needed knowl-
edge in the area he or she is going to teach.

Testing can also play a major part in alternative certifica-
tion. Designed to attract college-educated, non-education
majon into the profession, states are beginning to lift one of the
major barriers to teacher supplythe need to major or take
numerous courses in teacher education. Conceivably, testing
can serve alternative certification in two ways. As an entrance
requirement, tests can provide some assurance to applicants
that once they are in the program, they will succeed, As an exit
requirement, tests can provide an endorsement that these indi-
viduals are indeed qualified. Used in this manner, tests and
alternative certification can redefine the pool of potential
teachers and radically alter the supply side of the supply and
demand equation.
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Conclusions
While preparation programs were graduating a surplus of

teachers between 1972 and 1982, more exacting admissions
and certification testing programs were developed. While pur-
porting to raise standards, these programs also tend to restrict
access to the profession. If current trends continue and testing
programs do not change, admissions and certification testing
programs may be out of sync with the times. The demand for
new teachers is predicted to increase dramatically in the next
decade. Schools of education and the reserve pool of former
teachers and teacher education graduates may not be able to
meet the coming teacher demand. Changes in teacher testing
programs and certification requirements may also be needed.

Summary
I. While teacher education programs produced a surplus of
teachers at the begining of the decade and nearly all current
vacancies are being filled, several states are reporting difficul-
ties in filling some positions, especially in mathematics,
science, special education, bilingual education, and industrial
arts.

2. Current projections to 1992 indicate significant increases in
the demand for additional teachers. Projecting an additional 8
years and considering the ages of current teachers indicate an
enormous demand that might not be met by teacher education
programs and traditional certification routes.

3. Current admissions and certification testing programs. de-
signed to restrict access to the profession, can be expected to
further limit the supply of new teachers. Testing programs,
can, however, also be used in programs designed to attract new
people to the profession.
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Content and Difficulty of a Teacher Certification
Examination
What skills are tested by the most frequently used teacher
examination?
How are teacher tests evaluated .

How are passing scores set and do they provide an adequate
standard?

Establishing a teacher testing program is a long and te-
dious process. A state legislature usually would debate the idea
and gather information long before taking draft legislation
throuish to final laws and regulations. State departments of
education would spend years planning the program. Instru-
ments are resesrched. Validation studies are conducted. Vast
amounts of advice are obtained.

Agencies point to powerful policy goals to justify the
time, expense, and aggravation caused by the:ie teacher testing
programs. Such programs attempt to provide needed account-
ability by establishing and enforcing standards for the profes-
sion. As the president of one state board of education put it,
"We arc trying to assure the public that we have better quality
applicants coming into the teaching profession."

Whether these programs establish meaningful standards,
however, has been an issue of debate. Some accuse teacher
certification examinations of ensuring that new teachers meet
"only the most minimum standards of academic ability."2 Such
accusations suggest that teacher tests may not be rigorous
enough to be effective.

Regardless of the debate, states have accepted teacher
tests, and their use has been upheld by the courts. Withstanding
scmtiny, the instruments are appropriate by some definitions.
In this essay, the content of the most popular teacher certifica-
tion test series, the NTE, is examined in terms of coverage,
passing scores and passing rates. The NTE is often called by its
former name, the National Teacher Examinations.

The NTE Battery has the longest history and is the most
popular set of the teacher certification examinations. The series
includes a Core Battery covering basic skills and subject area
examinations covering specific content knowledge. Originally
created ii 1940 by the American Council on Education, the
NTE program is now part of the Educational Testing Service.

This section wu %%Two by Lawrence M. Rudner.

Because the NTE has served as a model for other paper and
pencil teacher testing programs. many of the observations
pertaining to this examination also pertain to other teacher
tests.

Content
After voting for legislation leading to a teacher exarniti -

firm, one state legislator proclaimed that the passing scores
should be based on what is needed to perform the job, regard-
less of how many pass or fail. Implied in that remark is the
expectation that the examination would test the skills individ-
uals need to teach children. That expectation, no doubt shared
by many; calls for a test of teaching ability or the ability to
impart knowledge clearly so that it is absorbed by students.

Existing certification testing programs, however, do not
assess teaching ability. As outlined in the question and answer
section, certification tests are usually composed of a test of
basic skills, a test of professional knowledge, and a test in the
subject area the candidate intends to teach. Certification tests,
including the NTE, do not cover many elements important to
professional performance, such as dedication and motivation,
human relations skills, perseverance, and caring.' Certification
tests, therefore, cannot be validly used to infer mastery of skills
beyond those typically covered in teacher preparation pro-
grams. The publisher of the NTH, the Educational Testing
Service, is adamant about these limitations and specifically
states that the test should not be used "to determine compensa-
tion, retention, termination, advancement, pay supplements, or
changes in provisional employment status of teachers once they
are employed:4 The president of Educational Testing Service
refused to permit the ME to be used as the Arkansas recertifi-
cation test.

Most certification tests assess the same content: communi-
cation skills, general knowledge, and professional knowledge.
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With the NTE, communication skills include reading, writing,
and listening. General knowledge includes mathematics,
science, social studies, literature, and fine arts. Professional
knowledge includes classroom management, school law, and
student assessment. Specific categories within some of these
skill areas are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Sample Content of the
NTE Core Battery

Communication Skills: Reading
Understanding the explicit content of a written messa e
Clarifying a written message
Judging the nature and merits of a written message

Communication Skills: Writing
Grammar and syntax
Sentence correction

Communication Ski!ls: Listening
Basic message comprehension
Analysis of a message
Evaluation of a message
Feedback and response

General Knowledge: Literature and Hne Arts
Recognizing basic elements and works of literature and

fine arts
Analyzing and interpreting works of literature and fine

arts
Relating works of literature and art to one another

General Knowledge: Mathematics
Number sense
Using numbers to quantify thinking
Recognizing and using mathematical relationships
Understanding the mathematical basis of measurement
Understanding deductive reasoning
Interpreting graphic, symbolic, and verbal material

Professional Knowledge
Planning objectives, diagnosing needs, identifying

resources, and designing instniction
Implementing conditions that facilitate learning
Evaluating student achievement
Knowledge of students' constitutional rights
Understanding extra-classroom influences on teachers
and students
Knowledge of the teaching profession and p fessional

teaching behaviors

The categories that arc assessed tell only part of the story.
The categories are broad and can cover a wide range of items.
Number sense, for example. can range from simple counting to

advanced algebraic es rt. To provide the reader with a
better indication of the test content, three 1982 NTE items of
average difficulty, selected by NTE staff, Lire shown in figure 4,
The Interested reader is referred to the NTE Study Guide to
obtain a more thorough understanding of the NTE content.

Figure 4. Sample Items from the NTE

1. Suppose that a car averages a certain number of
kilometers per hour going one way on a 500 kilometer
trip, and on the return trip along the same route its
average rate is twice as fast. Which statement is RIM
about the return trip?

A) The time it takes is twice as long.
B) The time it takes is half as long,
C) Both the rate and the time are doubled.
D) Both the rate and time arc halved.
E) Nothing about the time can be dete

mined.

2. Keats must be the finest poet to have written in the
English language; after all, he wrote the finest poem.

The author of the statement assumes which of the
following?

A) A poet should be judged by his or her
best poem,

B) Most of Keat's poetry is great.
C) Poets are concerned about how their

poems are judged.
D) Keats' poetry is widely read.
E) There are better poets than Keats, but

they did not write in English.

3. Good instructional planning is built around the idea
that what learners will learn is most often determined
by

A) what they should know
B) what their teacher knows
C) how and why they learn
D) who does the teaching
E) what parents and administrators desire

Source: A Guide to the WE Core Battery Tests. Princeton, NI; Educa-
tional Testing Service, 1984. Copyright, 1982, 1984, Educational
Testing Service. Reproduced with permission.

Item 1 is from the General Knowledge mathematics test.
The correct answer, option B, was selected by 62% of the
examinees who took the test of General Knowledge at its first
administration in November 1982. Item 2 is from the Commu-
nication Skills reading test. The correct answer, option A, was
selected by 66% of the examinees. Item 3 is from the Test of
Professional Knowledge. The correct answer, option C, was
selected by 65% of thc examinees.



As evidenced by these representative Items The Core
battery tests are not difficult. The Test of Communication Skills
is designed to Mess basic reading, writing and listening skills
needed to teach effectively. The Test of General Knowledge
covers knowledge that the well-educated teacher should know.
Advocates for these tests argue that people who cannot pass a
test of basic skills and knowledge test should not be placed in a
position where they are responsible for the education of chit-
dmn. Because these tests cover basic skills, they are often
viewed as comprising a basic literacy test. The use of the word
"literacy", however, is a misnomer as the tem often refers just
to basic reading skills.

Validation studies conducted in Indian:1,1 Louisiana.°
Maryland,7 Mississippi,' Montana,' New Mexico,1° New
York," North Carolina," Tennessee" end Virginia" have
found this content of the NTE to be appropriate for their states.
Following the precedents established in United States v. South
Carolina," the validation studies conducted by the states rely
upon panels of experts to evaluate the instruments and attest to
their validity.

Panel members are typically comprised of teachers, ad-
ministrators, and teacher educators from within the state. They
address issues of

I) opportunity to le
2) coverage,
3) relative emphasis,
4) content appropriaten nd
5) job relevance.

These questions are summarized in figure 5 and arc de-
scribed in more detail on the following pages.

The validation process, which is based on legal precedent,
is designed to demonstrate that the test reflects knowledge and
academic skills that examinees have had an opportunity to
learn. Having withstood judicial examination, this content and
validation process is somewhat entrenched. In all likelihood,
Mates interested in breaking this pattern will have difficulty
establishing new legal precedents, an undertaking which is
expensive, both politically and practically.

Oppor unity to Learn
In validating the NTE, the expert pan l members are first

asked if students enrolled in a standard teacher preparation
program would have had an oppodunity to learn the answer to
each question as part of the teacher preparation program. A test
question is classified as appropriate if more than 50% of those
able to make a judgment indicate that at least 90% of the
students had an opportunity to learn the item. Usually over
90% of the items cut be evaluated and over 95% of the items
are found to be appropriate.

-
gu e 5. Validation Questions Asked of

Teacher Certification Tests

OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN: Does tech test question
focus on material that at least 90% of the teacher educa-
tion students would have had an opportunity to learn?

RELATIVE EMPHASIS: Is the relative emphasis
given to major content topics in the test the same as,
more than, or less than the emphasis given the topic in
the curriculum?

COVERAGE: Are there any major content topics not
covered in the tests that arc part of the curriculum?

CONTENT APPROPRIATENESS: How would the
overall similarity between the test content and the teacher
education curriculum best be described?

JOB RELEVANCE: What is the degree to which the
content of the test is relevant to the job of the beginning
practitionercrucial, important, questionable, not rele-
vant?

Source: Educational mutat; service, Replan an It Study of the NTB
Core Battery Tests by the State of New Mexico, August. 1983.

Relative Emphasis
The second task is to judge the emphasis placed on the

major content topics on the test compared to the emphasis
placed on those topics in the college programs. The skill areas
listed in figure 3 are examples of topics within tests. Panel
members are asked whether the emphasis in the curriculum is
the same, more than, or less than the emphasis in the test.

An issue arises on how to &nalyze this information. Con-
sider, for exttmple, a situation in which half the panel members
feel that the test overemphasizes a topic, half believe that the
topic is underemphasized, and no one believes the test and the
curriculum equally emphasize the topic. if one concentrates
solely on the percent of people indicating equal emphasis, then
the topic would be cempletely inappropriate.

One approach taken in teacher certification test validation
studies is to compute an index of "difference in relative em
sis" (DRE), which is based on the relative percents of panel
members who feel there is a difference in emphasis. This
approach has the net effect of one vote for overemphasis and
one vote for underemphasis, i.e. two votes for equal emphasis.

Using the DRE, states are finding that the tests properly
asize the topics taught in the curriculum. The tests of

Professional Knowledge and General Knowledge have the best
match. The Communication Skills tests typically have the
poorest match.

Coverage
The third task asked of panel members is for them to

identify nutjor content topics in the curriculum that are not
included among the test content topics. In virtually every
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Content Appropr ateness
The fourth task is to evaluate the similarity between the

tests and the curriculum. This is done by asking panel members
to select from four options:

Test topics

I) parallel curriculum very closely
2) have some differences but not appreciable
3) have some siltreciable differences
4) have little similarity.

Usually. less than 2(1% or the pa I cmber se! ect the
first option for eaeli of the tests. Most pane) members bcliec
the tests do not parallel the curriculum closely. In validation
ludic!), the sekokm of options I or 2 is interpreted as signify-

ing acceptable appropriateness. The General Knowledge tests
are rated as most simthir to the curriculum with matches of
70-80 percent not uncommon. The Professional Knowledge
and Communication Skills tesei fare ropertahly,, but less well.

Job Relevance
Snally, panel members are asked to judge the degree to

which the content of the tests is relevant to the job of begmning
teachers in their state. Panel members determine whether each
item is;

I) Crucial
Important
Questionable

4) Not relevant

A question is considered relevant ion I or 2 is
ected.

Almost all the items within the tests are viewed as either
crucial or important. The Communication Skills test typically
has the largest number of relevant items, followed by the Test
of General Knowledge and the Test of Professional Know!.
edge. Often SO% or more of the items meet the criteria.

The task of judging job relevance does not involve Identi-
ing whether the crucial or important job elements are covered

tests. Rather, the queition is uked the other way around:
are the skills covered by the test relevant? An item assessing

ty to idd two fractions, for example, that is relevant to
job of teaching, might be included in the test, and would

meet the criteria of this validation task. An item assessing the
obilfty to teach addition of frictions, such as one asking why a
common denominator is needed, will nea be included in the

task. Meeting the job rricyanc r crilcrii does WI 115, re that
itcm¼ impoitan of leaching ere included int

1 ssing Scores

must determine the level of pestorman
expects of a mininially qualified applicant for certification. The
process involves systematically gathering and analyzing judg-
ments made by experienced teachers, administrators, and
teacher educators within the state. These judgments are then
combined to form a "study score" or the score that the judges
feel would be obtained by a minimally qualified individual if
the test were perfectly valid and perfectly reliable. Since the

ts are not perfectly valid, the State Department or Education
then takes the errors of measurement into account and estab-
lishes a passing score which is different, almost always lower,
dice the study score.

There are several approaches to quantifying judgments as
part of the standard-setting process. Typically, the proceas first
involves developing a hypothetical reference group of mini-
mally qualified individuals just graduating from teacher prepa-
ration programs.

With this hypothetienl reference group in mind, panel
bcrs then estimate the percent of individuals in the group

that would be able to correctly answer each qutstion. The
average estimated percents of minimally qualified people that
would answer correctly are then added to determine the study
score for the test.

Because of imprecision in estimating the study score and
in measuring a candidate's ability, minimally qualified men-
dates do not nece.wully obtain scores above the study score. If
the study score, which represents the score that would be
obtained if the test were perfectly valid, were adopted as the
passing score, then some qualified candidates would most
likely fail the test and be improperly denied certification.

State Departments of Education are left with making a
difficult decision: should these errors in measurement be taken
into consideration in determining the passing score? If so, in
what direction should the adjustment be made and how large an
adjustment? An adjustment upward would raise the standard
and make it more difficult for individuals who are less than
minimally qualified to enter the profession. A downward ad-
justment would result in fewer rejections of individuals who are
just minimally qualified.

As shown in table 4, 12 out of 13 states using the ME
adjUsted the passing scores to be lower than the study stores.
Only Rhode Island chose to use the score the state panel
expected to be obtained by a minimally qualified individual.
The passing &MU range from a low of 630 to a high of 657,
and average B points less than the study scores.

These are relatively large adjustments. The standud
errors of measurement range for the Communication Skills,
General Knowledge, and Professional Knowledge tests are
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3,5, 3,5 and 3M, rc;pculvcly. The average adjustment,
lard errors of measurement lownwaid.

The intent of the adjustments i (a reduce the prolnibility
of erroneously rejecting a minimally qualified applicant. With
an 8-point adjustment, there is a less than 1 in 1,000 chance of
rejecting a qualified applicant whose actual ability is 4 points
above the study score. The adjustments. however, also greatly

tease the probability of accepting an unqualified applicant.
With an 8-point downward adjustment. there is now an H in 10
chance of accepting an unqualified applicant whose actual
ability 18 4 points below the study score. Put another way, the
7- to 9-point downward adjustments from the average study
scores raise the pass rates from approximately 66 percent, 61
percent. and 74 percent on the Communication Skills, General
Knowledge, and Profilosional Skills tests to approximately 82
percent, 81 percent. anti 88 percent, respectively."'

With these downwardly adjusted passing ScOres, the ae-
tual number of items one needs to answer correctly in order to
pass the estiminatkrits i relatisely low. The 1982 Protet.sional
Knowledge test, for example, is comprised of 104 questions.
The average passing score set by states using the test was 642,

'ft) obtain this ccor, one only needs to answer 47 of he
items correctly. Passing scores items in the st
with the lowest passing score to 53 items in he state With the
hielicst passing score. The test is ccorcml on the basis of the
number of correct ansWcts without subtracting points for incor-
rect answers or omitted questions. Given thc statistical proba-
bility, one could expect to answer 21 questions correctly by
randomly marking the answer sheet. Candidates also have
multiple opportunities to take the examination,

ss ng Rates
Given that the tests are i ot dillicult and that the passing

scores appear to be relatively low, one would expect virtually
everyone to pass teacher certification examinations. Yet, this is

the case, As shown in Irak 4, passing rates vary from 79
percent in New York to 94 percent in Kansas, The average
passing rale is about 87 percent.

Table 4. Study Scores, Actual Pass ng Scores.
and Pass Rates for States Using the NTE

Communication Skil kdgc Prokssional SkillsStatc
Pass

stud actual difk i stud diffenc
Indiana 659 653 -6 655 645 -10 646 6 88
Kansas

645 642 -3 94*
Kentucky 663 643 -20 658 637 641 -20 93
Louisiana 652 645 -7 651 644 -7 652 645 -7 87
Mississippi 652 44 -8 647 619 -8 650 642 -8 88
Montana 652 648 -4 648 644 -4 652 646 -6 92
New Jersey 656 644 -12 83New Mexico 656 644 -12 657 645 -12 64 630 -12 88*Ncw York 656 650 -6 656 649 -7 652 646 -6 79*
North Carolina

644 644 0 80*
Rhode Island 649 649 0 657 657 0 648 648 0
Tennessee 662 644 -18 658 640 -18 655 635 -20 nJaVirginia 651 649 -2 641 639 641 639 -2

minimum 649 -20 641 637 -21 640 630 -20 79
maximum 663 653 0 658 657 0 661 648 6 94

655 647 653 642 87

rate on the most diMeuli mat not the overall pi
orrnation not available.

Soon= Zedcr. Alia4 G. "Montana Vahdition of the NTE Core Remy: Study Report,"
cornmunkition with state directors of temine.
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d study scores, rather than adjusted scotes, been used
as the passing scores, passing rates would have been consider-
ably lower. Based on the national distribution of scores, the
passing rates would have been 12 to 20 percent lower on each
of the three tests. This implies that possibly 8,000 candidates in

3 states have scores in thc safety range between the study
score and the actual cutoff score used by the state.

Summary
I. The most commonly used teacher cenification test, thc NTE
Core battery, is comprised of tests of Communication Skills,
General Knowledge, and Professional Knowledge.

2. Validation studies conducted for state departments of educa-
tion and involving teachers, teacher educators and administra.
tors find that these tests do assess the knowledge and skills
developed in teacher preparation programs.

3. Passing scores range from about 35 to 55 percent of the
items. In establishing the passing scores, most states have
made sizable adjustments to allow for errors of measurement.
The adjustments have reduced the prcbability of failing a
marginally qualified candidate, at the cost of increasing the
probability of passing a marginally unqualified individual.

4. The average passing rate for the ten NTE states providing
data is shnut 87 percent. Had adjustments not been made in
determ!ning the cutoff score, the average passing rate would
have bet.,: &ubstantially less.

Notes:
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Assessment of the Teaching Skills of Beginning
Teachers
What problems a e addressed by beginning teacher asses ment
programs?
How do beginning teacher assess ent p ograms function.
What effects can be expected?
What problems are encountered?

In a growing number of states, programs have been estab-
lished (or beginning teachers designed to provide them with
assistance during their first years of teaching and determine
whether they will be eligible for regular certification. Seven
fates currently use formal observation systems as part of their

begthning teacher program. This section describes the pro-
cesses generally being implemented in statewide beginning
teacher programs and provides an examination of the content
and use of these classroom observation instruments.

lb the litersri4c, on teaching, it has become popular to treat
"internship', "induction year", and -beginning teacher pro-
gram" as synonymous. These programs are designed for
teachers who have no prior teaching experience. The intern is
issued a letter of employment, and he or she assumes the full
responsibility of a teaching professional under a provisional
teaching certificate.

With internship programs, the life of a teacher is no longer
neatly divided into two phases, preservice and inservice.
Teacher education becomes a continuum which begins with
admission into a teacher education program and then proceeds
into the teacher's professional life.'

For clarity, this section will use -beginning teacher pro-
gram" to denote the program itself, and use the term "intern.' to
identify the beginning teacher.

Problems Addressed by Beginning
Teacher Programs

Research on interns concludes th t they often lack, and
know that they lack, competence in planning for instruction,
evaluating student work, motivating students, and adjusting to

by Cadiuna, Weuern Kenncky Univenity,

the classroom environment.' This lack of competence is often
compounded by the problems beginning teachers face, includ-
ing the pressures raised in adjusting from the relatively relaxed
life of a student to the demanding life of a teacher, and the
realities of teaching compared to the expectations.' The pres-
sures encountered by beginning teachers apparently are enough
to discourage many from staying beyond the first few years of
teaching.'

Beginning teacher programs are designed to serve two
major purposes:

1) They address the problem of some first-year teachers
who art not ready to assume full classroom responsibilities
without additional on-the-job assistance. The programs provide
a support function. Mentor/peer teachers often engage in the
assessment so that they can work with new teachers on im-
provement activities.

2) They provide a quality screen. The weak intern who
cannot be remediated through supervision is identified and
denied full certification. The principal's assessments are often
the basis for evaluation and recommendation for certification.

Instructional Development
Seven states implementing beginning teacher prograois

employ classroom observation instruments to assess the in-
tern's skills. These classroom observation instruments have
been developed using one of two methods.

In the -consensus method", which descended from the
competency based teacher education (CBTE) movement of the
early 1970's, the designers develop an exhaustive list of
teacher competencies. In many cases, a cross-section of local
people, including represtntatives from institutions of higher
education, school professionals, and in some cases, members
of the lay community, develop the competencies.
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The competencies are typically identified based on a sort-
ing process wherein a large list of competencies are generated,
categorized, organized into a framework for efficient use, iind
field tested. Decisions about which competencies to include in
the final list are made by the consensus of the group of
representatives. That is, when the group agrees that a particular
competency is valuable for the intern to attain, then the compe-
tency is included in the final list. This process Implies that the
competencies can be observed when raters come into the
classroom.

In contrast to the consensus method, there is the "research
review method", employed by a larger number of states. This
method requires a group or education professionals to read the
relevant research thoroughly and develop a list of research-in-
formed competencies related to effective teaching. Typically,
the competencies identified using this approach arc similar to
those used in observation instrumente designed for process-
product research studies.

Content
Both the group consensus method and the research review

method identify two salient characteristics of effective begin-
g teachers: efficient use of time and a high rate of on-task

behavior.

Georgia, for example, where performance assessment was
first implemented, employs a group consensus method. The
competencies and indicators focus on teacher behaviors dem-
onstrating an intern's skill in promoting interaction, organizing
instruction, presenting information, managing the classroom,
and maintaining a healthy and stable classroom environment.

The performance assessment program in Florida has a set
of goals similar to that of Georgia's. In contrast to Georgia,
however, the developers in Florida combed the literature on
teacher effectiveness +Hid then generated a list of behavioral
indicators of effective teaching as demonstrated by research.

The similarity of results is underscoredby the fact that the
models of teaching implied by the different instruments capture
the same six phases of instruction outlined in the current
research on teaching:5

1) daily review of previous work;

2) presentation of subject matter with an emphasis on the
efficient use of time and materials;

3) guided student practice, including a) frequent question-
ing to practice learned knowledge and skills and checking
for comprehension, b) cuing to maintain academic focus,
and c) instructing the whole group;

4) feedback and correction, where the teacher either
praises superior academic performance or corrects or clar-
ifies incorrect student performance,

5) independent practice, either scatwork or homework,
which is designed to reinforce the content being studied;
and

6) icgular review to maintain the currency of the material
that has been studied over the year.

While there are variations across the states, the seven
assessment programs all incorporate these six fetnures of pro-
viding instruction and managing time.

Table 5 contains a list of the performance assessment areas
identified by thc seven states with observation systems. While
the labels differ, all seven states arc concerned with planning
for instruction, presentation, and classroom management. This
is not to say that there are no differences. Human relations
skills and professional behavior are considered important by
Georgia, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and Virginia, Florida,
Oeorgia. and Oklahoma also inchale student evaluation.

Process
Each of the seven states using performance assessment

instruments provides assistance to the intern at least throughout
the lint year of teaching. Typically, supervisory committees
for beginning teachers are responsible for observing the Interns
and providing feedback about performance as measured on the
observation instrument.

The committee is usually comprised of the building prin-
cipal, a teacher educator, and a supervisory classroom teacher,
Each committee member undergoes some training in how to
observe using the designated classroom instrument. The super-
visory teacher is assigned to work closely with the intern
throughout thc year.

The intern is typically expected to be observed nine times
during the year, with each committee member making three
visits. After each observation, the observer and the intern are
expected to meet to discuss the lesion. The intern's strengths
and taknesses are identified. The supervisory classroom
teacher then works with the intern on developing the skills in
need of improvement. By way of this committee, beginning
teacher assessment programs provide A collaborative arrange-
ment where the focus is on guiding the intern to become the
best teacher possible.

Where a member of the committee identifies a weak or
missing skill, tutorials and Ossining are provided. After a year,
if two members of the beginning teacher committee agree the
intern still lacks essential skills, then either the employment of
the intern is terminated or another year of internship is recom-
mended. If, after a second year, there is little or no acceptable
improvement, then the intern is denied a teaching certificate. In
practice, weak interns often recognize their deficiencies and
leave the profession.

The process is usually explained in the state's legislation
or mandate. There is a body of research, however, that indi-
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Table S. Are

State

Horkla
(and Kentucky)*

numee Assessment In States with Beglmilng fetwher Assessment Pr grams

Performatwe AWStinteitt Areas

Miming
Management of Student Conduct
Instructional Organization and Development
Presentation of Subject Matter
Verbal and Nonverbal Communication
Evaluation of Student Achievement

Georgia

North Carolina

Teaching Plans and Materials
Classroom Procedures
Interpersonal Skills
Professional Standards
Student Perceptions

Management of Instructional Time
Management of Student Behavior
Instructional Presentation
Instmetional Monitoring
Instructional Feedback

Oklahoma

South Carolina

Virginia

Human Relations
Teaching and Assessment
Classroom Management
Professionalism

Planning
Classroom Processes
Classroom Management
Human Relations

Florida and Kentucky use the _at.

Planning
Lesson Development
Instructional Management
Classroom Management
Affective Climate
Evaluation

cat s that much of what is expected simply does not take place.
The processes used by the different states vary. In Geor-

gia, for example, the observers are employees in a network of
17 regional assessment centers located throughout the state.
South Carolina provides an extensive training and observer
evaluation program. Virginia provides training workshops
throughout the state offering instmetion in each of its assessed
skill areas.

Effects and Implications
The proponents of beginning teacher assessmentprograms

claim thst the internship experience provides an opportunity for
interns to develop their skills in a closely supervised setting. In

the process, not only do interns develop, but so do mentor
teachers, principals, and teacher education programs.

By being placed in the role of transmitting knowledge of
teaching and being responsible for supervising the intern, the
mentor teacher ean be expected to experience a certain degree
of professional growth in supervisog skills as well as in skills
covered by the observation system.

Beginning teacher programs, which incorporate the prin-
cipal or supervisor in the system, require them to learn to
observe teacher behavior with the state-designated instruments.
These instruments, which represent the latest interpretations of
effective teaching and may force the principal to identify exem-
plars of effective teaching. Participation in this process could
also enrich the more excerienced educator's understanding of
effective teaching behaviors derived from research.



The use of beginning teacher assessment programs
also be expected to influence teacher education programs. In
some cases, teacher education programs have been organized
around the skills assessed by the beginning teacher programs.
The usc of the assessment instrument as part of student teach-
ing is relatively common. Since teacher education programs
cannot afford to graduate candidates who have a shallow
knowledge of the principles included in the performance in-
struments, the instruments force a closer alignment between
teacher training programs and the skills the state deems impor-
tant for teachers.

Problems and Limitations
M pointed out in other chapters, paper and pencil tests

cannot assess many of the characteristics one often associates
with effective teachers, such as caring, dedication, and sensi-
tivity. In theory, observation systems help fill that void. Obser-
vation systems, however, are not without their own concep-
tual, theoretical, technical, and methodological deficiencies.

An underlying assumption of claiisroom observation sys-
tems is that their use will promote student achievement.6 There
is little research, however, to demonstrate this. In other words,
there is little evidence that interns who exhibit these behaviors
yield students who perform better on standardized tests.

Observation instruments take snapshots of behaviors.
They do not necessarily reflect the actions a teacher would take
as part of routine behavior or the actions thc students would
take in the absence of observers. The research used in develop-
ing some of the instruments cites behaviors in isolation, not as
a composite. The process, therefore, has been accused of
assessing only whether the candidate knows the skills and
expectations listed on the observation form. The process can-
not evaluate the teacher's skills in a complete context.

The systems generally tate a narrow view of teaching.
namely meeting with students. This is counter to current views
of teaching as a wide array of knowledge, skills, and disposi-
tions that are displayed outside of pupil contact hours. An
effective teacher, for example, must be able to learn new
material and organize it conceptually. This does not take place
in the classroom before students.

The reseatth methods used to determine what teachers
ought to be able to do are frequently based on the correlations
between behaviors exhibited by experienced teachers and stu-
dent outcomes. Although there is some emerging evidence that
these behaviors can be taught to new and inexperienced
teachers, little is really known about the transfer of these
findings. It may not be realistic to expect observation systems
to lead to longterm change or improvement.

Moreover, state systems are not able to consider the
specific circumstances of local schools. They must look for the
same skills and behaviors regardless of what the schools or
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students are like. This Is not realistic. Teaching is not the same
everywhere.

Finally, costs should be cons der d. Oimervation systems
require expensive training, retraining, and evaluation of raters
in addition to providing for significant amounts of release time,

Summary
Beginning teacher assessment programs arc designed to

increase the quality of instruction in the classroom. Typically,
they:

I, Provide for the identification of interns who either do not
possess basic knowledge about effective teaching or cannot
IIIIplcniCnI it;

2. Yield diagnostic information fur assisting the weak intern 'n
developing his or her skills;

3. Arc based on effective teaching research identifying specific,
desirable skills and attributes;

.4, Potentially enhance the effectiveness of mentor teachers and
the principal in thcir playing leadership roles;

5. Potentially improve the coordination of teacher cduc
programs and classroom needs; and

6. Have not been sufficiently evaluated in terms of their actual
effects or in terms Of instrument validity.

Ion

Notes:
I. Griffin, G.A., "InductionAn Overview," in G.E, Hall (ed.) Beginning
Teacher Induction: Five Dilemmas. Austin, TX: The University of Texas at
Austin, Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, 1982; O.A.
Griffin and H. Hukill, "Teacher Induction Issues: Themes and Variations," In
G.A. Griffin sad H. Hukill (eds.) First Years of Teaching: What are the
Pertinent Issues? Austin. TX: University of Texas at Austin, Research and
Development Center for Teacher Education. 1983. 107-127; and G.E. Hall.
"Induction: The Missing Link," Journal of Teacher Education. 1982. 33. 3,53-55.

2. Griffin, G.A. Teacher lndu ion: Research lsuci Journal of Teacher
Education, 1985, 36, I, 42-46.

3. Ryan, K., K. Newman, G. Mager. J. Applegate, T. Lasky. R. Flora, and J.
Johnston, Biting the Apple: Accounts of First Year Teachers, New York,
Longman. 1980.

4, Veenman, S.. "Perceived Problems of Beginning Teachers." Review q.
Educational Research, 1984. 54, 2. 143-178,

. Rosenshine, B.V. , "Teaching Functions in Instructional Ele.
ry School Journal, 1983, 83, 4, 335-351.

6. Simon. A. and E.G. Boyer. Mirrors for Behavior Ill: An Anthology of
Observation kr:rumen:J.. Wyncote, PA: Communication Materials CCOlCr,
1974, 57.
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IV
State-by-State Descriptions
Introduction

As of April 1987. every state except Alaska and lowa had
either implemented or was planning to implement some form of
teacher testing program. In the pages that follow, state testing
programs for admission to teacher education programs, initial
certification, on-the-job performance, and recertification are
described.

The most popular forms of teacher testing are admissions
testing and certification testing. Tables 6 and 7 contain sum-
maries of state-level activities in these areas. Twenty-seven
states have admissions testing programs and 44 states have
certification testing programs.

As shown in table 6, 23 states have already implemented a
testing program for admitting students into teacher education
programs. Another 4 states are scheduled to implement pro-
grams in the near future. The Pre-Professional Skills Test
(PPST) is the most frequently used admissions test. Other tests
that are used include the Seholastic Aptitude Test, the Ameri-
can College Testing F'rograms' college admissions test, and
custom-made tests. Almost all of the states that have admis-
sions testing programs also test prospetive teachers as a re-
quirement for initial certification.

The average pass rate for admissions tests, for those states
providing data, is approximately 72 percent. Connecticut has
the lowest passing rate, with 55 percent passing; Nevada has
the highest passing rate, with 95 percent passing. These
numbers, however, must be interpreted with caution as the
states use different definitions. Some refer to the percent of
individuals passing per administration, some the percent of
individuals who ultimately pass after repeated attempts, and
other states only report pass rates by subtests (e.g. professional
knowledge, reading). Comparisons and computations based on
these figures must recognize that passing rates will vary as a
function of the definition used. Since the numbers are closely
related, usually within 10 percent of each other, the variation is
not excessive and rough comparisons are appropriate.

As show]) in table 7, 26 states are currently testing pro-
pective teachers as a certification requirement. Another 18

states are scheduled to implement programs in the near future.
The NTE is incorporated into the largest number ofcertification
testing programs. Other tests that are used include the Pre-
Professional Skills Test, the California Basic Education Skills

Tests and custom-made tests. In 31 states, thc tests include
basic skills; in 29 states, the tests include subject arca knowl-
edge.

The avetage pass rate on initial teacher certification tests,
for those states providing data, is approximately 83 percent.
Delaware has the lowest pass rate, with 69 percent passing;
Kansas has the highest, with 94 percent passing. As with
admission test passing rates, these passing rates incorporate
different definitions and should be inteweted with caution.

Three states are testing or have recently tested practicing
teachers as a requirement for recertification: Arkansas, Geor-
gia. and Texas. Each of these states is using custom-made tests.
The Texas test covered basic reading and writing skills. A total
of 98.6 percent of the 247,000 teachers taking the test in
1986-87 passed. The Arkansas and Georgia programs include
tests of subject area skills. These states are providing multiple
opportunities for teachers to pass the tests over a two-year
period. The two-year periods will end in 1987 in Arkansas and
1988 in Georgia.

Seven states have implemented formal observation sys-
tems for beginning teachers: Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. These programs
usually provide assistance for beginning teachers and result in a
recommendation to the state that determines whether the candi-
date will receive regular certification. Kentucky uses the in-
strument developed in Florida. The rest of the states use
custom-developed observation systems.

These descriptions were compiled by OERI staff from a
variety of sources and confirmed by the state directors of
testing in November 1986, and again in April 1987. Where
possible, state documents were used to provide the information
under each category. Otherwise, program histories were ex-
tracted from 1.1. Sandefur's Competency Assessment of
Teachers: The 1986 Report; certification requirements from
The Impact of State Policy on Entrance into the Teaching
Profession by Margaret Goertz, Ruth Ekstrom, and Richard
Coley; and the numbers of emergency teaching cznificate
holders from The Condition of Teaching: A State by State
Analysii, 1985, by C. Emily Feistritzer. The descriptions were
then sent to the directors of state teacher testing programs for
confirmation in November 1986. Thirty-eight states responded;
most Sat corrections and edits. The cenification process in
many states had changed since the Goertz report. Confirma-
tions or changes were obtained in November 1986 from all the
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S e Test' Passing Score Pass
rate'

Other
iests' 11:4rauticuasitleosn'

cc twii n l")11:4 el line n

Alabama Custom C 1,900 XArizona PPST 173,172,174 79 C 2,154 XCalifornia CBEST 77 C 9,562 XColorado CAT 75%ile 58 C 2,361 XConnecticut Custom 55 C 2,491 XFlorida SAT OR Acr 40%i lc C.P 2,170 XIndiana
C 3,750

Kentucky CTBS 12,5 GES 63 C,P 1,200 XLouisiana NTJ3 --,645,644 n/a C 1,820 XMississippi COMP n/a C 1.689 XMissouri SAT or ACT 800,1 14 2,758 XNebraska PPST 170,171.172 C 2,253 1987Nevada PPST 169,169,170 95 C 258 XNcw Mexico Mite C xNorth Carolina NTE 636,631,644 n/a C,P 4,500 XNorth Daiwa Misc C 950 XOhio _
C 5,829 1987Oklahoma Misca C P 2,400 XOregon CBEST 77 C 1,700 XSouth Carolina Custom 67 C,P 1,282 XTennessee PPST 169,169,172 n/a C 4,000 XTexas PPST 171,172,173 71 C,P,R 10,000 xUtah Misc n/a 1,842 XWashington Custom,SAT,ACT 80,700,16 a/a 2,007 XWen Virginia PPST,COMP 172,172,171 17 68 C 2,017 xWisconsin PPST _ 2,819 1989Wyoming CAT 70%ile 300 x

Totals 27 mean = 72 24, 6, 1 2

I. The ACT, CAT, CREST, COMP, CT
Education Skills Test, College Outcomes
respectively.

PST. and SAT refer to the American College Testing Program, California Achievement Test, California Basic
assures Project, California Test of Basic Skills. Pre-Professional SkillsTest, and the Scholastic Aptitude Test,

2. Scores for the PPST refer to the Mathematics, Reading, and Writing tests respectively.
Skills, and Oeneral Knowledge respectively.

3. oh denotes that passing rates were not availsbk; denotes that passing rates are not applicable. Passing rates that are provided may be cumulative, peradminiuration, or for the most difficult submit. See text. Becauu of the different definitions, the mean value is only approximate.

of Basic Skills Communication

4. C indicates certification tests; P indicates poloimance tests; R indicates
recertification tests.

5. Number of teacher educukin program graduates. Data

6. Oklihoma is scheduled to start using the PPST in 1989.

other states by telephone. In April 1987, letters were again sent
to diiectors of testing, this time to obtain updated information
and passing rates.

This chapter presents data concerning admissions, certifi-
cation, recertification, and peiformance assessment alphabeti-
cally by state. Under the heading Admissions Testing, the

instrument, history, passing rates, and number of reccnt
ates are described. The Certification Testing descriptions in-
clude who is tested, the insmunent, the history, the passing
rates, the certification process, and the number of teachers.
Under Recertification Testing, program ststus, who is tested,
history, passing rates and number of teachers tested are de-
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Table 7. A Summary of State Teacher Certification P ogroms

State The Covers
Passing Scores1 Pa"one' C3111"tests'

Nuiibcr of
teachers On"cm'

tmplcmcntittlon
basic prof lib

in place when
Alabama Custom X X 85 A 36 XArizona Custom X X 78 A 28,895 XArkansas NTH X X - R 24,085 <,1California CHEST X 74 A 179,660 3.4 xColorado - -- A 20,895 <.1 1987
Connecticut NTE X - A 32,467 .2 1987Delaware PPST X 175,175 2 69 5.516 5.3 XFlorida Custom X X X 85 A .P 86,223 11,6 xGeorgia Custom X 78 P,R 56.321 17,6 xHawaii NTE X X X 647,651,648 73 9,060 .3 X
1(1011, Nit x x 10,160 nla -Illinois Custom X X - 100,497 Mt 1988Indiana NTE X X X 647,653,646 88 A 49,646 .8 xKansas PPST,NTE X X 168,168,170 94 26,260 0 XKentucky NTE X X X 637,6.43,641 93 A,P 32,400 x
Louisiana NTE X X X 644,645,645 87 A 46,840 .7 xMaine NTE X X - 12.510 3.3 1988Maryland NTE X X X 38,029 .7 1987Massachusetts - X X - 56,333 .2 1989Michigan X X - 88,000 <.1 1991
Minnesota PPST X X 173,169,172 - 41,444 .2 1988Mississippi NTE X X X 639,644,642 88 24.772 4.2 XMissouri - X - A 47,240 4.7 1987Montana NTE X X 644,648448 92 22,028 0 XNebraska PPST 170,171.172 - A 17,513 <.1 1987
Nevada PPST X X - A 7.731 0 1990New Hampshire PPST X 173,174,173 74 10,104 1,3 XNew Jersey NTE X X 644. - , 83 72,858 2.7 XNew Mexico NTE X X X 645,644,630 88 A 14,200 5.6 XNew York NTE X X 649,650,646 79 164,900 2.4 X
North Caroline NTE X X X 631,636,644 80 A,P 56,084 &a XNorth Dakota - A 8,794 <.1 -Ohio - X X - A 87,729 1.0 1987Oklahoma Custom X 81 A 35.000 1.7 XOregon CHEST X 80 A 24,413 2.0 X
Pennsylvania NTS X X X - 101,150 .2 1987Rhode Island NTE X X 649,657,648 n/a 7,548 .2 XSouth Carolina NTE.Custom X MI A,P 36,935 Wa XSouth Dakota NTE X X X - 8,022 1.3 -Tennessee ME X X X 640, 635 nta 40,000 n/a X
Texas Custom X X 85 A ,P,R 185,000 n/a XVuginia NTE X X X 639,649,639 n/a P 56,863 0 xWest Virginia Custom X 83 A 22.557 5.9 XWisconsin - X - A 45,350 2.4 1987

29 mean 83% 22, 7, 3 26

PPST refers to the Pre-Profeuional Skills Test, the CB to the California Buic Education Skills Test.
3 Passing scores for the PFST art for the Readln , Mathematics, and Writing portions, tespectively. Passing scores for the WE arc for the Basic SCommunication Skills, ad Professional Knowledge portions. respectively.
)n/a denotes that passing ratea were not available; - denotes that passing rates are not applicable. Passing rates thatare provided may be cumulative, peradministration, or for the most dinictdt when. See text. Because of the different definitions, the mew value is only approximate.
A denotes admissions tests; P denotes performance testa; R denotes recertification tests.
Percent of teachers with emergency or aubatandard certification.

"In Ncrth Carolina. the General Knowledge and Communication Skills tests are required for
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scribcd, Performance Assessment describes who is tested, the
history, the support programs, the program goals, the assess-
ment process, the passing rates, and the number of people
assessed.

The biggest gaps in these descriptions deal with passing
rates. While several exemplary states with fully Implemented
programs, including Arizona and Oregon, publish detailed
=mud reports outlining testing activities and passing rates,
others either are not collecting or not reporting this informa-
tion. One state could not release either the overall passing rate
or the passing rate for any skill area. Another was not sath acd
whit the quality of its data and would not make it public. A
third does not know the number of people failing the certifica-
tion test in the state. These states have had certification testing
programs for years, yet were unable or unwilling to provide
basic passing rate data.

Many of the states with mandated admissions testing are
also not collecting passing rate data, While the mandates stem
from the states, the programs are not state programs. Thc tests
are administered and used by the lou lieges. Apparently,
these states are not making an effort t. ,uate this mandated
reform.

In addition to differences in levels of reporting, there art
also large differences with regard to involvement in teacher
testing. Alaska and lowa do not have plans to implement any
form of teacher assessment. Arkansas, Idaho, and Indiana
apparently have long-standing mandates that have yet to be
implemented. Several of the southern states, including Florida.
Kentucky, North Carolina. South Carolina, and Texas, on the
other hand, havo comprehensive assessment programs involv-
ing college admissions, certification, and on-the-job perform-
ance.



Admissions Testing

Status:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No, of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

In place since November 1981

High school English language skills

Alabama

Alabama English Language Proficiency Test (E r) is given 4 times per y -a . Candidates may
take the examination as many times as necessary.

In 1980 the Alabama State Board of Education mandated an English language exa ination be
developed and impkmentcd as a requirement for entry i to tcachcr education programs, The
ELPT was developed and implemented thc following year,

Scaled score of 70

Typically, SO% per test administration

1.900 in 1984

SAT minimum required score is 745; or ACT minimum required score is 16. GPA must be 1.2 on
3.0 scale or 2.2 on a 4.0 scale. Candidates must be interviewed by three faculty members.

5 2
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Certification Testing

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

instrument:

In place since 1981

Anyone coming into
fields,

Subject area skills, pro cssional knowl7dge

Alabama Initial Teacher Certification Exam (A1TCE)

A abama

ecking initial teacher certification. Individuals changing teachin

Ilistory: The program was mandacd by thc State Board of Education in January 1980.

Passing Scores: Not available

Passing Rates: Approximately 85% per test administration

Certification Process: The basic certificate is valid for 8 years. Continuation of this certificate requires 9 hours of
additional credit or 4 years of successful full-time teaching experience, and satisfactory participa-
lion in a professional development program.

Other Certification
Requirements;

No. of Teache

The Class A certificate is valid for 10 years. It requires a master's degree, completion of an
approved graduate teacher education program, and a specified amount of teaching experience.
Continuation of this certificate requires 6 additional graduate credit hours or 5 years' experience
and satisfactory participation in a professional development program.

The Class AA certificate is the highest certificate offered by the state. A sixth-year program of
study is required. Continuation of this certificate requires 6 additional graduate credit hours and
satisfactory participation in a professional development program.

Graduation from an approved teacher education program

9 4: 36,000; 74 (.2%) hold emergency certification.
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Admissions Testing Arizona

Status:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History;

Passing Scores:

In place since January 1986

Reading, mathematics, writing (multiple choice and essay)

Pre.Professional Skills Test (PPST) or alternate basic skills examination approved by the State
Board of Education and the Arizona Board of Regents. Arizona Revised Statute 15-533(11).

Prior to January 1986, teacher education candidates were required to pass the hns!c skills
component of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Examination (ATPE) composed of questions
assessing skills in reading, mathematics, and grammar, A passing score of 80% for each section
was required before admission to any of the state's three colleges of education was approved.

This policy was in effect for 2 years until the Arizona Board of Regents selected the PPST as the
basic skills examination required by statute. Post-degree students entering the colleges of
education are also required to pass a basic skills examination; however, they ha% c the option or
either ATPE basic skills or the PPST.

ATPE
Reading 80%
Mathematics 80%
Grammar 80%

PPST
Reading 173
Mathematics 172
Grammar 174

Passing R In 1986, the average pass rate on the ATPE was 78,9% for firs time examinees. The average pass
rate on the PPS' was 56%.

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

2 4 in 1983-84

OPA as de ermined by colleges of education

5 4



Certification g

Statip.:

Who:

Coverage:

Ilistory:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

Certifica ess:

Jnstak graduates without PPS1 emigrant leachers and ii Jividuals a
children at home must takc heith the haie skills nnd proleSsional knOwledg
ATM in.stAte grodnates with p ssingPPST WorCA only need to take the pro
comps)

BLINIC Akillc of reading and mathematic, an

A izona Teacher Proficiency Examination (AWE)

professional km ledge

During a ,pecial cession, the 1979 state legislature declnrcd that all new applicants for a basic or
standard teaching certi cafe must pass a basic skills proficiency examination prior to certification ,

Items were purchased from a contractor and the examination was implemented in October 1980.

la December 1980, the State B ard of Education directed that a Professional Knowledge
(Preser4ke) component be added to the ATPE Basic Skills. The Professional Knowledge
component ast,c5,&c-;, kalay, ledge of die e$,Semiliiil Skills that Wald be learned by a mudent during a
teacher education professional preparation program.

The State Board of Education appointed a task force of I)oard members, college of education
faculty, students, teachers, administrators, legislators, and business representatives to find an
appropriate lest.

The NTE wa . used temporarily until items more applicable to Arizona's n eds wcrc purchased
from a contractor.

Reading - 80%, Mathem 80%, G , Professional Knowledge - 50%

In 1983, !WIC Skills - 78%, Professional Knowledge - 97%. The pass rate for fi
examinees for all sections was 73.8% in 1983 and 78.9% in 1986.

Initially, a temporary, nonrenewable certificate is issued and valid for 8 years. At the end of 8
years a teacher must qualify for a standard certificate which is renewable every 6 years. The
standard certificate requires a master's degree, 40 upper divisian or graduate credit hours of
coursework and demonstrated classroom proficiency.

No. of Teachers in 1985: 28,895; 986 (3.4%) hold cmercncy certificatior



Certiticatioii Testing Arkansas
SWIM:

Urn

Instrumen ;

11ktory:

Pa. sing :

Pas ing Rates:

Ccrtiflcaiion Process:

No. of Tcachcr in 1984:

I!rogtari not yet nop

MI candidates for

Professional knowledge and s

ns of Nrre

ciaiiy area rr cc

The 1979 state legislature required that all candidates for leacher ceUaficatnn must pass the N112,
Common arkl Area Tests, ellective February 1983. The publisher dscontinucd the common
examination, and the mandate has not been implemented.

In 1982 the State floard of Mueati
current requirements.

To be determined

Not applicable

The Standard C
valid for 6 years
with 6 credits or

,085; 6 ( %

n adopted changes in tea ceriltication, resulting in the

arded on the recommendation of three coi1ege of c ucation and is
chelor's degree and 10 years with a --ster's dcgrec. It can be renewed

years teaching experience,

Id em rgency certification.
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Recertification sting Arkansas

Status;

Pnigram

Who:

Coverage:

In place since March 1985; sclieduW to end Jone 1987

Arkansas EduciiUonal Skills Assessment Test (ALSAT)

All certitkd teachers must pass the exam by June 1981 to qualify for certificate renewal.

Basic reading, writing, mathematics, and subject area skills

liistoty: The 1983 state legislature initiated a recertification testing option for teachers within the state.
During the 1984-85 school year, teachers were required either to demonstrate competence in the
subject area in which they were certified or to take 6 credit hours of graduate course work.

In 1985 (he state legislature extended the recertification requirement to all persons holding
teaching certificates and to cover functional academie skills in addition to subject area skills.

Support: The state department of education, colleges of education and educational television workshops
and special training programs. Education loans have also been available for special training.

Reading - 70%, Mathematics - 70%, Writing - pass, NTE subject tests - 470-550

Not available

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No. of Teachers Tested
Since 1985: 35,000

5 7
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Adm Testing

Staius:

Coverage:

Instrument: Califorma Basic &location Skills Tes -IST) i9 given six tittleS a year at test centers throughoutthe state, Candidates may take the examination as many times as necessary.

In place since Scptcinbcr 1982,

Li sic reading, wrIting, and n

California

Passing Scores:

In 1981 and 1982. legislation was passed requiring students to pass the CBEST in order to receive
a teaching certificate effective February 1983. This legislation was amended in 1983 to require thatthe CBEST he taken for diagnostic purposes by potential applicants to teacher education
programs. Ai elicants are not required by law to pass the test prior to admission, but some colleges
or departments of education do require that the test bc passed either before program admission orbefore starting student teaching, In such cases, the passing score is the some as that required to
receive a teaching certificate.

Passing score for each of the three sections is 41 on a scale of 20 to 80 Individuals can also passwith a total score of 123 if no scrim ic

Passing Rates: In 1985-86, 77% of those taki g the test for the _first time for ad `ssion to a profess
preparation program passed.

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates: 9,562 in 1984



Certification Te

Status:

Wh

Coverage:

Instrument:

fistory:

Passing Sc

Passing Rates:

Certification Process:

In place us ( f

Applicants for a first teaching cicdctal
credential

PP

California

icnnts seeking or icncwing an emergency

Applictint for credentials to teach voca ional education, nonacademic subjects in adult education,
children's centers, special education centers, and applicants for health services credentials are
exempt,

Applicants who have been employed by a school district during the past 39 months and those
previously passing IheCREST are also exempt.

Basic reading, writing, and methematics

California Basic Education Skills Test (CBEST

The 1970 legislature established a requirement that applicants for a teaching certification trust
pms ah approved subject matter examination or complete an approved subject matter preparation
program, Various Notional Teacher Examination tests were approved for demonstration of subject
matter knowledge; these are taken most often by applicants moving from other states.

In 1981 and 1982 legislation WU passed and approved requiring that all applicants for inifial
credentials also demonstrate proficiency in reading, writing, mathematics, and English, with
catain identified exemptions. The CBEST was developed as thc test required for demonstration of
skills proficiency. The legislation also required that the test be passed as a condition for
employment in certain situations. These requirements became effective February I , 1983.

In 1984 Iegislafion was plicsed and approved which terminated issuance of life credentials after
September 1, 1985; life credentials issued prior to that date continue to be valid.

gassing score for each of the three sections is 41 on a scale of 20 to 80. The passing requirement
for the entire test is a score of 123 with no section score lower than 37.

In 1985-86, 74% of those taking the examination for a teaching credential passed on the first
attempt.

Prelimihary certification is granted for 5 years after the subject matter, profession preparation,
student teaching, and skills proficiency requirements arc met. There are reciprocal agreements
with several states, and 1-year preliminary credentials may be issued to applicants with credentials
from other states with teaching experience. The subject matter and basic skills examination must
be passed before the preliminary credential can be extended beyond this I year.

A "clear credential" can be issued for 5 years upon completion of a fifth year of college level
study, and one-unit course in hulth education, and an approved course in dealing with excep-
clonal students. The "clear credential" can be renewed automatically every 5 years upon docu-
mented completion of 150 hours of staff development.

No. of Teachers in 1985: 179,660; 6,040 (3.4% ) hold emergency certification.
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Admissions Testing

Status;

Coverage:

instrument:

History:

In place since January 1983

Oral language, spelling, language usage/meeharii athematies

Colorado

California Achievement Test (CAT), level 19; siudcnts can take the test up to four times.

The policy from 1975 to 1983 perniltied schools of education to implement their own testing
programs and determine their own passing scores. The 1981 legislature mandated the current
uniform basic skills competency testing program.

Passing Sco Seventy-fifth percentile for high school seniors

Passing Rates:

No, of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
uirements; Candid tes must demonstrate competency in oral English by either completing a college-level

public speaking course with a B minus or better, or by passing an oral English competency
assessment conducted by a panel of three judges. Candidates for teacher education programs must
also have graduated in the top 50% of their high school graduating classes, scored 920 or higher
on the SAT, scored 19 or higher on the ACT, or have a GPA of 2.5 out of 4.0 in the most recent 30
hours of higher education course work.

Etst Attempt
Oral languagc 88,5 87.5
Spelling 69,4 67.5
Language 69.6 67.2
Mathematics 58,2 60.2

These percentages cover June I 1985 to May 31 1986 ,

2,361 in 1985

6 0
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Certification Testing Colorado

Status:

Who:

Cov c:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates

Certification c s:

be decided by the State Board of I1ucation in 1987

To 1C d- -Wed

To he decided

To be decided

The Educational Quality Act of 19 5 (known as the 2 + 2 Program) required a pilot assessment of
the quality or machor and administrator candidates completing education programs and applying
for Colorado certification. hi the spring and summer of 1986, two insnments were administered
on pilot basis to determine their appropriateness for use in this kind of assessment. The NTEwas
administered to a voluntary sample of teacher and administrator candidates for certification. The
Florida Performance Measurement System was also used with a smaller sample of teacher
candidates. These pilot assessments are pan or an overall review of teacher preparation and
certification requiremcfus being conducted us part of the 2 + 2 Program. This review expected
fo lead to recommended changes for State Board consideration during 1987.

Not applicabl

Not applicable

Effective January I. 1987, initial certification is provisional and will be valid for 3 years. It
requires graduation from an approved teacher education program including 400 hours of student
teaching. This certification can be renewed with 6 semester hours of college/university credit.

The General Teacher Certification is valid for 5 years and requires 3 years' satisfactory teaching
experience while holding a Provisional Certificate. It can be renewed with 6 semester hours of
eollege/university credit during the 5-year period prior to application for certificate renewal. Up to4 semester hours may be from approved local inservice programs.

The professional Teacher Certificate is valid for 5 years and requires a master's degree and 3
years' teaching experience. It can he renewed by earning 6 semester hours of college/university
credit during the 5-year Period. Up to 4 semester hours may be from approved local inservice
Programs.

No. of Tcachers 'n 9 29,895; 64 s than 1%) hold emergency certification.
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Ad Issions Testing

Status:

Coverage:

Instrument;

Histo

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions

In placee incc July I

Mathe ics,

9 6

ading

Connecticut

Connecticut Competency Examination for Prospective Teachers (CONNCEPT consIsis of three
subtcsts in mathematics, reading, and writing. The mathematics and reading tests arc multiple-
choice. The writing test requires each prospective teacher to produce a writing sample. A
candidate must pass all three tests at the same time. The CONNCEPT Is administered three times a
year. Individuals who have a total score of 1,000 points on the verbal and mathematics SAT
combined with neither subseore below 400 points are exempt from taking the CONNCEPT.

In April 1982 the Connecticut State Board of Education adopted 25 recommendations for ensuring
professional competence in the teaching profession. One recommendation endorsed developing a
competency examination for prospective teachers as a requirement for admission into a teachereducation program. As an outgrowth ef these recommendations, the Connecticut Competency
Examination for Prospective Teachers (CONNCEPT) Program was implemented to ensure that
candidates for teacher preparation programs are competent in skills that art considered essential
for prospective and practicing teachers.

In 1985, the state legislature mandated the use of the CONNCEPT as a requirement for admission
to teacher education programs effective July 1986. Effective May 1987, the CONNCEPT is alsorequired for teacher certification.

October 1985 - 54.8% of the first-time test-
March 1986 - 56.2% of the first-time test-takers.
November 1986 - 55.4% of the first-time test-takers,

When the total number who have passed on retaking the examination is included, the pass rate todate is 62.8%.

2,491 in 1984

Requirements: B- average. specified courses, an essay, letters of recommendation, _nd an interview

6 2
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Certification Tes ing Connecticut

Statt s

Who:

Covera e:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Score

Passing Rates:

Implemented May 1987

All candidates for teacher certification in 24 areas

Subject matter confer

The NTE subject area tests arc under consideration.

In April 1982, the Connecticut State Board of Education adopted 25 recommendations from the
Professional Development Council for ensuring competence in the teaching profession. These
recommendations addressed testing for college of education admissions, certification and reeerti.
fication.

To be determined

Not applicable

Certification Process: At present, the Connecticut Provisional Certificate is valid for 10 years and is awarded to
graduates w ;proved teacher education programs.

The Standard Certificate requires 30 credit hours or a mastcrs degree and 3 yea xperience.

Proposed certification changes would provide for 1/ an initial educator certificate, 2) a provisional
educator certificate, and 3) a professional educator certificate.

New teachers in Connecticut will be participating in the state's Beginnin-, Teacher Support and
Assessment Program which will provide mentor support and performance assessment.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 32,467; 62 (.2%) hold emergency certification.



Cer i cation Tes i

Statu

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rat

Certification Process:

In place since July 1983

Delaware

MI candidates for first-time teacher certification; individuals with previous ccrtification are
exempt.

Basic reading, math, and wilting

Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST)

Anyone may take the Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST) as many times us desired prior to
employment. Candidates who fail the PPST can still teach for 1 year. Failure on the PPST will
drop the ceftification status of a newly employed teacher to provisional and result in a loss of pay.
Individuals who do not pass in the first year of employment cannot be rehired.

In September 1982, the State Board of Education adopted several regulations governing teacher
certification. Accepting the recommendations of the Teacher Competency Study Committee, the
Board established the current testing policy.

Reading - 175, Math - 175, Writing - 172

69% of the applicants from 1983 to 198b have passed.

The initial Standard Certificate is valid for 5 years. To obtain this certificate, applicants must have
graduated from an approved teacher education program and pass the PPST. Transcripts can be
evaluated in lieu of graduating from an approved program.

The Professional Status Certificate is issual after 3 years of teaching and is valid as long as the
individual is teaching in the same subject area.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 5,516; 294 (5.3%) hold emergency cal lication.
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Admissions Testing Florida

Status: In place since 1980

Coverupe: Skills assessed by college admissions test

Instrument: SAT or ACT

History: Legislation passed in 1978 began a series of reforms in Florida's teacher education and certifica-
tion programs. The admissions requirement established by that legislation has stayed the same,
The Mate has also adopted certification, master teacher, ;and performance measurement programs.

Passing cores:

Passing Rate .

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

835 on SAT, or 17 on the ACT (40th percentile of college applicants). Colleges of education arc
permitted to waive this requirement for 10% of their applicants.

Not available

2,170 in 1984

Colleges of educatIon set minimum OPA's based on guidelines provided by the Stale Board of
Education and the State Board of Regents,



CertificatIon Testing

Covcrt

Instni

In Aace ince 1980

Candidates '1 initial teacher ccrtificaUon

Florida

Basic reading, mathematics. wrlting, and professional knowledge: bcginnlng in 1988, subject
area test performance will also be required.

n : Florida Teacher Certification Examination, (FTCE)

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

Certification Process:

No. of Teachers in 1984:

In 1988, the basic reading, mathematics, and writing require mem will be complet d !trough the
College Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST).

There is no limit to the number o1 tines an applicant cart take tbe PTCE examination.

Starting in 1978 the Florida legislature initiated a number of changes in teacher assessmeBeginning In 1980, prospective teachers had to demonstrate competency in basic skills and
professional knowledge through the FIVE. Beginning in 1988, they must also demonstrate
competency on a written subject area examination in addition to basic skills knowledge (the latterassessed through CLAST). Approximately 50 academie subject area tests are presently beingdeveloped.

Reading - 200, Writing - 6 Math - 200, Professional Knowledge - 200

85% of first-time test-takers in 1986

Graduates of approved teacher education programs or college graduates completing specificcourse work are eligible for temporary teaching certificates.

Regular certification requires a passing FTCE score and successful completion of thc state's
Beginning Teacher Progam. The Beginning Teacher Program involves teaching for I year with
supervision and evaluation, and demonstrating competencies through a performance measurement
system. The certification is valid for 5 years and requires 6 additional credit hours for renewal,

86,223; 10,000 (11.6%) hold emergency eertifi
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Performance Testing Florida

Status:

Program Name:

Who;

In place since July 1982

The Beginning Teacher Program

All beginning teachcrs, regardless of whcrc they receive their training

Coverage: The Florida Performance Measurement System, the FPMS, covers 36 co petencies in planning,
management of student conduct1 instructional organization and development, presentation of
subject matter, verbal and nonverbal communication, and evaluation.

History:

Process:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

Beginning with 1978 legislation, Florida has initiated a number of teacher training and certifica-
tion requirements. The legislation mandated a beginning teacher program providing support and
development tor new teachers.

In response to the legislation, a coalition of state school districts and universities developed the
RMS. All thc state school districts, except Dade County, have adopted the instrument to meet the
legislative mandate. In 1986, the state judicial system upheld thc use of the test.

Beginning teachers arc obsemcd by a team co pris d of a peer teacher, the principal, and one
other professional.

The passing scores for the FPMS v_
algorithm is not publicly available.

99.5%

No. of Teachers
Evaluated in 1985: 7,806

62 6 7
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Certification Testing Georgin

Who:

Coverage;

In place sInce September 1978. Expanded program inapkmentcd in Ji ly 1986,

Applicants for initial teacher certification (1978) Applicants for certification renewal (1986)

Each of the 28 tests for specific certification fields is a criterion-referenceAl test that assesses an
Individual's competence with regard to a specific sct of performance objectives. These perform-
ance ()bk.-dives measure the subject matter content that practicing Georgia educators most often
use in teaching students in the classroom.

Instrument: Teacher Certification Test (TCT)

History: In 1972 the State Board of Education initiated th e design of a performance-bagel:I certification
program to develop criterion.referenced tests for certification fields that would tisSeiN an individ-
ual's content field knowledge. Performance objectives for each test were developed and reviewed
by Georgia educators and panels of content experts tor their relevance and job relatedness. Test
items that measure each performance objective were carefully reviewed by Georgia Department of
Education and content experts to ensure accuracy and reasonableness. These reviews are ongoing.
The TcT was first requited for applicants seeking initial certification after September 1, 1978. The
program was expanded via State Board of Education policy in 1981 to require the TCT to add a
field to an existing professional certificate. The program was expanded via legislation to require
the TCT for certification renewal purposes beginning July I, 1986.

Passing Scores: Not available

Passing Rates:

Certi cation _ss:

No. of Teachers in 1984:

1981-1986 cumulatt e av ges:
78% for first-time test-takers
69% for individuals retaking the test
88% overall

A passing score on the appropriate TCT is necessary in order to receive a Georgia
However, at the request of an employing superintendent, an initial certificate, valid for 1 year,
may be issued without a passing score on the test. The test must be passed and other Georgia
special requirements must be met during this initial year of certificlition, to continue certification
beyond the initial I year. After posting a passing score on the TCT and meeting all applicable
special Georgia requirements, an applicant is eligible for certification for up to 3 yeas. During the
3 years, the applicant must meet on-the-job assessment requirements necessary to convert to a
professional, renewable certificate valid for 5 years.

56,321;
9,900 (17.6%) hold emergency certification ncludes individuals wi
who have not yet taken the certification and/or performance test.)



Perfo

Status;

Pmgram Name:

Who:

Coverage:

1-listory:

Process:

Passing Scores;

No. of Teachers
Evaluated in 1985:

Geor

In place since May I980

Teacher Performance Assessment Instrument al'Ati

All leachers seeking initial certification in Georgia. Appncants have 3 years to pass i;,e, test.

The TPA! covert, 14 Competencies that are observed through 45 indicators. The 'Adupetencies
cover interpersonal skills, teaching plans, and classroom procedures.

The 1970 monograph, Groh for Education in Georgia, encouraged the use of demonstrated
competencies as a certification requirement, In 1972, the Stoic Hoard of Education initiated the
design of a performance-based certification program. A contract was awarded to thc University of
Georgia in 1976 to develop the current instrument. Retween 1977 and 1984, the TPA1 was refined
through four editions, with evolving competencies and indicators. The requirement that applicants
seeking initial certification in Georgia must complete an assessment of on-the-job performance
bccarne effective May 1, 19tiO arid wnfinues as the final Mitiltrtnrnt fur a profekciontil /Oityeatik
teaching Certificate in Georgia.

Applicants for initial certification in Georgia who have met all their certification requirements are
issued a nonrenewable cettificate valid for 3 years. During this 3-year period, they must meet
performance requirements on all eight competencies of the TPA1. There are two assessment
periods tad year, fall and spring, providing each applicant up to a maximum of six assessment
opponunities to meet the perfomance requirements. Teachers are assessed by the principal or
other administrator, a peer teacher, and an external data collector from onc of the state's Regional
M5essilleilt Centers.

Upon demonstration of all eight competencies, if all other certification requirements have been
met, a performance-based certificate is awarded. This is a professional, renewable certificate valid
for 5 years, which may bc rencwed by carning 10 quarter hours of apptopriat,. ;oiler credit or
local staff development credit during the validity period.

Performance requirements on all eight competencies must be met. Mastery of a competency is
considered to have bccn met if, in a single assessment, 85% of the competencies axe at or above
the minimum performance levels; or if, on two consecutive assessments, 75% of the competencies
are at or above the minimum performance level.

The passing rate for 19R5 and the number of as
After first assessment POS

After second assessment I 19:
After third asseArnent 305
After funth suessn.ent 135
After fifth assessment 36
After sisal assessment 16
Total completing
assessment requirement

2,492

Number of teachers who did not meet emficieney after 6 assessment opportunities = 5

Number of ttachers requiring additional assessment opportunities - 1,130

65
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Recertification Tes ing

Program Name;

Who:

Covera

Histo-

uiy 19;i

Teacher Cat' km 'Fes (WI

Geor Fin

All teachers whoc certification expired after July I , 1986. frachcrs whose cerlilkaics expire in
1986 have been given I year to pass the exam Individuals passing the TCT as 11 certification
examination do not have to take the test again.

Each of the 28 tests for specific certification fields is a critcrion.refcrcnccd test which assesses an
individual's competence with regard to a specific set of performance objectives. These perform=
mice objectives measure the subject matter content that practicing Georgia educators most often
Lese in teaching students In the classroom.

In 1972 the State Board of FAlucation initiated the design of a perfonnancebascd certi c tion
program to assess an individual's content field knowledge. Performance objectivrs for each test
were developed and reviewed -Yh i--Our.ag mileatnrc and panels of ivatent experts for their
relevance and job relatedness, Test items that measure each performance objective wefe carefully
reviewed by Georgia Department of alueation and content experts to ensure accuracy and
reasonableness. These reviews are ongoing, The Icr was first required for applicants seeking
initial certification after September I , 1978. The program was expanded via State Board of
Education policy in 1981 to require the TCT to add a field to an existing professional certificate.
The program was expanded via legislation to require the TCT for certification renewal purposes
beginning July 1, 1986.

Passing Scores: Not available

Passing Rates: Individuals have 2 years to pass, and the program has only been in place 1 year. No one had been
denied renewal as of December 1986.

No. of Teachers
Tested in 1986: 4,487; 5 ,000 expected each subsequent year



Certification Testing Hawaii

Status; In place since September 1986

Who: Applicants for initial certification

Coverage: Basic reading; mathem ties, writing, and subiect arca skills

Instrument: NM Core Battery ond certain subject area tests

History: In 1984 the State Superintendent mandated the use of theNTE for certification.

Passing Sco General Knowledge 647, Communication Skills - 651, Professional Knowledge 64ft

Passing Rates: On October 1986, 73% of the 1,092 apphcants passed the entire Core Battery,

Certification Process: After graduation from an approved program and riN%ior theNTE, a 2-yrar certifii-a1,7 is
awarded.

A Bask Ceriificale, valid for life, is awarded after 2 years of successful teaching in Ilawaii.

A Professional Certificate requires a fifth year of teacher education or a master's degree in teacher
education and 2 years' successful teaching experience in Ifawaii. It is valid for life.

No. of Teachers in 1986: 9,060; 29 (.3%) hold emergency certification.



Certification Testing Id ho

SWIM:

WhO:

Coverage:

Instrument:

To be implemented by September 1988 pending appropriation of funds by the slate legislature.

Applicants for teaching certificates in Idaho. Certified teachers will beexempt.

Itasic reading, mathematics, and writing

NTE Core Battery

History: The Idaho Professional Standards Commission has been studying the issue or teacher testing for
the past 2 years. In June 1986, the commission recommended that the Idaho State Board or
Education adopt the NTE Core Battery as a criteria for certification,

The State Board of Education will consider the Commission's proposal in Spring 1987.

Passing Scoies: To bc delennined

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: The standard certificate is valid for 5 years. A niasier',4 degree or a fifth year of education is
required for the advanced certificate. which is valid for years. Teachers must take addifional
coursework to be recertified_

No. of Macho,. in 1984; 10,160; 21 (.2%) hold emergency certification.
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Certification Testing IiJhois
Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument

His :

To be implemented in July

Applicants for early childhood, elementary, special, high school, school service personnel and
administrative certificates

Basic skills in readin, writing, grammar, mathematics, and subject matter arca

The stale is custom designing the Illinois Certification Testing System which will include 53
lubjeel area tests in addition to thc test of basic skills.

The state's Education Reform Act of 1985 specified the above requirements. The state is currently
developing and pilot testing instruments. The pilot administration is scheduled for April 1987.

Paxsing Srorr!.: To bc determined

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: The Standard Certificate requires satisfactory completion of an approved teacher education
program and is renewable every 5 years.

No. of Tuchers in 1984 : 100,497; the number of teachers with emergency certification is not available,

7



-Admissions Testing Indiana

Status:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History;

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No, of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

Not yet implemented

Proficiency in basic skills

Not yet determined

In February l984, the state General Assembly specified testing for basic skill proficiency as a
requirement for admission to teacher education programs. This requirement has not yet been
impkmented.

Not applicable

Not applicable

'n

Colleges of education establish their own minimutt GPA's.
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Certifica ion Testing Indiana
S atus; Cott Battery in place since July 1, 1985; Specialty Area EVillls in phicc since July I 1986.

Who; Applicants for initial teacher certillcation

Coverage:

nstrument;

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

Certification Process:

General knowledge, communicati n skills. professional, and subject area knowledge

NTE imd lndi na Tailored Testing Program

The February 1984 State General Assembly specified that the Sta c Commission on Tea her
Training and Licensing may not grant an initial standard certificate to any person who has not
demonstrated the proficiencies listed above.

At the request of iht Slate Board of Education, area testing has bcTn postponed to permit
development of instruments for areas not covered by the NTE. Cutoff scores for Specialty Area
Tests will be available after January 17, 1987.

General Knowledge - 647, Communication Skills - 653, Professional Knowledge - 646

Itased on the first 4 administrations of the Core Battery, 88% passed.

Upon graduation from an approved teacher education program and passing the Core Battery of theNTE and appropriate specialty area tests, an Initial Certificate is awarded. This certificate Is validfor 5 years and can be renewed for another 5 years with 6 credit hours or 90 Certification Renewal
Units.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 49,646; 487 (. old emergency c it ation.



Certification Testing

Status:

Who;

Coverage:

Instrument:

Histo ;

Kansas

In place since M y 1986

All applicants for initial teaching certificates

Basic skills and professional knowledge

Pre-Professional Skills Tests (PPST) (reading, mathcmatics, and writing), NTE Professional
Knowledge Test.

In May 1984 the state legislature established a testing requirement for initial teaching certification.
Validation and standard-setting studies were conducted and the State Board of Education adopted
ihe current requirements.

State universities and some private colleges require all or part of the PPST for erg*, into teacher
education programs. Kansas is in the second stage of a four-stage process for th, development of
an internship program for first-year teachers. Current plans call for implementic July 1, 1989.

Passing Scores; PPST: Reading - 168, Math - 168, Writing - 170
NTE: Professional Knowledge - 642

Passing Rates: The test was administered on four occasions in 1986. The following are paas rates for 1986
examinees who took the tests at Kamsas testing centers: PPST reading, 94.8%; PPST math,
94.7%; PPST writing, 98.2%; NTE Professional Knowledge, 97.2%. Of those individuals taking
all four parts of the test and reporting their scores to the Kansas State Department of Education,
94% passed.

Certification Process:

No. of Teachers in 1984;

An initial certificate is awarded to applicants who satisfactorily complete a state approved teacher
education program. receive a recommendation from a state approved teacher education institu-
tion, have 2.5 C1PA on a 4.0 scale, and pass the state pre-certification examination. This certificate
is valid for 3 years.

26,260; 0 (0%) hold emergency certIfication.



Admissions Testing

Status: In place since 1981

Coverage: High school mathcmatics and English

Instrument: Comprehensive 'rest of flasic Skills (CTIBS)

History:

Ing Scores:

Passing Kates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

Kentucky

In 1981, the State Department of Education adopted a recommendation of the Kentucky Council
on Teacher Education concerning minimum achievement test score levels in literacy and mathe-matics and u minimum 2,25 GPA for admission Into teacher education programs.

In 1985 the state established new requirements for admission to colleges of teacher educaResides the old requirement of a minimum achievement test score, Mudcnts nccd a OVA oftheir major and 2.5 in professional course work.

12.5 grade equivalent score on spelling, reading, mathematics, and language arts.

As of November 1986, 63.9% passed spelling, 65.2% passed reading, 63.3% pa sed mathemat-ics, and 65.3% passed language arts.

1,200 in 19 4

Minimum GPA of 2.5 in applicant's major areas of study, 2.5 'n professional course w rk, and2.5 overall



C rtification Testing

Who:

Coverage:

cnt:

Kentucky

In place since January I , 1985

All applicants for initial certification

General knowledge, communications skills, professional knowledge, and arca of spccaIization

NlE

In 1984, legislation was passed establishing the current testing program. A 1-year internship
program for beginning teachers, including assessment and assistance, was established at the same
time.

Passing Scircv General Knowledge - 637, Communication Skills - 643, Professional Kno dge - 641

Passing Rates:

Certification Process:

Approximately 93% of those taking the exam in 1985 passed.

Upon successful completion of an approved program of preparation and passing the NTE EMIm
and the internship, applicants are awarded an initial certificate, valid for 5 years. This certificate
can be renewed for a 5-year period upon completion of half the requirements of a fifth-year
program or master's degree. Teachers cannot teach beyond 10 years without a master's degree.
With a master's degree, teachers can obtain a Standard Certificate which must be renewed every 5
years based on teaching experience or additional coursework.

No. of Teachers in 1984; Approximately 32,400; 15 (.1%) hold emergency certific tion.
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Performance Testing

Status:

Program N

Who:

Coverage:

History:

Process:

Support:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rate:

No. of Teachers
Evaluated in 198

74

Kentucky

In place since January 1985

Thc Kentucky Beginning Teacher Internship Program (KBTIP)

All beginning wick d out-of-state teachers with less than 2 years appropriate experience

Kentucky uses the Florida Performance Measurement System which covers the following areas:
planning, management of student conduct, instructional organization and development, presenta-tion of subject matter, verbal and nonverbal communication, and evaluation.

The Kentucky General Assembly in early 1984 adopted legislation requiring a 1-year internship
beginning teachers. The requirement applies 10 all teachers applying for certification on orafter January 1, 1985, and out-of-state teachers with less than 2 years of appropriate experience.

The internship program consists of supervyqon assistance and assessment components. The
ment aspect of the system uses the Performance

Measurement System developed in the Stateof Florida.

Beginning teachers arc observed during nine scheduled observations by three trained observers.
Each observer, including a mentor teacher, the principal, and a teacher educator, visits thc
classroom three times during thc year, Observers receive 18 hours of observation trainingincluding paper and pencil test and a coding test. As of 1986, 9,000 observers had successfully
completed training,

Beginning teachers receive feedback and continuing support from mentor teachers paid to workwith the intern outside classroom hours.

There is no pass/fail scoring. Each three-member beginning teacher committee makes a profes-
sional judgment about whether the intern should receive certification.

97% of all beginning teachers in 1985-86 were recommended for continuing certification.

755 beginning teachers

7



Admiss ons Tes ing Louisiana

Status:

Coverage:

Instrum

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates: Not collected

In place since InU 1985

Cammuncatioa skills, general knowledge

Portions of the Nn

The 1984 state legislature mandatcd that beginning with the 1985 full semester applicants entering
a teacher education program must take a standardized teaching aptitude test In August 19b4, the
deans of colleges of education that offer teacher education programs in Louisiana met and selected
the General Knowledge and Communications Skills portions of the NI E,

General Kno ledge - 644, CommunIcation Skills 645

No. of Teacher
Education Gradu es. 1.820 in 1984
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Certification Testing

Status:

Who.

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Louisiana

in place since 1978

Applicants for initial teacher certification

General knowledge, communication skills, professional knowledge nd Bren of specialization

NTE

In 1977 the state legislature mandated that applicants for initial teacher certification tut required to
pass an examination that inclutk, rl'oglidi proficiency, pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge in
their arta of specialization. The superintendent, charged with selecting on instrument, chose theNTE.

In 19L, the legislature provided that applicants who score within 0 of the passing score may
be employed by a school district on an emergency basis.

In 1982, the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education provided that applicants who
pass three out of four parts of the NTE required for certification and whose aggregate score is
equal to or greater than the total required on all four parts may be employed by a school district on
an emergency basis.

Passing Scores: General Knowledg Communication Skills 645. Professional Knowledge - 645

Passing Rates: 87% in 1985

Certification Process: Candidates for initial certification must graduate from an approved program of study and pass the
NTE. The initial certificate, valid for 3 years, may be renewed with an additional 6 credit hours or
at the request of a superintendent of schools if the teacher has taught in the previous 5 yeats.

The Type B certificate requires 3 years of teaching experience in the certified field and is valid for
life for continuous SaNiCe.

The Type A certificate requires a master's degree and 5 years of teaching experience. This
certificate is valid for life for continuous service.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 46,840; 315 (.7%) hold emergency certification.
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Certification "esting

SWIM

Who:

Cov ge:

Instrument:

To be implcrnented by July 1988

Maine

Applicants for initial teacher certification. Applicants ccrnfkd hi another state. Individuals whose
Maine certification has lapsed more than 5 years.

General kn ge, cot t unicatkin skills, and professional knowledge

NTE Core Battery

Applicants may take the cxumirunion as often is desired bcgimiing at the end of their sophomore
year or college.

The Maine Education Reform Act of 1984 requires that a provisional teacher ccrtiflcutc be issu
only to applicants who have taken and passed a qualifying examination.

In preparation for impkmentation. all applicants have been required to take the NTE since
September 1985. The actual test and qualifying scores will bc selected by December 1987. The
program is to be implemented by July 1988.

Passing Scores: To be determined

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: Valid for 5 years, the Provisional Certificate requires 6 credit hours to be renewed.

No. of Te chcrs in 1984:

Valid for 10 years, the Professional Certificate requires 30 credit hours and 4 years of teaching
experience. This certificate will not be available after 1988.

The state is experimenting with alternate certification routes to attract professionals from other
fields into teaching.

12,510; 400 (3.3%) hold em rgency certification.



Certification Tes ing Maryland
Stattn.

Wlio:

Tti Iw implemented by July I. ILHI1

Applicants for initial teacher crAilk-olifm

Coverage: General knowledge, taunt-fornication skills, professional knowledge, and specialty area

tnflrunicnt NTE Core Nom and Specialty Area Tests

History: In 1984 the State Pepatiment of Education conducted a validity study of the NTE Core Hattery
and 20 Specialty Area Tests,

M of April 1986, the State Hoard of Education requited applicants for leacher certification to takethe test on a no-fault basis in order to gather data for determining appropriate qualifying scores. InJune 1987, the state will announce the passing scores that will go into effect July I, 1987,

Pauing Scores: To bc determined

Pak5ing Rate5.: Not appncabk

Certification Process: Valid for 5 years, the StandanJ Certificate can be renewed once.

After 10 years, teachers must obtain an Advanced Professional Certificate which requires 3 years
of successful teaching and 30 credit hours, a master's degree, or inservice training.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 38,029; 250 (.7%) hold emergency unification.



tion Testing

Status: To be implemented by I loo

Who: Applicants for initial teacher certification

Coverage: Communication, language skills, and subject mem

To be deckled

History:

Massachuscti

In 1975 the Slate Advisory Commission on Educational Nrsonnd began a 4-year study and series
of public meetings concerning teacher certifiestion, They recommended a shift from basing
certificadon on an approved program of study to an emphasis on acquiring and demonstrating
competencies,

In 1979 the Stale Board or Education adopted the recommendations of the Advisory Commission,
Demonstrated competency as a teacher, e.g. student teaching or satisfactory teaching experience,
bccrmic a certification requirement staffing In September 1982,

In 1985 the state legislature mandated a letting program for leacher certification, The State
1)epartment of Education is currently investigating various instruments. The target date for
implementation is 190,

Passing Scores: To b., determiner)

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: Upon graduation from an approved pmgram of study, an applicant is awarded permanent
certification.

The state intends to implement a program which provides for a 2-year provisional certificate, New
teachers will receive inservice training and evaluation during the initial 2 years,

No. of Teachers in 9 : 56,333; 125 (.2%) bold emergency certification,



CertificatIon Testinu

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scotts:

Pa. si Rates:

Certiti Process:

Se limber 1991

lndiv dual scekiiig tcc)icr ccrticiIko

Basle skills and subject area k

Not yet developed

igan

In 1983-84, several bills were in roduccd in 1 re state legislature to revise eertific tion require-
ments. These bills lapsed in 1985. Thirteen of them were reintroduced and were pending in the1986 legislature. The legislature passed, and the Governor signed in Deer:libel 1986, a bill
mandating that by September I, 1991, individuals must pass a basic skills examination in order to
receive a teaching certificate, By September I, 1993, they would have to pass both bask skills and
subject area examinations. The bill further prescribes that by June 1, 1987, the state is to provide
teacher education institutions with guideline:. And criteria, approved by the State Board, for basic
skills and subject area examinations.

Not applicable

Not applicable

A Provisional Certificate is valid for Ci years and can be renewed twice. The first renewal is validfor 3 years and requires 10 credits. The second renewal is also valid for 3 years and requires 18
credits. The Continuing Certificate, valid for hfe, requires IR credits and 3 years of successful
teaching experience. Continuing Certificates issued after September 1, 1989 shall be renewedevery 5 years,

No. of Te chtrs in 1984: 88,000; 74 (.1 hold emergency certification.



Ce tification Testing Minnesota

Strum.:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrume:':

Ilistory:

be implemented Apt il 1988

New teachers and current lead , seeking additional licensure fields

Reading. writing, mathematics, and subject area

Pre-Profess' nal Skills Test (PPST) for basic skills; content area tests arc imdecided.

In 1985 the state legislature required examinations in the basic skills and subject area content for
new teachers and examinations in subject areas for currently licensed teachers endorsing addi-
tional teaching skills beginning April 1988, The law required that the Board of Teaching adopt
proposed examinations that have been validated by another state or a reputable national testing
organization by September 1986.

The Board chose the PPST for the basic ski!is test awl workine k,i!leclion f!! content
atta lests. AS Of Mr:ember 1986. funding had not been provided to implement the provision for
subject area tests,

Passing Scores: Reading - 173, Writing - 172, Mathematics - 100

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: The initial license, valid for 2 years, requires completion of a baccalaureate degree, completion of
an approved teacher education program including student teaching, passing scores on the
examinations, and a recommendation hy an approved institution of higher education, Advance-
ment to a continuing license is contingent upon applicants' completing an approved Minnesota
human relations program and 1 year of teaching experience during the 2-year period. Applicants
not acquiring 1 year of teaching experience during the 2.year period are eligible for additional
2-year licenses until the experience requirement is met.

Currently, continuing licenses are valid for 5 years with renewal contingent upon completing 120
continuing education renewal units within each 5-year period,

No. Teachers in 1986: 41,444 full-time-equivalent teachers practicing in public schools.
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Admissions Testing Mississippi

ttec in place since July 1986

Coverage: Speaking, writing. subject area IC,"

Instrument; College Outcome Measures Project (COMP) which Mdudes 10 subject areas.

History:

Passing Scores;

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

ft,

All students in state-supported institutions or higher learning who sak to enter a teacher
preparation program are required to take the speaking and writing portions of thc COMP. Students
with a grade point average of 3,2 out of 4.0 or an ACT score of 18 are exempt from taking the
other 8 COMP areas.

The state Educational Reform Act of 1982 specified testing as a requirement for admission to
teacher education programs in public colleges. Until 1986, colleges of education were able to
choosc their own instmmems and set thcir own passing scores,

COMP Writing - 17

Speaking - 17

Composite - 170 (if required)

Not available

1,689 in 1984

CPA of 2.5 or higher
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Certification Testing Mississippi

Status: In place since 1975

Who: Applicants for initial teacher certification

Cove IN: General knowledge, communication skills, professional know edge, and content area

Instrument: NTE and Specialty Area Tests

History: The NTE has been required in Mississippi since 1975. In 1982, the State Department of EAlucafinn
specified new minimum scores that went into effect in July 1986.

Passing Scores: General Knowledge - 619, Communication Skills - 644
Professional Knowledge - 642, Specialty Area Tests - 470-520

Passing Rotes: 191.86, 88g,, of the codegc henion passed.

Certificatkm Process: Thc Class A Certificate is awarded upon successful completion of an approved program of studies
and passage of thc NTE. This certificate is valid for 5 years.

The Class AA Certificate is valid for 10 years and requires a master's degree and 2 years of
teaching experience.

The Class AAA Certificate is valid for 10 years and requires a specialist degree or 45 hours above
the master's degree, and 3 years of teaching experience,

The Class AAAA Certificate is valid for life and requires a Ph.D. and 5 years' teaching
experience.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 24,772; 1.03 4.2%) hold emergency certification,



Admissions Testi Missouri

Status: In place since July 19143

Coverage: Skills assessed by college admissions tesis

Instrument: SAT or ACT

Candidates not meeting the requirements are permitted to retake the college admissions tests.

History: In May 1981, the Missouri State L3oard of Education mandated the implementation of a testing
program for admission into teacher education programs, Starting in 1981, all colleges of
education were required to collect SAT and ACT data in order to provide information for
establishing passing scores. Standards, established in 1983, became effective in 1984,

The state Excellence in Education Act of 1985 mandated exit examinations by 1988, and
reaffirmed the current standards until that time.

Passing Sco s: SAT - 800 or ACT - 18

Passing Rates: Not available

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates: 2,758 in 1984

Other Admissions
Requirements: GPA of 2.5



Certification Testing

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instru- c

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

Certification Process:

plcmented in 1987

Prospective college of cduc

Subject area tests

To be decided

Missouri

raduates seeking high s Er I teacher certification

The 1984 legislature approved a bill that requires a I students finishing teacher education programsand seeking certification to teach in high schools to demonstrate competence in the subject matter
they intend to teach. The bill also provides authority to place on probation and terminate colleges
of education whose graduates fail to perform adequately on nationally normed tests.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Graduates of approved teacher education programs are currently ce tiled for life. The 1984
legislation authorized the State Board of Education to establish standards and to replace lifetimecertification.

No. of Teacher in 1984: 47,240; 2,200 (4.7%) hold "tem rary" certification. Missouri doesnt issue "cmergcncy' certifi-cation.



Certification Testi

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

In place since July 1986

Candidates for initial tcachcr and adi nistrator certification and rein

General knowledge, cam unication skills, and professional knowledge

NTE Core Battery

Montana

cot of lap d

In 1986, after a 1-year valldtlon study, the Sthte Board of Public Education ndated the cun
testing requirement.

General Knowledge - M4, Communication Skills - 648. Pr fessioi al Kilo led

92% (based on score reports received for 800 examinecs since July 1986)

Certification Process: 7 ic nonrenewable Provisional Certificate is based on a bachelor's degree for teaching and a
master's degree for administration. Of the Provisional Certificate holders, approximately 67%
represent academically qualified, out- of state applicants who do not meet the state's recent credit
requirement. This valid certificate is not an "emergency" certificate. In emergency situations
school districts may receive an authorization to employ a noncertified teacher.

The Standard Certificate is based on a bachelor's degree and Is valid for 5 years. It is renewable
with 6 credit hours and I year of teaching experience.

The Professional Certificate is based on a master's degree or college approved fifth year program,
and verification of 3 years of teaching experience. It is a 5-year certificate and is renewable with 1
year of teaching experience.

The Administrative Certificate is based on a master's degree in school administration, plus state
specified course work, appropriate experience and eligibility for the Professional Teaching
Certificate. It is a 5-ycar certificate and is renewable with 1 year of teaching or adminirtrative
experience.

No, of Certified
Personnel in 1984: 22,028; 0 0 hold emergency certification.



Admissions Testing Nebraska
Status:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Passing co

Passing Rate:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissi
Requirements:

In place since Spring 1987

Basic skHls

Prc-Pro fcssional Skills 're. P 'ST)

In 1984, the state legislature established competency examinations as a requirement for admiss n
to teacher certification. While the 1985 academic year was targeted for implementation, funds
were not appropriated for test development or validation efforts. The state legislature extended the
deadline until July 1987,

The State Board of Education proceeded with an investigation of admissions testing. Between
October and December 1984, the Profehsional Petsonnel Tcsting Committee met four times. They
suggested the PPST Was the best available way to meet thc statute. A validation study considering
the PPST was then prepared and presented in June 1986. Passing scores were selected in
September 1986.

Reading - 170
Mathematics - 171
Writing - 172

Not applicable

2.253 in 1984

All of the state colleges of education require a 2.5 OPA in the studcnt's major area of study.



Certification Testing k'braska

Status: To be implemented Spring 1989

Who: Candidates for initial teacher certification and prospective graduates of teacher education pro-
grams. Studenta passing the examination for admission ore exempt from taking the examination
for certification.

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Basic Skills

Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST)

The 1984 legislature established competency examinations as a requirement for admission to
teacher cdueatkm pmgrams and for teaeher certification. While the 1985 academic year was
targeted for implementation, funds were not appropriated for test development or validation
efforts. The state legislature extended the deadline until July 19147.

Passing Scores: Reading . 170, Writing - 172, Mathem - 171

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: The state is in the process of examining and possibly adopting new certification standards.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 17,513; 6 (less than .1%) hold emergency certification.



Admissions Testing N vada
Status: In place sin 1986

Cove ge:

Instrument:

Basic reading, writing, mathematics skills

Pre-Ptofessional Skills Test (PPST)

History: The State Board of Education has been interested for some time in a plan to assess the
qualifications of new personnel coming into Nevada's schools. In October 1984 the board
accepted the basic skills and subject matter testing components of a competency assessment
proposal presented by the Commission on Professional Standards. In December 1984 the board
accepted the recommendation of the State Department of Education that the Pre-Professional
Skills Tests (PPST) bc adopted as a basic skills test in Nevada and directed that a validation study
of these tests be undertaken. The board also adopted the Professional Development Center
approach to provide special assistance to first-year teachers.

Passing Scores: Reading - 169, Mathematics - 169, Writing - 170

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Based on 510 Nevada students taking the test as part of the validation study between 1984-85,
96% would have passed the reading test, 95% would have passed the mathematics portion, and
98% would have passed thc writing portion.

258 in 1984

Other Admissions
Requirements: The two universities in Nevada require a 2.5 G A in the student's major area of study .



Certf1ca tion Testing

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

Ilk

Nevada

lb be implc ented in Spring 1990

Applicants for initial certification as teachers administrators, and other specified personnel

Basic skills, professional knowledge, and subject

Basic Skills - Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST).
Professional Skills - to be developed.
Subject matter - to be developed.

n repzrnition for implementing a testing program, the State I)cpartincnt of Education recently
conducted an investigation into the available options for basic skills, professional, and subject
matter testing. An internal panel consisting of 18 department staff reviewed subject Mittel lestS
developed by major test companies. In addition, telephone interviews were conducted with
personnel responsible for teacher assessment in 10 other states to learn of their experiences and
policies associated with their efforts.

Passing Scorn: Not applicable

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: To receive a certificate, an applicant must have graduated from an accredited college or un versity
with a bachelor's degree; completed course work or passed a state administered equivalent
examination in Nevada School Law, the Nevada Constitution, and the U.S. Constitution; and
completed course work in two of the following areas: Multicultural Education, Exceptional
Children, Counseling and Guidance with emphasis on parental consultation. The two areas are to
be completed either before initial certification or during the first renewal period.

The Department of Education offers the follow ng types of certificates: Standard Elementary,
Professional Elementary, Standard Secondary, Professional Secondary, Special, Provisional.

No. of Teachers in 1985: 7,751: 0 (0%) hold emergency certification.



Certi ea ion Testing New Hampshire

Status: in place since December 1985

Who: MI candidates for initial teacher certification

Coverage: Basic reading, writing, and mathematics

Instrumen Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST). Applicants who fad any part of the examination must retake
and pass all thrce parts of the test, The test can be taken as often as desired.

History: In April 1984. the State Board of Education eiuublished the current 1-erica-men using the
PPST,

Passing Scores: Reading - 173, Mathematics - 174, Writing - 175

Passing Rates: Reading - 80%, Mathematics 74%, Writing - 75% since December 1985.

Certification Process: The Beginner Certificate is valid for 3 years,

Requiring 3 years' experience, the Experienced Educator Certificate is renewable, based on at
least 50 bouts of inset-vice work every 3 years.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 10,014; 130 (13%) hold emergency certification,
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Passing Rates:

In place since Spring 1985

All candidates for certification including those seekmg initial
apply for additional endorsement, teachers certified in other
teacher education programs.

General Imowledge and content areas

'fied frac
seniors in a

In 1985 the New Jersey Board o Education passed proposals requiting applicants fo
teaching cenification to pass content area tests of the NTE and applicants for elementary and/or
nursery education certification to pass the NTE General Knowledge Test of the Core Baum.

ln February 1986, passing scores were raised for all subject
NM General Knowledge tcst was raised from 642 to 644.

Vary with special
scores. 89% pass

Cenification Prnna
approved program,

No. of Teachers in 1984: 72,858; 2,000 ( 2.7

. The passing score for the

area. The overall pass rate in 1986 was 82.9%. In 1985, wi

it certificeion is granted after applicants Process; successfully complete an
receive a recommendation or a transcript evaluation.

) hold emergency certification.
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dmissions Testing

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No. a Te4cher
ation Graduates:

In place since July 19

Basic reading, writing, mathematics

Decided upon by individual

1980 the state legislature appmpriatcd a limited amount of funds to conduct an accountability
study concerned with student and teacher performance. In 1981 tne State Board of Education
initiated the current requirement, which went into effect in 1983, that a test must he given prior to
admission to a state college of educatiop. The colleges of education establish the instrument to beused and the passing score(s), subject to State Board of Education approvi

Vaties by college

Not collected

Not available
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Certi cation

In place sLnoe July 1, 1983

All applicants seekin& initial teacher

General and professional biowledge, communication and subject matter skills

NTE Core Battery and Specialty Area Tests

ficati

In 1981 the State Board of Education voted to regime that after July 1, 1983, individuals seeking
initial certfication in the state must successfully complete an examination of general education,
communication skills and teaching methods and practices. Effective July 1, 1984, content
specialization knowledge tests became part of tbe certification requirement.

The State Board of Education adopted the NTE Core Battery and 12 NTE Specialty Area Tests as
one requirement for teacher and adminisuator certification.

Communication Skills - 644. Profess onal Knowledge - 630, General Knowledge -645, S
Areas (consi ling of 12 tests with a scaled score range of 250 tJ 990)

Based on over 3,500 individuals taking the tests through 1985: Communicau S -11s - 92%,
Professional Knowledge - 99%, General Knowledge - 88%

Valid for 4 years, a Standard I Certificate is renewable with 8 credits. Valid for 4 years, a Standard
11 Certificate is renewable with 30 credits above the bachelor's degree or a master's degree. A
5-year Continuing Certificate is available for candidates with 30 credits and 3 yeais of experience.
A 10-year Continuing Certificate is available for candidates with a master's degree and 3 years of
experience. Evaluations are being planned for all certificate renewals.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 14,200; 800 (5.6%) hold emergency certification.
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Certification Testing New York

Certification A Provisional Certificate is valid for 5 years. A Permanent Certificate, valid for life,
master's degree and 2 years' experience.

In place since September 1984

All new certification candidates

General and professional knowledge and communication skills

NTE Core Battery

A task force appointed in 1975 issued a final report to study ways to improve teacher education.
They recommended legislation to establish a licensing examination, recognize teaching as a
licensed profession, and consider beginning teachers as "in..ms- to be provided supportive
services. This report was presented April 1, 1977. As part of the 1982 legislative/budget proposrd,
the Board of Regents proposed that the task force's three recommendations be implemented. No
action was taken on any of the items during the 1983 legislative session. The ideas were submitted
again in 1984.

The Board of Regents set September 2, 1984, as the c
certification to take the NTE Core Battery tests.

Communication Skills - 650, General Knowledge - 649, Professional Knowled

Communication Skills - 87%. General Knowledge - 79%, Professional Knowledge - 90% fc
October 1986 administration.

ng new applicants for

No. of Teachers in 1984: 164,900; 4,000 (2.4%) hold emergency certiticatien

100
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Passing

Passing Ra

No. of Teacher
Education Grad

Other Admissions
Requirements:

North Carolina

-7ontd knowledge

By a joint resolution of the State Board of Education and the Board of Governors of the University
of North Carolina, the state initiated a Quality Assurance Progrzun in 1978. As paii of this
program the State Board of Education identified and published a set of verified competencies of
certified teachers.

Effective Spring 1985, the
education program admissi

'on required
were raised

NTE as pad of the teacher
the current levels in 1986.

To obtain certification in the state students must pass the same test with the same passing sco
In addition, candidates for cent cation must pass subject matter competency examinations.

General Knowledge - 631
Communications Skills 636
Professional Knowledge 644

Not collected

4.500 in 1984

Admissions counseling



'on Testing No th Carolina

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

In place since Spring 1985

Prospective graduates of teacher education programs

Professional and general knowledge, communication, and subject matter skills.

In October 1978 the State Board of Education and the Board of Governors of the University of
Nonh Carolina began a Quality Assurance program covering a wide range of teacher education
and certificafion activities, including the use of the NTE for entry to and exit from teacher
education programs.

Professional Knowkdge = 644 Subject r Skills range from 470-550 th required prior to
'xrtification)

Communication Skills - 636, Gene
to teacher education programs)

October 1985

General Knowledge 4
Communication Skills 4,
Professional Knowledge 4

Specialty area data too extens-

96,
=1.

luired prior to formal acceptance

Certification Process A teacher applicant must CCIP50--?-- i.--_ '-n,;kI-ne=-1 , TO receive a recommendation from the
institute of higher education.. -..-. uhtaks i-, ,v,---,4ing score on the NTE in order to be certified.
Begimiing in 1985, 2-year=ul =.;.-,-...= .:z-,. -ssued to beginning teachers. Teachers with initial
certificates must complete an C#1-14; ' -:. acati. program with a qualified errpioyer for 2 years and
Se assigned to a support row c. --Tito! A standardized observation system is used far
el/oblation. Teachers who satisi -.-,- - , = .plete the 2-year program can then receive a 5-year
Cm.....duing Certificate that is rr ,, 4,...ok.

No. of Tachers in 1984: 56,084; the number of teachers holding emergency certification is not available.
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erformance Testing

Status:

Prop= Name:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No. of Teachers
Evaluated in 1985:

In place since July 1985

The Initial Certification Program CP)

All first-year teachers and teachers who allow their certificates to expire. Teachers with
cenification are exempt.

The ICP covers 21 competencies in management of instructional time, management o
behavior, instructional monitoring and insmictional feedback.

iii

In 1978, the State Board of Elucation and the Board of Governors of the University of North
Carolina System issued a joblt resolution leading to the establishment of the 1CP.

Each teacher is observed at least three times a year and participates in planned staff development
activities based on the observation/diagnosis.

Teachers receive feedback on their pedormance. Maining is a local responsibility.

To help teachers continue to develop sidlls and demonstrate successful on-the-job

On-the-job performance is measured by a rating of at standard" on five critical function

Not available

Not available
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Status: Implementation stag

New teacher education program approval standuds adopted in 1986 include the following; The
teacher education unit requires assessment of students admitted to the unit to objectively and
systematically determine specific strengths and weaknesses of personal characteristics and basic
skills proficiency of students preparing to teach. The unit requires ali of the following; (a)
standardized basic skills proficiency tests for the basic programs; (b) faculty recommendations; (c)
biographical information; (d) successful completion of college/ university coursework with at
least a 2.5 GPA on a 4-point scale. In addition, the unit may requke the following to assist in
determining whether to admit students into the program: (a) standardized personality tests; (b)
interviews; (c) video tapes; (d) aptitude tests; (e) others.

The colleges will select appropriate standardized tests.

The North Dakota Teachers' Professional Practices Commission reviewed the 1984 ACT scores o
students admitted to teacher education programs in prepararion for recommending adoption of
program approval standazds.

Passing Fes: The colleges will determine appropriate le
to teacher education.

Passh4g Rates: Not applicable

No. of Teacher
Education Gradua 950 in 1986

ficiency as part of the entrance requirements

Other Admissions
Requirements: Faculty recommendations, biographical information, GPA of 2.5 on a 4-poin
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cation Testing North Dakota

North Dakota has not adopted a national standardized testing requirement for certification. It has
adopted new program approval standards for teacher education that include use of standardized
testing in the college program.

Prospect ive graduates of teacher education programs.

Academic and professional knowledge prior to ex wig a teacher education program

Colleges will select appropriate tests

ln 1986 the North Dakota Teachers' Professional Practices Commission recommended a new set
of program approval standards for teicher education that included criteria on competency testing
for academic proficiency and professional education prior to graduation and recommendation for
certification. These standads were- adopted by the state agency and are in the process of being
implemented.

Passing Scores: The colleges will determine appropriate levels of proficiency as
process. program approval

Passing Rat Not applicable

Certification Process: An Entrance Certificate is valid for 2 years. A 5-year Renewal Certificate may be issued upon
presentation of 2 yeas of teaching and three positive recommendations from supervisors.
Succeeding 5-yea renewals require 4 semester hours credit, 30 days' minimum active contracted
service, and three positive recommendations. These regulations replaced the life certificates in1976.

No. of Teachers in 1986: 8,837; 7 (less than 1 hold emergency c rtification.



Status:

Coverage:

trument:

History:

To be implemented July 1987

PanLng Sco

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

"five and affective assessment to assure the
and values essential for effective teaching.

To be determined by each approved teacher ucation program

In 1984 the Ohio Board of Regents and the State Depaninent of Education established nonbinding
standards for admission to colleges and universities within the state thatprepare teachers.

In December 1985, the State Board of Education mandated assessment for admissions to teacher
education programs and for diagnosis of needs to be addressed during theprogram.

As of 1986, 55 school districts require applicants for teaching positions to have NTE
scores on file. Passing scores have not been established.

Not applicable

Not applicable

5,829 in 1984
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Status:

Coverage:

nt:

be implemented July 1, 1987

Teacher education students phor to certification. Beginning in 1987 students graduating in
later will be required to pass a test.

General, professional education, and cuniculum contt

Under study

Since the eally 19110's, 55 school districts in the state have banded together to require that
applicants for teaching positions have their scores on the NTE or the Pre-Professional Skills Test
(PPST) on file. While no cutoff scot= were established, the results affect lining decisions.

Passing Scores: To be deterndned

Passing Rates; Not applicable

tion Process: Valid for 4 years, a Provisional Certificate requires completion of an approved program includirg
300 hours of clinical and field experiences plus student teaching, a recommendation from an
approved program, and, when implemented, successful completion of an approved examination.
This certificate can be renewed based on successful teaching expenence or 6 credits. Valid for 8
years, a Professional Certificate requires 30 semester hour credits beyond a bachelor's degree plus
3 years' teaching under the Provisional Certificate. A Permanent Certificate requires a master's
degree and 5 years' teaching under the Professional Certificate.

No. of Teacheis in 1986: 87,729; approximately 800 (1%) hold emergency certification.
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Pass ing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admicsions
Requirements:

In place since 1982

Wnuen and spoken English

Determined by individual colleges of education. The
scheduled for use in 1989.

Okiahonia

Skills Test (PPST)

Since 1982 the state has required a minimum GPA and assessment of English abiliv as a
requirement for admission to teacher education programs. During the 1986-87 academic year, the
Board a Regents is validating the PPST as an admissions test.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Ap

GPA of 2.5

2 9



Certification Testi g

Status:

Whir

Cove_

histrument;

ry:

hi place NiiiCc February I9a2

Oklahoma

InLtals applying for a cc itit1itc to tcadi in any subject arto in which ti y wcrc not cc
tench prior to ftbruary 19

Tests may hc taken alter a student has completed 90 college semcstcr hours and as many times as
necessary.

Subject maucr skills

Content examinations have been develop cd covering 34 broad areas

Oklahoma's House 13111 1706 became effective in Febniary 1982. While providing for a wide
range of teacher education and certification reforms, the legislation requires that teacher appli-
cants be competent in oral and written English and pass curriculum examinations In the subject
areas they wish to teach. The state publishes an annual report on the Teacher Certification Testing
Program, The 1985 state legislature stipulated that individuals seeking certification in a new field
must also pass an examination.

Passing Scores; Varies with cah mthject

Passing Rates:

Certification Piticess:

Of the 26,511 examinees taking the examination between 1982 and 1985, 8
first attempt and $7% passed within two attempts.

Pa ed on their

To receive a 1-year license, a new teacher must graduate from an approved program, pass the
certification test, and be recommended by an inssituikm of higher education. The first year of
teaching is a supervised internship during which the teacher is helped and evaluated by a three-
member Entry-Year Assistance Committee that can either recommend that the teacher be certified
or serve an additional year in the internship program. If a second year of internship is recom-
mended, the teacher may select an entirely new committee. After the second year, the committee
can recommend either certification or non- certification. A Standard Certificate is valid for 5 years
and can be renewed with 8 credits or 3 years of experience. A Pull Certificate requires 1 year of
expetience and successful compkaon of the entry-year program.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 35,000; 600 (1.7%) hold emergency certification.



Perfor

Program Nome:

Who;

Cove ge:

Support:

Goals:

Pr

Pas 'n

Passing Rates:

No. of Teachers
Evaluated in 1985:

ling

In place sine

ry-Year Assistance Progra

All first-year teachers regardli

Oklahoma Observation
relations, teaching and

Oklahoma

of where they receuveil their tRunilig

umnent is comprised of 36 Indicators in four areas: lunnan
dacsr.um management, and professionalism,

The slate legislature has been a I actIvc sUpporter of teacher education and certification activities.
In 1980, the legislature passed reforms affecting teacher training, ccrtiftention. and inservice
training.

Staff development is a separate program. Oklahoma emphasizes local st, ff development activities.
Each local education agency must submit statT development plans and teachers must meet state
and local staff development requirements.

To provide guidance and assistance to ilrstycar tea iev, and make rccomnwndalmons regarding
ccrtification

A coffifflultec of three people, including a teacher, an administrati r and a college faculty member,
indepcnden ly observe the beginning teacher three times and meet as a committee three times with
the entry-year teacher. The teacher member of thc team is responsible for providing 72 hours of
observation and consultation. Beginning teachers have 2 years to successfully demonstrate their
competence.

There is no scoring key for the Oklahoma instrument. Observers write a narrative statement
indicating strengths, concerns, and recommendations. Following their third observation, they
vote on whether to recommend the candidate for Standard Certification.

Not available

Approximately 1,900
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Admissions Tes

Status:

Cove n "

Passin Scores:

Effective January 198 cral C 4leges previously had their Own

Basic re ding, writing, and mathematic skilh

The California Basic 1-1Alueink Skills Test (CI

Oreiioti

Stisig progn

) is given six times a year at test centers
ghoul the state. Candidates may take the cxanilnuilon us many times as necessary.

Since 1982, most Oregon colleges of education lave required candidates for admission to
demonstrate competence in English and mathematics. Most have used the California Achievement
Test (CAT), with the 70th percentile English and the 60th percentile in mathematics as passing
scores.

In 1984 the State Educational Coordinating Commission comp eted a comprehensive study of
teacher education and recommended several changes. The state legislature did not accept these
recommendations.

The sta e Teacher Standards and Practices Commission adopted regulations that replaced the CAT
with the CBEST, effective January 1985,

The state also requires the test for an initial (clic ter certification. The colleges or education
adopted the test and passing rate as an admissions requirement.

Pass ng score for each of the three sections is 41 on a scale of 20 to 80. Individuals can also pa s
with a total score of 123 if no score is under 37. These cut.off scores were established by a review
panel of state educators.

Passing Rates: Approximately 77% of the 2,205 undergraduates taking the test between August 1985 and July
1986 passed.

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates: 1,700 in 1984

1 1 1



Cer fic

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

ion Testini Ore on

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

Certification Process:

In place since January 1985

All applicants for initial ccititicatioii

Basic skills

California Basic Skills (CHEST)

In December 1983 the Teacher Stanuards and Practices Commission (Tsvc) voted to require
basic skills (writing reading, and math) testing for initial certification, effective January I , 1985.
The state colleges of education have required thc test as an admissions requirement.

Passing score for each of the three sections is 41 on a scale of 20 to HO. The passing requirement
for the entir,-, test is a score of 123 with no section score lower than 37.

Of the 2,973 graduates flrst taking thc test between August 1985 and July 1986, 80.1% have
passed. Of all 5,176 test-takers, 78.8% passed.

A nasiC ecttificlite i valid fur 3 yr.ars. For high school and special education teachers, renewal
requires a fifth year of study, Otherwise, renewal requires 9 credits or 1 year of successful
leaching.

A Standard Certificate is valid for 5 years. It requires 45 credits, 2 years of successful experience
on the Basic Certificate, and an evaluation by local education agency personnel. The Oregon
Education Coordinating Commission recommended an alternate certification plan that was re-
jected by the legislature. Subsequently, the 1 SPC adopted a proposal that allows teachers with
current Oregon certificates to add one or more additional teaching endorsements to their creden-
tials if they successfully pass subject matter tests. The NTE will be used.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 24,413; 417 (2%) hold emergency certification. This includes c rtified individuals teaching
subjects other than their area of authorization.
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Certification Testi

Sta

Who:

To become eficcllve June I , 1987

Anyone seeking a provisi mal certificate

Cover e. Basic skills, subject matter, and general and professional knowledge,

Instrument:

Ilistory;

Selected NTE subject area tests and custom.developed instruments

nsylvania

On September 14, 1984, the Pennsylvania State Board of Education adorned several revisions tothe state's certification regulations. The revisions which become effective June I, 1987, require
that anyone seeking a provisional teaching certificate pass tests in subject matter, basic skills,
general knowledge, and professional knowledge. Mastery scores are to be determined by the
Secretary of Education. The new regulations also require new teachers to serve a 1-year
supervised induction period as one of the requirements for permanent certification.

tssing Scores: To be determined

Passing Rat Not applicable

Certification Process; Presently, a Provisional Certification remains valid for 6 years. It is not renewable. A Permanent
Certificate requires 24 credits and 3 years of ex wricnce. Some inservice credit may he appliedtoward the credit hour requirement.

No. of Teac

108

in 1984: 01,150; 23 (.2%) hold emergency cerification.
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ce

Statu

Who:

Coverage:

In tmment:

History:

wation Testing

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates;

Certification Process:

In place sie tkc,nhcr I 86

All new applicants for Rhode Island citiikatkin

Communication skills and protcdonaI and general knowledge

NTE Core Battery

Rhode Ishu d

The Commksioner of education recommended new teacher testing regulations to the State Board
in the fall of 1985 The board accepted these recommendations and authoricd a validation study
of the NTE.

Clencral Knowlc0c - 649, Communie Skills - 657. Professitmal Knowledge - 648

Not applicable

Certification standards require that teachers seeking initial cert !lune renewal have 3 inserviee
credits and 3 semester hours_ To receive a 5.yem- polocsional vettilicate, a teacher must have 6
graduate credits in the teaching field and 3 inservice credits. A life certificate may be obtained with
a master's degree in the !caching field.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 7,548; 17 (2%) hold emergency certification.
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Admissions Tes ing

Status;

Cov ge;

Instrument:

History;

Passing Sc

Passng Rates:

c July 1983

Reading. writi g ics

South Carolina E,due tion Entrance Eximi (SCEE1).

S.odents have three opportunities to pass the extunination. Student t

South Carolina

e sections they

In 1979 the state General Assembly passed an act requiring all students entering teacher education
to take a basic skills examination. This act led to the development of the SCEEE. It was developed
with extensive input from content area specialists representing teacher education institutions and
school districts throughout the state.

The initial version of the SCEEE was field tested in November 1981, and administered as an
entrance examination in February 1983. A newer version of the SCEEE has been in the process of
refinement and implementation since 1984. The state prepares a comprehensive annual report
outlin'ng the program and results.

Writing - 3 on a 4-point scale; Reading 250 on scale that ranges from approximately 100 to 320;
Math 230 on scale that ranges from approximately 100 to 320.

In fall 1984, the passing rates for candidates taking the test the first time were: Writing . 84%,
Reading - 68%, Math . 67%. From 1984 through fall 1986. 77% of the applicants taking the exam
have passed.

No. of Teacher
Education Oradu s: 1,282 in 1984

Other Admissions
Requirements:

0

GPA of 2.5 out of 4.0 or a 2.0 and a score above the 50th percentile of examinees in South
Carolina taking the ACT or SAT in the year they graduate from high school. Professional
recommendations from general education and teacher education faculty also are required.
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Certification Testing

St: us:

South Carolina

Somc type of certilicalion te.sting has been required since 1945. Subject matter tests have been
required since 1976. Individuals completing an approved teacher education program in South
Carolina after July 1, 1988, will he required to pass a Professional Knowledge Test.

Who' Applicants for certification

Coverage:

Instrument;

Histo

Subject ma er skills and prufcssional knowledge

NTE Subject Area Ic Is and South Carolina 'reviling Area Examinations for areas in which N'TE
subject area tests are not available. A test of pedagogy is currently Jng validated.

The General Assembly passed Act 187 in 1979. The law requires that applicants for teacher
certification pass the NTE or a state-developed proficiency examination in non-NTE areas. The
Education Improvement Act of 1984 required the upgrading of teacher education programs
approval standards

Passing S res; Vary with cnhjcct area

Passing Rates: Vary with subject a

Certification Process:

ould not provide cxmplcs or overall rate.

Teacher education students who complete an approves' program and satisfy all certification
requ:iements are eligible for standard professional certification. The professional certificate is
valid for 5 years and may be renewed with 6 semester hours of appropriate creCits. Professional
certificates are issued in the following classes: Class III, which requires a bachelor's degree; Class
II, which requires 18 graduate hours beyond the bachelor's degree; Class I, which requires a
master's degree; Class I (Specialist), which requires a master 's degree plus 30 graduate hours;
and Class I (Advanced) which requires an earned dcrtorate.

No. of Instructional
Personnel in 1985: 36,935; the number of teachers with emergency certification is not available.
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Performance rfes

S :

South Ca olina

In place sIoCc September P_

Program Namc Assessments of crforirmncc in Tet APT)

Who:

Coverage:

Student tcnchers anti lirst-year te ch,

The APT covers 51 objectives in five general skill areas: plann ng skills, instructional responsibil-
hies, classroom management, communication ski!, and attitudes toward student and learning.

Ilistory: The Educator Improvement Act of 1979 provides for the establishment of a comprehensive
program of training, certification, and evaluation of public educators in thc state. This act provides
for the development and implementation ofobservational instruments, and a training program to
assure observer reliability.

The APT was first used to evaluate student teachers 'n 1982 and to make teacher contract decision
in 1983.

port: Rcmcdia i if an). are a local responsibility.

Goals: To determine whether student teachers and provisional contract teachers can apply fundamental
teaching skills in the classroom and to inform them of their strengths and weaknesses. Provisional
contract teachers arc required to met( a standard of 44 out of 51 objectives; there is no standard for
student teachers.

Process: The APT procedure calls for three independent observations of different lesson , using the AFT
checklist. Although not mandatory, the state recommends that the observations be conducted by a
principal, a district level employee, and an experienced teacher. Teachers arc allowed two
opportunities to pass the assessment.

The independent observations of different lessons is also required for the student teachers. The
recommended observers are the cooperating classroom teacher, the college or university supervi-
sor, and the principal or principal's designee.

The state has developed a comprehensive program to train observers. During the 1982-83 and
1983-84 school years, 3,527 and 1,195 observers successfully completed training leading to
3-year endorsements as APT observers. Observers are re-endorsed every 3 years.

Passing Scores: 44 out of 51 items

Passing Rates: In 1983: 97% passed on their first evaluation
99% passed in two attempts

No. of Teachers
Evaulated: In 1983-84 - 1,543 teachers

In 1984-85 - 2,323 teachers
- 1,759 student teache,..,



Certificaton Testing Sou h Dakota

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

Certific tion Process:

Testing has been mandatory since July 1986, hu
requirement

All teacher education tudents

Communication skills, professional knowledge, and specialty areas that apply

NTE Subject Matter Exams

not yet used as a certification

In 1985 the South Dakota Board of Education required students to take the NTE. The scores are
not used to determine whether candidates receive certification. Future plans call for the use of thc
test to determine certification. A validation study is taking place during the 1986-87 school year.

Not applicable

Not applicable

In 1986, the state legislature passed a law requiring that all beginning teachers must be supervised
and evaluated by a 3-member team, Applicaets arc issued a 1-year certificate as a beginning
teacher and arc eligible for a 5-year certification upon satisfactory completion of the supervised
experience. The certificate is valid for 5 years and can he renewed with 6 semester hours of credit,
3 of which may be certificate renewal credit approved by the Division of Education.

No. of T a-h 9 4; 8,022; 100 (1.3%) hold emergency certification.



Admissions rresting Tennessee

t us:

Coverage:

Instrument.

History:

Passing Se es:

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

114

In place since 1985

Reading, writinv,

Pre-Professional Skilk 'lest MT)

In 1979 the State Hoard of hlucation mandated that beginning in 1982 all applicants to approved
teacher education programs nust demonstrate competency in basic skills. The California
Achievement Test was used with a requirement of 12th grade performance. Applicants also had to
present an ACT score of 17 or a combined SAT score of 765.

The 's Comprehensive Education Reform Act of 1984 requires use of the PPST for entrance
into teacher education programs. The State Department or Education conducted a large study to
determine the validity of the PPST as a screening device for teacher ctlucation applicants and to
develop possible passing scores. A Standards Committee examined the results of the study and
selected the PPST.

Mathematics - 169, Reading - 169, Writing - 172

Not collected

1,700 in 1986

GPA of 2.5 or higher



Certi cation Testing Tennessee

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

In place since July 1984

All applicants for teacher cei

Con _ unication skills, general and professional knowledge

NTE Core Battery and Specialty Area Tests

In November 1979 the State Bout., of Education mandated that beginning January 1981 all
applicants for teacher certification must provide the board with a report of their scores on the NTE
common exams or NTE Core Battery. In 1984, this was updated to require that certification
applicants present minimum qualifying scores on each of the three tests of the Core Battery of the
NTE and a minimum score on the Specialty Area Test (ir available). The passing scores on the
NTE examinations were raised 3 to 4 points effective September 1986.

Communication Skills - 644. General Knowledge - MO. ProfeNti 1111 Knowlcdgv 6:15

Data was not of sufficient quality to be released

Certification Process: Tennessee has a career ladder program with five steps. Graduates of tedello- education programs
passing the NTE arc awarded probationary certification. They can then progress to apprentice
teacher, and Career Levels I, 11, and III. Teachers arc evaluated at the local level during their
probationary, apprentice, and Career Level I years. State teams evaluate Career Level H and
Career Level III teachers.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 40,000; the number of teachers with emergency certification is not vailable.
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Admissions Te

Status:

Cover ge:

Instniment:

History;

Passing Scores:

sing R tes:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

1 6

rfexas

In place sin 84

Reading, writing, mathemal

Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST)

In 1981 the state legislature charged the State Board of Education with implementing a basic skills
testing program as an entry requirement for teacher education programs. During the 1982-83
academic year, a validation and standard setting study for usc of the PPST was conducted.

Since 1984, the PPST has been given in 67 testing centers throughout the state. Candidates may
take the test until they have satisfactory performance on each of the three tests.

M thernaties - 171, Reading - 172, Writing - 173

From May 1984 through Novcmbcr 1986, 41,318 students had taken the MiST and 29,3
percent) had passed all 3 portIons of the examination.

Approxim tely 10,000 in 1986

Requirements for admission a e established by each college arid unive
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Certification Testing

Status:

Who:

Coverage;

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scores:

n plac y 986

Applicants for icachcr ccrtitication

Pmfessional knowledge

Texas

The Examination for the Ccriificntion of Educators in Texas Ex T administered three times
each year.

In 1981, the state legislature mandated that the State Board of Educ lion require satisfactory
performance on comprehensive examinations as a condition to full certification as a tea her or
administrator.

In Fall 1984, the state began development ofthe ExCET instruments. As of May 1987, 63 subject
rya tests and 3 professional knowledge tests had been developed. The first administraiio, !hoe

instruments was in May 1986.

Passing standards are set for each tcst

Passing Rates: From May 1986 through February 1987, 44 68 individuals took the ExCET stid 38,112 (8.3%)
passed.

Certification Process: To receive initial certification in Texas, an individual must: complete a bac_ le pro
complete an approved teacher education program, including student teaching; pi-e.s the rcquircd
ExCET tests; and receive a recommendation for certification by an approved tchcr edut 'on
college or university.

No. of Teachers in 1986: 185,000 (estimated); the number of teachers with emergency certification is not available.
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RecertificatIon Testing Texas

:Swim Administeted fot the first time in March 1986, was to l+r ailministered once limes each year
recertification of individuak oinialty certified before May 1. 1986.

Program Name; Texas Examination For COMM A irwi iraturs OW Teachers (TECAT)

Who: Currently employed teachers and administrators certified before May 1, 1)86, am1 'rsmv
certified prior to this date who wish to have continued certitication

Coverage: Reading and writing skills

listory: As pan of a comprehensive education reform package, the state legislature mandated in 1984 that
currently employed teachers and administrators be tested. Individuals were required to pass the
MCAT prior to June 30, 1986, to remain employed in Texas public schools.

The MCAT Is a ofle-111DO C*AttlifiMiOti of all persons certified in Texas prior to t iy I, 1986.
Those seeking certification after that date must pass a certitichtion test (fixCET).

In spring 1987. the state leg islatutt pav.rd A hill frpealinr; a rrquirrmzrit that thuttr erriitird prim
to May 1, 1986 be tested in subject matter areas. As of April 1987, the bill had not been signed
into law.

PlUs ng Scores: Reading . 75% of the 55 multiple-choice items; Writing - cleaity acceptable performance on an
essay or 77% of the multiple-choke items and an acceptable essay.

Pala.ing Rates: 96.7% pased on theit 6rst attempt (overall pass rate tor the five administrations hum April 1986
through February 19117 is 98.6%)

No. of Teachers
Tested:
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247,167 (March 1986. February 19871
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Admissions Testing Utah

Status: In place since )

Coverage: flasie skilh

Instrument: Varies by college 1 c

History: The State Department of Education requires competency testing in basic skills prior to admission
in teacher education programs. Colleges of education 4elect their own examinations and set their
own passing scores,

Passing Scores: Wry by college

Passing Rates: Not collected

No, of Teacher
Education Graduates: 1M92 in 19g4

Other Admittion5
Requirements: Minimum OPA established by the colleges of education



Certification Te- ti

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

In place since July

App1tCaM cekini in

Co,i,inunication skills, general and professional knowledge, subject matter skills

lust NTE Core Battery and specialty area tests

Passing Scores:

sing RtliCN

C s°

Virginia

The state legislature mandated that applican s for initial certification must pass the NTE Core
Battery and specialty area tests. After a validation study of the area tests, recommended cutseores
were presented to the Virginia Board of Education in September 1982. A second study to validate
the Core Battery plus the specialty area tests was completed in March 1984 and cutseores were
established by the Board to become effective July 1986.

Com unication Skills - 649, General Knowlodge - 639, Professional Knowledge 639

Not available. While the state has data ,u1 the ourohe
data on the number failing.

penpfr paOcT, the NM, it does noi have

Effective July 1983, 2-year nonrenewable ccrtillcatcs arc issued to teachers, During that time the
beginning teacher must successfully demonstrate 14 competencies of the Virginia Beginning
Teacher Assistant Program.

A Coll4 Ite Professional Certificate is valid for 5 years. Renewal
ser.ester hours of credit, of which only 3 may be noneollege credi

his certificate is based on 6

A Post-graduate Professional Certificate is valid for 3 years, requires an appropriate gradu
degree, and 3 years' teaching experience.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 56,863: 0 (0%) hold e ergency certification.



Performance Testing Virginia

Status:

Prog a Nam ler Msisiance Pr am (If rA P.)

Who;

In plac

Coverage:

Any teacher seeking continued certification who has not been certified by Virginia before July
1985, and has less than 1 year of full-time successful teaching e perience.

Individuals tested in 14 competencies covering academic learning time, student accountability.
clarity of lesson structure, individual differences, evaluation, consistent rules, affective climate,
learner sdf-concept. meaningful !canting, planning, questioning skills, reinforcement, close
upervision, and awareness,

History: In February 1982. the State Board or Education adopted seve al rcquircmcnts concerning teacher
certification. These requirements stipulate that beginning teachers must de onstrate satisfactory
performance within a 2-year provisional period.

Suppnrt WrIrkchopc are held throughout the state to address the 14 Coifl

Goals: To provide assurance that every teacher receiving regular certificat on has dcmonstrtitcd posses-
sion of major competencies and to help beginning teachers develop these competcncis

Process: An assessment is comprised of three observations by three observers. Beginning teachers have
three opportunities to pass thc assessment.

Passing Scores: 12 out of 14 co petencies

Passing Rate . Of the fall 1985 participants, 95% passed. A total of 370 (55%) beginning teachers demonstrated
the required number of competencies during the first assessment, and an additional 276 (40%)
passed during the second assessment.

Of the spring 1986 panicipants, 92% passed. A total of 218 (55 ginning teachers demon-
strated the required number of competencies during the first assessment, and an additional 72
(23%) passed during the second assessment.

No. of Teachers
Evaluated in 1985: Dating 1985-1986, 987 beginning teachers were assessed (669 were assessed in thc fall and 318 in

the spring).



Admlssioos Tes ing

Status:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Pa ing Scc

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

122

In place since 1985

Ba ie skills

Washington Pre-College Thsi (WPC), the SAT, or the ACT

Washing on

In the mid-1960's the State Board of Education established program a Troval criteria rcquIrin
demonstrated competency.

In 1978 the State Board adopted new rules designed to strengthen teacher education programs.
These rules mandated the current program which was first implemented in 1983. In 1984 the State
Board of Education adopted the new admissions testing requirement which was implemented in
1985.

Minimum score of 80 on the composite standard scores of the verbal and quantitative subtests of
be WPC test. Equivalent SAT and ACT scores are determined annually. In 1986 they were 700

and 16 respectively.

Not available

2,007 in 19n5

Institutions must establish min mum OPA's.



Admissions Tes

Status:

Coverage:

Instrumci

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

West Vi ginia

In place since September 1985

Reading, writing speaking, mathematics, listening

Pre-Professional Skills Test and College Outcomes Measures Program in s -aking and locally
developed tests in listening and computer literacy.

In April 1982, the State Board of Education adopted a policy calling for assessing basic skills for
teacher education candidates. A 20-member Basic Skills Task Force composed of practicing
teachers and teacher training faculty in the state was appointed by the board to study all availabletests.

In 1984 the board accepted the task force mendation that the PPST be used to assess
proficiency In reading, writing, and mathematics, and the College Outcomes Measures Program
or the American College Testing Program be used to assess speaking skills. Each college of
education is to develop its own listening test.

PPST Reading - 172
Math - 172
Writing - 171

COMP Speaking - 17

In 1986: Reading - 70%, Math - 68%, Writing - 85%, Speakin -

2,199n 1985-86

Locally determined; includes CPA
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Certification Testing

Status. In place ince September 1986

West Virginia

Who. Anytime completing a teacher education program for which content tests have been developed.
Teachers with certification from another state do not need to take a test.

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Subject matter skills

The state has developed instruments in 43 subjects. Others are being d veloped.

In 1982 the State Board of Education adopted a policy providing for standatlized asscssmc
procedures in the content specialization component of teacher education programs.

Passing Sco Scales scores of 140

Passing Rates: 8396 passed on the first administration in October 1986.

Certification Process: Before being certified, a professional performance assessment must be completed by the appli-
cant's institution of higher education. An Initial Certificate is valid for 3 years. lt can be renewed
with six credits and an evaluation. A teacher with a master's degree, 5 years experience and an
evaluation can receive a 5-year Permanent Certificate. To receive a Permanent Certificate a teacher
must have 13 years' experience (during this time, a 5-year Permanent Certificate has been
renewed twice ).

No. of Teachers in 1984: 22,557; 1,325 (5.9 old emergency cern cation.
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Admissions Testing Wisconsin
Status:

Coverage:

Instrument:

History:

Passing Scores:

Passing Rates:

No, of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

To be impienicntcd July 1989

Basic skills in mathematics, reading, writing

Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST)

In January 1986 the State Department of Public instruction adopted new standards for approval of
teacher education programs, Starting in July 1989, applicants to teacher education programs are
required to obtain a passing score on a standardized examination in mathematics, reading, and
writing. The examination and the passing scores arc to bc determined by the State Superintendent.

Not applicable

Not applicable

2,819 in 1984

GPA of 2 or up 0% of class

1 o
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Certification Testing

Status:

Who:

Coverage:

instrument:

History:

To be imple clued starting Ju y 1987

Wisconsin

Anyone enrolling in a teacher education program after July 1987 and graduating after August
1990

Certification niajor, minor, and areas of concentration

To be determined

The State Department of Public Instruction adopted a new . et of rules in April 1986 that increased
standards for teacher certification. Many of these rules s emmed from recommendations of tusk
forces formed by the State Superintendent and the University of Wisconsin.

Passing Scores: To be determined

Passing Rates: Not applicable

Certification Process: As of July 1983 the state has been issuing a regular license that is valid for 5 years and can be
renewed with 6 credit hours or Department of Public Instruction approved inservice or continuing
education prograrns.

No. of Teachers in 1984: 45,350; 1,100 (2.4%) hold emergency certification. Over 90% of teachers on emergency certifi-
cation are regularly licensed teachers teaching "out of field".
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Admissions Testing

Status:

Coverage:

Instru

History:

Passing Sco

Passing Rates:

No. of Teacher
Education Graduates:

Other Admissions
Requirements:

icn

In place since 1982

Reading, writing, spelling nd mathematics

California Achievement Test (CAT)

Wyoming

Since 1982 the state's only teacher education program at the University of Wyoming has required
students to pass a competency examination prior to admission to the program.

70th percentile of high school seniors as of 1986. Previous passing score was the 50th percentile,

Not available

300 in 1984

GPA 2.0 or better, This will increase to 2 .5 in th 1987 academic year. Applic nt
interviewed prior to admission.
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Appendix:__

The Appendix provides background information periain-
Ing to other sections,

Appendix A provides additional information concerning
alternative teacher certification programs. While the chapter on
teacher supply and demand outlined the potential of alternative
certification programs, this essay illuminates alternative certifi-
cation by describing elements common across seven such pro-
grams.

Appendix B discusses decisions that must be made during
test development and validation and which can affect the test
characteristics. This discussion of technical issues provides
additional insight into the issues raised in the chapteron teacher
test content.

Appendix C outlines the skill areas evaluated in one
on-the-job performance assessment system. While paper and
pencil tests are used to assess candidates' basic skill or subject
matter knowledge, an increasing numberof states arc turning to
on-the-job performance measures. As background to the essay
on pefformance testing, this appendix outlines thc skill areas
covered by Virginia's Beginning Teacher Assessment Pro-
gram.

Appendix D contains the names and addresses of the state
level contacts used in preparing this book, The slate-by-state
descriptions would not have been possible if it weren't for the
cooperation of these individuals.



A.

An Examination of Teacher Al e native Certification
Programs'

What are the programmatic characteristics of alternative
certification programs?
What are the characteristics of individuals being attracted to theseprograms?

How adequate do the programs appear to be in preparing classroomteachers?

According to information available in the American Asso-
ciation of Colleges for Teacher Education's 1986 survey of
state teacher education policies, at least 18 states currently
allow alternate routes to certification -- programs designed to
tap the pool of college-educated, noneducation majors for the
teaching profession.2

Alternative certification programs have developed within
the context of broader national questions about the selection
and preparation of teachers and the status of the teaching
profession. Architects of the programs intend them to address
local, state, or regional needs for high quality teachers, particu-
larly, but not exclusively, in secondary math and science
classrooms. Some advocates view alternative certification pro-
grams as a promising means of widening the pool of prospec-
tive teachers and encouraging lateral entry into the profession.
Often, program participants can have classroom responsibility
and draw a teacher's salary shortly after being admitted to a
program.

This section describes seven alternative certification pro-
grams. Two are affiliated with state departments of education;
two with large city school districts; and three with universities.
While the programs differ in size and focus, all lead to a
regular, nonprovisional teaching certificate. Where possible,
commonalities across programs axe stressed. More detailed
descriptions of particular programs are included in a more
detailed technical report by the author.3

Salient characteristics of these seven programs are de-
scribed in table A-1. Two of the programs focus exclusively on

This section wu written by Nancy E. Adelman, Policy Studies
Washington, DC.

the preparation of secon ary math and science teachers; one
targets potential teachers of all secondary level core academic
subjects; and four recruit and prepare teachers for all levels and
subjects. The programs viuy in size. Four work with less than
30 participants in a cycle. The programs in Houston and Los
Angeles and New Jersey's statewide program deal in much
larger numbers. All of these programs lead to full certification.

The attrition rates shown in table A-1 refer to the percent
of program puticipants leaving for one reason or another.
Program managers are generally pleased with these rates. New
Jersey. for example, reports that only 10.6% of the "alternate
routers." compared to 16,6% of the traditionally trained
teachers, lea ic during their first year.

Program Components
The typical alternative certification program includes a

formal instructional component, some type of intensive field
experience, and close supervision of the participant by local
school district and/or institution of higher education personnel.

In the more traditionally structured programs, participants
are full-time students at a college or university for the first
semester and combine student teaching and academic course-
work during the second semester. Ftograms which depart from
this pattern feature full- or part-time classroom teaching re-
sponsibility for a school yew'. In these programs, formal in-
struction occurs during afterschool hours and sometimes on
Saturdays. Some programs require coursework and/or
classroom observation during the summer as well. Table A-2
outlines components of the seven programs.
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Character'
Table A-I

Cs of 7 Alternative Certific on Programs

Program Subject Areas Enrollment Attrition
Kate

Arizona Partners P Math, Science 1985: 18%
1986: 6

Harvard Midcareer Math & Science Program Math, Science 983; 6
1984; 18

1985: 20

Houston Alternative Program English, Math, Science. 1985: 330 39%
Bilingual/ESL, prc K-5 1986: 1()0

Los Angeles Unified School l)istrict Math, Science, English. 1984: 160
Teacher Trainee Program Social Studies 1985: 90

New Jersey Provisional Teacher Program AI ubjects & levels 1985: 186 1 1%
1986: 260

University of New Mexico/Santa Fe Rublic All subjects & all levels 1985: 16
Schools Intern Program

University of Southern Maine Teachers
for Secondary Schools Program

All secondary level subjects 1986: 15 0%

Formal Instruction

Much of the formal instruction presented to participants in
alternative certification programs resembles the content of tra-
ditional undergraduate teacher education: (1) philosophical,
historical, and sociological foundations of American education
and (2) "methods" coursesa rubric that covers instructional
strategies, classroom organization and management skills,
diagnostic and evaluation techniques, and topics specific to the
level or subject to be taught. Alternative certification programs
do not include subject matter preparation. Participants are
selected for the programs because thcy have mastered a disci-
pline.

Designers of alternative certification programs have em-
ployed different strategies to create a teacher preparation cur-
riculum that (1) meets state requirements for certification, (2)
takes into account the postgraduate status and maturity of the
populations being recruited, and (3) in most cases synthesizes
and compresses the material to be covered into a shorter time
frame.

Field Experience
In five of the programs studied (Arizona, Houston, Los

Angeles, New Jersey, and the University of New Mexico),
participants assume full responsibility for a classroom either on

the first day of school or within a month of that time. The
programs are rigorous, and it is common for participants to
comment on the stress involved in the simultaneous pressure of
day-to-day teaching and attending late afternoon or evening
classes, New Jersey is modifying the pace of its initial instnic-
tional component in response to this feedback.

Harvard and the University of Southern Maine defer
classroom placement until the second semester. Participants
thus have a semester of education-related coursework as back-
ground before encountering a group of students. Participants in
these two programs mention the stress of their experience with
less frequency.

SupervIsion

As in traditional student teaching, a mentor teacher is
usually assigned to each participant. Unlike the traditional
route, however, stipends are provided to many classroom level
supervisors.

In general, participants in alternative certification pro-
grams receive more supervision than the average student or
first-year teacher. The supervisory model used by all the pro-
grams is commonly referred to as "clinical supervision." In its
purest form, clinical supervision requires a substantial invest-
ment of time.



Components of Seven A
A-2
five Certilientlon Pro-

Duration : Formal Inmcnon mold inonicnon DAse_Support

Arizona Partners Project 14 mo, 24 credits heath n 2 paid internships in schools
and industry

Institution of higher
education

Harvard Midcarccr Math and 9 mo. 18 ere FT b0 hours of observed teaching; Institution of higherScience Project 12 weeks of student (caching education

Houston Alternative Certification 12 ma. 40 hours pre-assigninem 25 hours of classroom School districtProgram training;
15-20 instructional
modules

observation;
paid full-time teaching

Lo, Angcic5: Unified School 24 nio. 19 inst ctional units Paid full-time teaching School districtDistrict Teacher Trainee Program

New Jersey P----visional Teacher 12 n 200 Paid full-time leaching School districtProgram

University of New Mexico/Santa 14 mo. 32 hours Summer Sciwol. I-year Institution of higherFe Public Schools Intern Program internship with stipend education

University of Southern Maine
Teachers for Secondary Schools

9 mo. 15 credits I-se-- este nteship Institution of higher
educationProgram

Supervision in alternative certification programs may bc
school-based or may involve both school and university per-
sonnel. Building principals play some supervisory role in
nearly all the programs.

Participant Characteristics
The alternative certification program participants are typi-

cally between the ages of 21 and 40; their undergraduate majors
vary, with the sciences and English predominating.

Four of these seven programs specifically recruit recent
graduates of selected institutions of higher education. Two
others target mid-career and career re-entry candidates, who
tend to be over 30.

In this sample, the alternative certification program panic-
ipants tend to have strong undergraduate backgrounds. Several
of the participants attended Ivy League institutions or very
selective small liberal arts colleges. Some had graduated with
honors. Participants in the large city programs were more likely
to be goduates of public universities.

Participants come from a wide range of occupational
backgrounds: the military, the clergy, business and industry,

wholesale or retail sales, the home, a museum. More than half
of those interviewed hod some type of previous instructional
experience, such as tutoring, emergency or substitute teaching,
college-level teaching, or the Peace Corps.

By far the most common reason cited for entering an
alternative certification program was a personal commitment to
enter teaching at some point in their careers. Participants were
also attracted to the program because of on-the-job training
with pay and the lack of emphasis on "mickey-mouse" educa-
tion courses. Mid-career people tended to have more thought-
ful or deliberate motivations for enteting a program. Not sur-
pHsingly. the recent college graduates were somewhat more
tentative in expressing their commitment to the profession: for
them teaching was something to be tried for awhile.

Costs
The average per participant cost of theprogram is $4,795.

The main budget lines are the cost of instruction/supervision
and the financial support of participants. Forgivable loans and
tuition waivers are common mechanisms for student support.
As mentioned earlier, paricipants are typically earning regular

her salaries while in the program.



rogram S
Participant

gths and Weuknes5
n s of View

Strengths

Despite stnjctural diflcrcncc among the prog
eral C011itrktri thellies arose with regard to perceived rug
ctrcngrhs , On-the-jon training, Mstruct lonI a. VkiiitrrIt, peer S
port systems, program selectiveness, and the qudity of it
supervision were mentioned frequently as strengths by program
panidpants, Although they were most often ad hoc. pee
auppori systems emerged as a particularly critical element for
many participants. The opportunity to compare notes, com-
plain, and counsel each other van often cited as more helpful
than the planned curriculum,

Weaknes

Participant coticisms of the programs grouped around four
scheduling problems, ins cliomil content of the pro-

gram. their lack or preparation to enter the classroom, and
plac ments. Scheduling problems were program specific and
centered on the burden of late afternoon or evening classes after
a full day of teaching. In terms of instructional content, indi-
viduals frequently expressed a desire for more "how to"
COurstshow to write a lesson plan, how to set up a grade-
book, how to handle a discipline problem, how to construct a
test.

Conclusions
The seven alternative certification programs seek to re-

cruit, train, and induct the best available potential leachers in
local labor market. Ali apply selective admissions stan-

The programs are carefully designed to provide ride-
methodological background for and maximum supervi-

sory support during the initial teaching experience, although
optimum scheduling of program components has not been
perfected in some cases.

Most alternative certification programs have been devel-
oped in response to concern about issues of teacher quantity
and quality. While such programs are not the whole answer,
they are making a significant contribution to maintaining the

ween teacher supply and demand in the area% where
y are located. Assuming that all the participants who

enrolled in these seven programs in I98.546 completed the

ond It-aching pt loons, nearly
Icachci wouki lLwr cliff-red ilir W fk finCr Wit Cr (1'

f 1hr (hat have reported letrelier shoo-

Summ ry
I . At least I Ft states have provisions allowing ultcrnativc routes
to teacher certification.

2. The typical alternative ccrtltication program include for-
mal instruction component, intensive field c*perience, and

ose superviskm. In sortie programs, participants ate given
classroom responsibilities and draw a full teacher's salary
shortly after program admission. Other programs defer
classroom placement until the second serricster.

3. Participants in the seven examined programs have come
from a wide range or °cc:optional and educational tiaek-
ground;.

4. The support provided to program panicipan s has appeared
to be a strength; criticism% of the programs have centered
around scheduling problems, instructional content, lack of
preparation before entering the classroom, and placements.

Notes:
I. This section is based on e survey conducted for the U.S. Department of
Education. Piannine and Evaluation Services Division under Contract 300-85-
0103, fist each &hortative certilkation prop= in the sample, telephone
interviews were conducted with program administrators. protram participants,
superrisousimentorl of program panicipants, and traditionally trained teathers
in the school where the program Forticipants won Owed, All Interviews were
unstructured. F.dminiSOltOrl Wel. asked to describe the essential elements of
their programs, including recruitment. selection. mai eppliestiari procedures,
trliniag provided, piogram end potticipation evaluation procedures. cosi' and
fuoding 'sources, Participants answered questions about their age, educational
beckground, previous experience, motivation for mamas the program, and
esperiences In the program. Supervison commented on factors related to
subject mane and instructional competence of the teacher cmdiclistes, tinnily,
traditionally trained teachers woe asked to discuss their attitudes toward
alternative certification programs etnerally and specifically about the comm.
kfiee of the particular alternative route candidates with whom they hail
personal contact,

2. The states included in this count ate Atiaoni. Cshfomla. Colorado, Dela.
ware. Rohde. Georgia. Louisiana. Maine. Massachusetts. Mississippi. Mis-
souri. New Hampshire, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas. alid
Virginia. Mee states aft considering alternate routes during the 1957-18
legislative seuions,

3. Adelman. r&E.. An t
and Retraining Proltrano.
1546,

tory Study af Tracker Alternative Cerrikation
'won. DC: Pillicy Study Associates. OC1012ef



B.

Technical Issues- . -.40101610WWwftW---

How are teacher tests developed and validated .

What issues are raised in this process?

Once a decision has been made to Implement a teacher
testing program, stales are then confronted with decisions
concerning what instnunents to use. They can develop (hek
own instruments, they cen use existing instniments, or they can
design their testing program to incorpornte some eustom.devci-
oped insuuments and some commercially available instru-
ments.

Regardless of whether a stem is developing its own instru-
ment or selecting one that is commercially available, sound
practice calls for validation studies to evaluate the correspon-
dente between a given test's actual characteristics and the goals
of the testing program.

Teacher Certification prugrams are usually designed to
meet one or more of the following goals; 1) to assure that
certified teachers have the knowledge and skills neceesar/ to
teach, 2) to assure that certified teachers act in a professionally
acceptable manner, or 3) to assure that certified teachers posi-
tively and effectively influence students' development.

In-depth validation studies are conducted to evaluate
whether a test ran provide a reasonable basis for making
inferences concerning the goals. These validation studies often
involve gathering evidence that the test content is appropriate,
gathering evidence that the test scores ate related to &Sired
outcomes, and analyzing test results to aid in setting passing
scores.

This appendix discusses the methodological issues con-
fronting those who develop and validate teacher certification
tests. The procedures most often used in validation studies arc
described, some of the decisions made in the process are
identified, and issues stemming frum these decisions art dis-
cussed.

Content Related Evidence
Content related evidence is gathered to evaluate whether

the items on a proposed or existing test assess skills related to a
particular 'ob. This evidence is L-ypicafiy gathered by conduct-

by James Aigina god Soc M. Lcgj. University of

ing a job relatedness study to Wittily the desired skill
item classification study to evaluate relative emphasis.

nd an

The Job Relatedness Study

The first step in developing and validating a test is to make
sure the proposed content is related to the job of teaching. The
procedural details of this study depend on whether the agency
is developing or selecting a fCst, whether the test is a subject
matter or professional knowledge test, and what the test will be
used for.

In developing a test of professional knowledge, the job
relatedness study begins with an analysis resulting in a descrip-
tion of the tasks performed by entry-level teachers or by
teachers in general. Information is gathered from a variety of
sources. Cuniculum guides, textbooks, research on teaching,
and other documents describing the job of teaching are re-
viewed. Practicing teachers and administrators, teacher educa-
tion and teacher effectiveness researchers, and teacher educa-
tors are consulted. After an initial list of job elements is
developed, experts arc interviewed or surveyed to determine if
any potentially important job elements have been excluded
from the list.

After the job descdption is completed, a survey is con-
ducted requesting respondents to rate the elements of thc job
description on one or more criteria. The respondents are often
practicing teachers, but may be others such as principals and
teacher educators. One rating criterion is usually the impor-
tance of the job element to teaching prsctice in general Of to
teaching as practiced by entry-level teachers. A second com-
mon criterion is the frequency with which :he job elements ue
invoked in teaching practice. The ratings of each job element
re combined and summary statistics are computed. These

statistics are measures of the degree to which each job clement
is job related.

The same general procedures are followed in the develop-
ment of a subject matter test. The items rated by the survey



recpmdcn$s, however, are descrip bject loaner rather
than job elements. In developing ihe subject minter deserip-

s important to keep the certiflcntk,n purposes in mind,
lf, for example, the purpose involves the knowledge and skill
base required to perform the tasks expected of entry-level
teachers, it may he inappmpriate for the subject matiel kcrip-
(ions to focus exclusively on instructional objectives corre-
sponding to the grade level for the certificate.

The Item Classification Study

An item classification study is conducted to investigate
whether the items on a particular form ofa test are proportiona-
tely representative of the content in the test plan developed
from the job description.

Experts on the content of the test are given descriptions of
the topics covered by the test. Each expert independently
judges whether each item belongs to its intended topic.

Issues

The job relatedness and the item classification studies
involve task definition, questionnaire development, sampling,
and statistical analysis. These studies raise several method-
ological and procedural iss:icb,,

1. Thc results of the relatedness study may differ
depending on whether the respondents arc asked to rate the
importance of job elements for (a) the job of teeching, (b)
professionally acceptable practice for entry-level teachers, and
(c) effective teaching. When the goals of the program are not
very clearly defined, proposed content cannot be properly
evaluated. Prognims should be careful in defining their goals
and respondent tasks. Using ambiguous terms, such as -pro-
fessionally acceptable practice" and "effective teaching," does

medy the situation as these terms do not provide an
ate basis for making judgments

2. Because the job description is the basis for the t st plan
and the test plan is the basis for developing the test items, the
job description must be comprehensive. In addition, the job
elements should be written at an appropriate level of detail. A
job element that is too general mey fail to provide the basis for
some critical job elements and may result in large numbers of

mportant items. The likelihood of unimportant items can be
reduced, but not eliminated, by a detailed job description that
has been thoroughly evaluated.

3. Because job relatedness studies rely on expert judg-
ment, results can differ depending on the sample surveyed. For
example, in studying job relatedness of a professional knowl-
edge test, respondents with expertise in ekmentary school,
middle school, high school, and special education have differ-

perspectives which can be expected to affect their judg-
ments. Differences between perspectives should be analyzed
carefully, and sampling plans formed with these perspectives

d,

'noting plans and sample sizes arc not determined
n light of a desired level of accuracy for the results, then the
resulting stinisties might not be stable ley might fluctuate
markedly if the job relatedness study were repeated. Clearly,
such results are not a reliable guide for tes devchpuicnt or test
inference volidation. This is tut important issue if a study is
improperly planned or inadequately funded.

5. No simple guidelines exist for selecting the criteria for
determining whether a job element is sufficiently job related to
he included in the test plan. Too lenient a criteria will result in
the inclusion of unimportant job elements. Too strict a criteria
will result in the exclusion of important job elements.

6. A fundamental question is whether a job relatedness
study should be a major basis for developing or selecting bask
skill tests. Do the citizens of a slate have a right to expect
public school teachers to have a level of literacy beyond the
level that is prerequisite to adequate job performance? Those
who say "yes" agree that parents have a right to expect strong
role models for literacy. Those who say "no" nrc only expect-
ng teachqs who have achieved literacy levels that arc prereq-

uisite to adequote job performance.

Criterion Related Evidence

Criterion related evidence is gathered to evaluate whether
test scores are related to desired outcomes. There arc two basic
designs for collecting criterion related evidence: predictive and
concurrent. In a predictive design, the criterion data are col-
lected some time after the test score data are collected. In a

concurrent study the test score and criterion data arc collected
more or less simultaneously. The appropriate time span be-
tween collecting the test score and criterion data depends on the
purposes for the testing programs.

Teacher certification programs designed to assure that
certified teachers engage in professionally acceptable practice
rut based on the Inference that examinees with higher test
scores are mote likely to engage in professionally acceptable
practice. It is debatable whether content related evidence is a

sufficient basis to justify the validity of the inference. The
argument in favor of additional evidence is that thc inference is
predictive: test scores should predict teacher performance in
the classroom. Consequently, criterion related evidence, col-
lected in a predictive design, is required.

The argument against the necessity of additional evidence
ikely to be based on the Uniform Guidelines on Employee
crion Procedures,2 established by the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission. When the purpose of a test is to
divide applicants into unemployable and employable groups,
the Uniform Guidelines permit the test to be justified by content
related evidence like that collected in many teacher certification
testing programs. If an employer can identify knowledge that is
critical to job performance, then a prospective employee with-
out that knowledge can be rejected because he or she cannot be
expected to adequately perform the job. Applicants who have



the required knowledge must be placed in the employable pool
even though having that knowledge does not guarantee ade-
quate job performance. 'Mat Is, there Is no inference that
examinees who pass the lest will. if hired, be adequate cm-
ployees.

The situation is quite different when the purpose is to
ensure that certified teachers will perform in a professionally
acceptable fashion. Clearly, the inference is that exatninces
with higher scores will be more likely to perform in a profes-
sionally acceptable fashion than those with lower scores.

Another purpose for teacher certification programs Is to
ensure that certified teachers have positive effects on their
students' development. The inference associated with this pur-
pose is predictive: examinees with higher test scores will tend
to bc more effective teachers. This inference cannot be fully
justified by content related evidence.

Issues

Although criterion related evidence is clearly important
for justifying some of the inferences made by using teacher
certification tests, some argue that practical constraints make
collecting the necessary data difficult, if not impossible:

I. Not all the needed data can bc collected, therefore
making the evaluation of validity difficult. It is impossible to
obtain criterion data for failing applicants barred from teaching
positions. Some argue ..11:1( a1tao..0 passing and failing exa-
minces would have different ciiterion scores if complete data
could be collected, there is no reason to expect criterion score
differences among passing examinees.' Also, not all passing
applicants take teaching positions; problems can arise if certifi-
cate holders who obtain teaching jobs are a nonrepreaentative
sample of those who pass the test. This possibility can be
investigated empirically.

2. It is difficult to obtain valid criterion measures because
of the wide variety of situations in which teachers work.
Consequently, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible to
determine criteria that apply to all certificate holders. There is
nothing in the logic of criterion related evidence, however, that
requires a single study of all certified teachers. Moreover, it
may be possible to separate the work situations into subsets that
are sufficiently homogeneous for common eclecria to apply and
to collect peedictive evidence in several of these subsets.

3. Measures of teacher performance in the classroom are
not yet well developed, although efforts to develop low-infer-
ence measures of teacher pefformance are underway and may
prove useful in the new- future.

Standard Setting
Standard setting is the process of determining the mini-

mum score an examinee can earn on the test and still be eligible
for certification.

Although several types or standard-setting methods exist,
cachet* certification testing one type has been used almost

exclusively. In a typical example,' a panel or experts reviews
items On an item-by-item basis, For each item each judge is
asked: "Should a person with minimal competency In the
teaching field be able to answer this item correctly?" Judges are
to answer "no" if thc content of the item is too trivial or too
sophisticated, "insufficient information" if they are unfamiliar
with the content of the item, and "yes" otherwise. For each
itcm, the number of ycs answers is divided by the numbcr of
yes and no answers. The minimum passing score Is calculated
by summing these proportions over the items on the test.

It must be noted, however, that while appearing to provide
an objective cutoff score, even the most well designed standard
setting survey can do no more than determine a subjective
standard for certification. suggests the need to collect
additional kinds or information prior to setting a final sandard.

Several alternative competing methodologies exist. One
possibility is to analyze thc test scores of examinee groups
likely to be more competent and examinee groups likely to be
less competent than the teacher certificate candidates. For
example, with a professional knowledge test it might be useful
to obtain test scores on practicing teachers considered to be just
beyond entry level and college seniors who have not taken any
pedagogy courses.

Another possibility is to conduct mock employment inter-
views with examinees located at several score points through-
out the score scale. The interview might consist of a series of
questions about teaching problems entry-level teachers are
likely to face. Based on the interviews, mock employment
decisions would be made. A third possibility is to have a panel
of experts take the test. Then, for each of several scores, each
expert would estimate the probability that an examinee with
that score would be able to perform the tasks expected of an
eary-level teacher. The data from the standard setting survey
along with the data from the other studies would bc assembled,
These data would be reviewed by the body legally responsible
for standard setting, or its designee, and used in setting a final
standard.

Issues

In addition to what data to collect and how to collect it,
three other issues arc likely to arise in standard setting:

1. What impact should measurement error have on stan-
dard setting? When the standard setting data are assembled and
a standard is chosen, it can be viewed as the standard that
would apply if the measurement errors were removed from the
examinees' observed scores. These errorless scores are com-
monly referred to as true scores. Because tests generally have
some degree of measurement error, adjustment to the initial
standard is often considered. In determining the amount of
adjustment, four types of examinees are televant:



(a) true positives, examinees with observed scores alxwe
the adjusted standard and true scores above the initial standard;

(h) true negatives, examinees with observed sCores below
the adjusted standard and true scores below the initial standard;

(c) false positives, examinees with observed scores above
he adjusted standard and true scores below thc initial standard;

(d) false negatives, examinees with observed scores below
the adjusted standard and trve scores above the initial standard.

The amount and direction of adjustment of the standard
depends on the utilities associated with the four possibilities. In
the simplest case, the utilities for the true positives and true
negatives are equal and larger than the utilities for the false
positives and false negatives. Then, the adjustment of the
standard depends on whether the false positive or false negative
decisions have less utility. When the concern for false rejec-
tions of capable candidates outweighs the concern for false
acceptance of incompetent candidates, a situation that fre-
quently holds in teacher certification testing, the standard is
adjuster! downward.

2. What impact should teacher supply have on standards?
Should standards be adjusted upward in times of teacher over-
supply and downward in times in undersupply? Should they be
adjusted so that the "right" percentage of candidates pass?

3, Should a single standard be sct for a total score across
multiple tests or should a separate standard be set for each test?
When a testing program is used for predictive purposes, the use
of separate standards implies that failure to exceed the standard
on any one test is theoretically associated with a sharp decre.-
ment in performance on the criterion, namely future teaching
ability.

Summary
Content relevance, evidenve of lipproprudcncss, and stan -

dards arc typically examined in developing teacher tests,
2. Technical issues arise in tile process. Many of these is:ues
can be resolved with adequate planning, an adequate number of
cxarninces, and adequate funds.
3. Decisions made early in the process concerning program
goals affect the methods used in test development and valida-
tion.
4. Since the process relics on expert judgment, decisions made
regarding panel composition and analytic technique can alter
results.
5. The data from a standard setting study provide a basis for
establishing cutoff scores. Judgment is required in order to
adjust for measurement errors and establish the final passing
scores.

Notes:
I. Mehrens, W.A., "Validity Issues in Teacher Competenc Tests," Unpub.
fished manuscript. Gainesville, FL: University of Horida, Institute Nr Student
Anessment and Evaluallan, 1986,

2. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Office of Personnel Manage-
ment, Department of Justice & Department of the Treasury (1978). Adoption
by four agencies of the uniform guidelines on employee selection procedures.
Federal Register, 43, 388290-38315.

3. Cron, L.H, "Validation of the NTE Tests far Certification Decisions
Educational Measurement Issues and Practices. 1985, 4, 7-10.

4. See P.M. Nana', "Teacher Certification Testing Technical Challenges: Part
I," In VLF, Garth and M.L. Chernriff (eds.). Testing for Teacher Certification,
Hillsdale. NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Int., 1985.



C.

The Fourteen 4.-ompetencies of the Virginia Beginning
Teacher Assessment Program

This list is taken directly from Beginning Tearher Assess-
t Program: Questions and Answers about the Assessment

and Assistance Components, published by thc Virginia State
Department of Education in 1986.

1. Academic Learning Time
The colnpvItili teacher knows that learning Is directly

related to the time students spend on learning activities.
The beginteug teacher should demonstrate awareness of

the importance of the effective use of learning time by:
minimizing time spent on noninstructional activ ties
keeping the student involved in assigned tasks
keeping attention focused on the lesson
planning initial learning activities

2. Student Accountability
Thc competent teacher knows thc importance of holding

students responsible for completing assigned :asks.
The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of

the mportance of student accountability by:
planning the tasks that each student is expected to
complete
making students understand what they are expected to
accomplish
explaining the consequences of not completing an as-
signed task
making certain that students work on their tasks
making certain that assigned tasks arc completed

Clarity of Lesson Structure
The comp. tent teacher knows that the lesson should bc

presented in a systematic manner consistent with the objectives
of insmuction. Research shows that students learn best when
they understand how each part of the learning activity relates to
the other parts and to the whole concept.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the Lmportance of clarity in the structure of the lesson by:

preparing outlines, reviews, and SUinnlarics in advance
of the classroom sessions
beginning thc lesson or unit with a statement of purpose
helping students to understand thc relationship between
one part of a lesson and another
ending the lesson with a summary or review

4. Individual Differences
The competent teacher knows that learners progress .

different speeds, learn in different ways, and respond to differ-
ent kinds of motivation. Research indicates that teaching strate-
gies should be adapted to these differences.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the importance of adapting to individual differences by:

planning ways of dealing with differences in students'
abilities, cultural backgrounds, or handicaps
defining different objectives for different students
providing alternative ways for students to achieve com-
mon objectives
providing for learners with special problems, such as
hearing or visual impairment or severe learning difficul-
ties
providing for learners with unusual talents or abilities
arranging the classroom for easy aCCeSS for physically
handicapped students

5. Evaluation
The competent teacher knows that learning is facilitated

when 'instructional objectives are communicated to students
and when those objectives coincide with the objectives of
evaluation. Important information about individual student
progress can be obtainett informally in the classroom and can
be used in making tactical teaching decisions. Additionally,
formal assessment of each student's progress is important in
making decisions about instruction, grading, and promotion.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the importance of formal and informal evaluation by:

planning evaluation (formal and informal) whenever he
or she plans instruction
designing formal evaluation procedures



asking questions, observing students` work, and check-
ing students' progress regularly
informing students about how their performance
evaluated

6. Consistent Rules
The competent teacher knows that rules for clas room

behavior must be clear and consistent, and that students must
understand the rules and consequences of violating them.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the 'mportance of consistency in enforcing rules by:

setting ruies that are understood by students
citing the rule when students disobey it

7. Affective Climate
The competent teacher knows that learning occurs more

readily in a classroom environment that is nonpunitive and
reflects acceptance of students' behavior.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the importance of a psychologically supportive emotional cli-
mate in the classroom by:

avoiding hostility and a punitive environment
acting in a relaxed, good-humored way, and accepting
students' behavior
showing consideration for students
showing awareness and appreciation of cultural differ-
ences
making the physical environment as attractive as possi
ble

8. Learner Self-Concept
The competent teacher knows that a student's achieve-

ment may be enhanced by improving his or her self-concept;
the student's self-concept is enhanced if the teacher's expecta-
tions are high and if the teacher appreciates the student's
personal worth.

The beginning teacher should demonstTate knowledge of
the importance of enhancing student's self-concepts by:

planning challenging lessons
encouraging and prompting a student who has difficulty
in answering questions correctly
praising students when they perform difficult tasks
give correct answers to difficult questions
showing courtesy to students

9. Meaningful Lea ning
The competent teacher knows that learning takes place

when the material to be learned is whited to material already
learned.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the importance of meaningful learning activities by:

planning ways of relating instruction to the interests find
knowledge of students
pointing out relationships between what is being taught
and what the student already knows
pointing out relationships between what is being taught
and the "real world" interests of students
asking questions that require students to identify rela-
tionships between what they are learning and what they
already know
asking questions of students that require them to iden-
tify relationships between what they arc learning and
something that is important to them outside the class-
00111

relating instruction to the cultural backgrounds of stu-
dents

10. Planning
The competent teacher knows the importance of good

planning and is aware that: (1) learning activities should match
the instructional objectives; (2) learning is facilitated whcn
ideas ate communicated in several different ways; (3) the
current literature on the teaching profession should be con-
sulted regularly; and (4) students' scores on standardized tests
contain important and useful information about the class as a
group and about individual students,

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the importance of good planning by:

using test data in defining objectives or choosing learn-
ing activities and materials
using professional literature in defining objectives or
choosing learning activities
defining objectives that will assist students in achieving
long-term goals
defining objectives on the basis of differing needs of
groups and individuals
defining objectives in measurable terms
using information about test reliability and validity
using objectives as a basis for planning learning activi-
ties
planning different activities for students with differen
abilities, interests, and cultural backgrounds
planning alternative ways for students to achieve the
same objectives
planning for the use of a variety of instructional media
planning more than one way to present material to
students

14



11. Questioning Skill
The competent teacher knows how to ask questions to

develop students' knowledge and recognizes that asking ques-
tions is a major professional teaching tool.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
thc importance of skillful questioning by:

a) conducting drill or practice sessions that include
asking relatively easy questions to which the teacher
'Teas one specific answer, with little or no probing

or follow-up (convergent questions)
b) conducting classroom discussion by

asking questions to which the teacher does not ex-
pect one particular answer (divergent questions)
redirecting a question in which thc teacher repeats or
rephrases the question to another student
accepting learners' answers

c conducting recitations by
asking questions that aft lOOStly convcrcnt or prob-
ing, or extending a question relating to student re-
sponse

giving positive or negative feedback on students
answers

d) developing new content by
using convergent and probing questions rather than
divergent questions
giving positive feedback or praise when a difficult
question is answered

12. Reinforcement
The competent teacher demonstrates awareness that thc

skillful use of reinforcement encourages or discourages partic-
ular behaviors.

The beginning teacher should dctnonstratc Imowledge of
this competency and its appliCation to classroom caching by:

giving positive feedback
avoiding using punishment to motivate suulerus
calling attention to desirable behaviors

13. Close Supervision
The competent teacher knows that students learn more

during individual and small-group activities when the act Vities
are monitored and the teacher assists and encourages each
student,

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the importance of close supervision of students when they are
working Ai individuals or in small groups by:

monitoring their activities
helping students who have pr +lents

14. Awareness
The competent teacher knows that effective classroom

management requires that the teacher knows what is occurring
in the classroom and that students arc aware of this fact.

The beginning teacher should demonstrate knowledge of
the importance of this competency by:

moving about the classroom or constantly scanning it
constantly monitoring the level of interest of students
making students aware that the teacher knows what is
going on
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